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of countries and of kingdoms

jeffery R holland

when latter day saints speak of the brotherhood of man that
phrase has special meaning it means literally that we are all sons
and daughters of an eternal father spiritual kin who once partici-
pated in a spiritual family setting there were no unfamiliar races
no confusing tongues no cross or counter cultures there was
nevertheless conflict but most of the family stayed together

that kindred relationship continued for the faithful through the
mortal parenthood of adam and eve by which we renewed our
relationship as brothers and sisters this time in a physical sense
still there were no unfamiliar races no confusing tongues no cross
or counter cultures but there did remain the possibility of conflict
and loss of more of the family to nullify that conflict and loss as
much as possible and to weld as joseph smith said a saving link
between these parents and their children these brothers and sisters
the principles and ordinances of the gospel of jesus christ were
immediately introduced A spiritual family which became a physi-
cal family would now with effort and faith become an eternal
family may I1 quote from george F richards the late president
of the council of the twelve underscoringUnderscoring the truths taught in the
fifth chapter of moses he said

the gospel of jesus christ was taught to adam this is a
unique doctrine among the worlds followers of christ yet it is
one of the basic truths revealed to the prophet joseph smith by the
eternal father

this knowledge explains the course of human history man
from the beginning was taught the gospel the lord did not
initiate his work on earth by leaving him in darkness but men
yielding to the temptations of the evil one departed from the truth
thus came a succession of apostasiesapostasies and restorations

jeffery R holland is commissioner of education for the church of jesus christ of
latter day saints
A luncheon address delivered at brigham young university 17 april 1977 in connec-
tion with a symposium on deity ways of worship and death sponsored by the
BYU religious studies center



thus also it happens that the simple doctrines of the gospel of
jesus christ appear or have appeared in the religious beliefs
of mankind fragments of the truth have been handed down
through the ages

this doctrine amply substantiated becomes a powerful
evidence for a common source of religious truth and for the exis-
tence of gospel knowledge from the beginning of earth history 1

the significance of this distinctive latter day saint doctrine can-
not be overstated yet it would be foolish to propose that all the
world s religious beliefs came from such a common and truthful
source but much of what we study and learn historically comes
from that experience an experience which stems back through the
accumulation of races tongues and cultures and conflicts this
human family has witnessed since adam and eve stepped out of the
garden of eden

students of comparative world religion in their own way seek
to perform a haleyanhaledan haley as in alex not comet a
haleyanhaledan task As I1 see it they too are searching for roots LDS
students assist by undertaking to define and trace the branches of a
family and doctrinal tree aa tree now grown very large a tree in
years past hardly recognizable from limb to limb theologically
speaking we know many branches have been inappropriately grafted
in and will have to be cut away other truer branches have re-
ceived too little attention and they will have to be nourished but
with all the searching and tracing and watering and pruning that
may need to be done before a final harvest there is nevertheless
before us restored and continually reaffirmed inin our present dispen-
sation the gospel of jesus christ that age old tree of adam s faith
and adam s family

in this day of church activity which is by a prophet s declara-
tion going to take us to every nation kindred tongue and people
we do well to aid that process and facilitate our friendships by
sharing here in just such a symposium our mutual experience our
knowledge of countries and of kingdoms as the lord has com-
manded dacd&c 8879 even inin the early and difficult days of this
dispensation with more than enough hardships and temporal travail
to go around the lord nevertheless urged our forefathers to study
and learn and become acquainted with all good books and with
languages tongues and people dacd&c 90159013 in the same way

george F richards inin milton R hunter the gospel through the ages salt
lake city stevens and wallis 1945 p v
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and presumably at the same time we declare ourselves to be seekers
after anything that is virtuous lovely of good report or praise-
worthy thirteenth article of faith that search is now taking
us to countries and kingdoms cultures and corners of the world our
fathers never knew and our grandfathers never dreamed of the
rich opportunity of our time suggests that we move as rapidly and as
resolutely into these new frontiers as we are able they are of
course very old frontiers I1 am in short trying to suggest that
what you are doing here today in this comparative religion sym-
posium is not simply a nice intellectual exercise or just another
praiseworthy educational experience for me it is part of a personal
dream in terms of what the center for religious studies at BYU may
yet do it is deeply theological it has eternal implications and it
will play its own part in the process of international brotherhood
ultimately it will play its own part in preparation for that blessed
day again in a theological framework when the lamb shall lie
down with the lion and we shall beat our swords into plowshares
and our spears into pruninghookspruninghooks then saysthesays the lord they shall
not hurt nor destroy in all my holy mountain for the earth shall be
full of the knowledge of the lord as the waters cover the sea

isaiah 24 119
now just a few specifics about the agenda of this symposium

faith seems to be one way or another the first principle in any
man s devotional life As far back as anthropologists document
man has worshippedworshipped and often believed that he had an immortal
soul 1 I have spent some time here suggesting why that should not
be surprising to latter day saints william howells describes
mans impulse to worship in what we would consider to be almost
uniquely latter day saint language he says that man unlike other
animals is the creature who comprehends things he cannot see and
believes in things hebe cannot comprehend 2

obviously it will not take even an alert latter day saint ear to
recognize the echo from the opening line of the lith chapter of
hebrews faith is the substance of things hoped for the evidence
of things not seen hebrews 111 or from the 32nd chapter of
alma faith is not to have a perfect knowledge of things
therefore if you have faith you hope for things which are not seen
which are true alma 3221 or elliot landau s classic response
to his fellow jews after his conversion to mormonism in answer

AsSAs cited in paul hutchinson how mankind worships the worlds greargreat
religions new york golden press 1967 p 9



to the persistent why he confessed my heart told me things
my head did not understand

that reach for faith and to latter day saints that is specifically
faith in the lord jesus christ takes us into considerations of deity
of worship of death and much more reassuringly the response to
that faith is extended to the whole of the human family in scope
christ s plan of salvation as taught in the restored doctrines of this
dispensation includes not only every living creature on the earth but
every ancestor before us and every remnant of our posterity to come
in every age and in every area each living soul will have an oppor-
tunity to hear and accept the guiness of the doctrine of christ that
opportunity is unlimited christ s was according to amulekamules alma
3410 an infinite and eternal sacrifice and its blessings will be
available to every man woman and child from the north to the
south the east to the west and every island of the sea

part of that universal opportunity includes a universal way by
which all might respond to it every man shares an inheritance of
divine light an influence emanating from the godhead which is not
confined to select nations races or peoples the spirit giveth light
to every man that cometh into the world and the spirit enlightenethenlighteneth
every man through the world that hearkenethhearkeneth to the voice of the
spirit dacd&c 8446

president brigham young once said

the spirit of the lord the light of christ and the inspiration
of the almighty are given to every man I1 do not believe for
one moment that there has been a man or woman upon the face of
the earth from the days of adam to this day who has not been
enlightened instructed and taught by the revelations of jesus
christ what the ignorant heathen yes every human being
who has possessed a sane mind no matter what the traditions
of their fathers were those who were honest before the lord
and acted uprightly according to the best knowledge they had will
have an opportunity to go to the kingdom of god no matter
whether we are jew or gentile no matter whether we believe
in the koran as firmly as we now believe in the bible if we
are honest before the god we serve 3

the key words are of course honesty and opportunity and the
history of gospel activity indicates that many have been honest and
will take the opportunity when it is presented to them in this life
or the next

journalsowal of discourses 26 vols london latter day saints book depot 1855-
86 2137 139 hereafter cited as JDID
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let me just quickly give a brief and incomplete inventory of
some quotations that reinforce the objectives of your symposium
charles W penrose explained

for the inspiration of god in olden times was not confined to
the men who wrote the jewish scriptures god has permitted his
spirit which is the light of truth and which manifests truth to be
poured out upon all the inhabitants of the earth to some extent

there have been inspired bards and sages and poets who
have uttered words of truth words of inspiration concerning things
of which they had been enlightened of god and many things that
such men wrote have been recorded and handed down and scraps
of them may be found among all nations and peoples his spirit
has enlightened mankind in all ages to a certain extent for the
spirit of the lord which gives light to the human understanding
is the spirit by which we live it is the spirit of light it is the spirit
of life that spirit isis not confined to one race of people
or to one country or to one age or generation but it is universal
it is the true light that lightethlighteth every man that cometh into the
world 4

orson F whitney once said before a general conference of the
church

god is using not only his covenant people but other people
as well to consummate a work stupendous magnificent and alto-
gether too arduous for this little handful of saints to accomplish
by and of themselves outside of the pale of the churchlchurchechurch
are other good and great men not bearing the priesthood but
possessing profundity of thought great wisdom and a desire to
uplift their fellows who have been sent by the almighty into
many nations to give them not the fullness of the gospel but that
portion of truth that they were able to receive and wisely use
such men as confucius zoroaster buddha socrates
and plato these all had some of the light that is universally
diffused and concerning which we of this day hear they were
servants of the lord in a lesser sense and were sent to those pagan
or heathen nations to give them the measure of truth that a wise
providence has allotted to them

they have been mighty auxiliaries inin the hands of an almighty
god carrying out his purposes consciously or unconsciously 5

parley P pratt once said that mohammed a son of abraham was
on the side of truth in teaching the true and living god and that
his was in its day a standard raised against the most corrupt and
abominable idolatry that ever perverted our earth 6 in 1853 john

ad7d41d 23346
conference reports of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints 5 october

1931 p 120
ID 340
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taylor confirmed the catholics have many pieces of truth so
have the protestants the mohammedansMohammedans and the heathensathensheathershe 7 nearly
a century later george albert smith stated 1 I meet members of the
catholic the presbyterian the baptist and the methodist and all
other churches and I1 find in these men and women virtuesthatvirtues that are
most beautiful to me 8

after mentioning that all religions have some truth joseph
smith said we should gather alitheallailali the good and true principles in
the world and treasure them up or we shall not come out true
mormonscormonsMormons 9

this is not an attempt to be encyclopedic or exhaustive or even
boring but it does recall the prophet alma for behold the lord
does grant unto all nations of their own nation and tongue to
teach his word yea in wisdom all that he seeth fit thattheythat they should
have alma 298 and perhaps it helps say in a variety of ways
how much we need to do and how broad our sources and oppor-
tunitiestuni ties are I1 include on that scroll of sources some of the lan-
guages tongues and people to which these prophets have referred
they will all make their appropriate appearance in the dispensation
of the fulnessfalness of times

let me use just one specific example which spencer palmer and
I1 have discussed a principle on which he has improved my thinking
some of what follows will be professor palmer s own language I1
speak of the doctrine of meditation so often identified with a tra-
dition like buddhism I1 do not speak of popularized transcendental
thought or teenage zen buddhism I1 speak simply of quiet uninter-
rupted thoughtful consideration of god s will and goodness to us
this is one of the lord s basic teachings seldom practiced enough in
the west even latter day saints sometimes seem to have too little
time for it yet the savior set the example when after feeding the
5000 he went to the mountain for solitude and when the evening
was come he was there alone matthew 1423 during the hour
of his greatest agony he sought seclusion in the garden of geth-
semane where he had oft times resorted john 182 when
assembled believers on the american continent failed to understand
his message he commanded them

TJD 1154 159
scouSConconferenceference reports 5 october 1931 p 120
joseph smith jr history of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints

ed B H roberts 7 vols salt lake city deseret book 1971 5517 hereafter
cited as HC



therefore go ye unto your homes and ponder upon the things
which I1 have said and ask of the father in my name that ye may
understand and prepare your minds for the morrow and I1 come
unto you again 3 nephi 173 italics added

north american members and missionaries often express con-
cern about the eastern inclination toward the contemplative life
yet as a scriptural principle and in their purest form such contempla-
tion and prayer are usually prerequisites for revelation from the
lord david meditated on the law of the lord day and night

psalms 1 he first considered god s heavenly creations then
pondered upontheupon the significance of man psalms 83483 4 nephi was
caught away in the spirit only after he sat pondering in his heart

1 nephi ili11iii1111 the voice of the lord commanded nephi to get
thee into the mountain for prayer and there he cried unto the
lord he did go oft into the mountains where he prayed often 1 I1
nephi 183 his heart aonponponderethponferponderderetheth continually upon spiritual things

2 nephi 416 out with nature enos reported that the truths of
eternal life sunk deep into his heart enos 3 helaman frequently
pondered privately helaman 101 3 oliver cowdery was told
that he had not understood the nature of revelation and must first

restudystudyfestudy it out in his mind before answers could come dacd&c 97
president joseph F smith received the great vision of the redemption
of the dead only after he had spent many hours pondering over
the scriptures and reverting his mind to the writings of the ancients
then were the eyes of his understanding opened and the spirit of the
lord began to rest upon him 10 joseph smith jr prepared his
mind through serious reflection and on the crucial passage inin
james 1155 he reflected again and again after I1 had retired to
the place where I1 had previously designed to go having looked
around me and finding myself alone I1 kneeled down and began to
offer the desire of my heart to god joseph smith 28 12 15

president david 0 mckay in a 1967 general conference
address emphasized the importance of meditation as an essential
feature of worship in the lives of latter day saints

I1 think we pay too little attention to the value of meditation
a principle of devotion

in our worship there are two elements one is spiritual com-
munion rising from our own meditation the other instruction from
others particularly from those who have authority to guide and

vision of the redemption of the dead pearl of great price see joseph F
smith gospel doctrine salt lake city deseret book 1970 p 472 for background
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instruct us of the two the more profitable introspectively is
meditation

meditation is the language of the soul meditation is a form
of prayer we can say prayers without having any spiritual response

meditation is one of the most secret most sacred doors through
which we pass into the presence of the lord 11

the lord s revelations teach us that we should repair to our
own spiritual gardens our own sacred groves that we should seek
our solitude on mountaintopsmountain tops if necessary we must feel the
presence of god in our lives in a church where love of god is
taught as the highest quality of the human soul latter day saints
must always remember the value of reflection upon spiritual things
we can receive such gentle reminders even from those not of our
faith 12

paul hutchinson made a perceptive comment in his informative
little essay entitled how mankind worships he observed

there is a tendency a product of the egotism in all of us to
mock the unfamiliar in other men s faith and worship such words
as heathen idolatry superstition are used more often as
smear words or in derision than in their legitimate meanings they
are the words we hurl at others yet every man should com-
mand respect in the moment when he bows before god we may be-
lieve that his conception of the divine lacks valuable even essential
elements his forms of worship may appear to us bizarre sometimes
even repellent but in that moment of prayer every man is at his
best if we are as wise as we like to think ourselves it is then that
we will attempt to understand him 13

of course in our zeal for identifying the revealed light of truth
and hearing faint echoes of a common past we need to be careful
not to be confused by what is not truthful and what may have
wandered greatly from the pristine purity of earlier dispensations
we have our standard works which are standards and above all
we have living prophets who are the oracles of god the defenders
and the teachers of eternal truth scriptures and prophets are
always our safeguards against error in a lesser way others may also
help in making crucial distinctions including scholars like hutchin-
son who notes that neither confucius nor lao tzu dreamed of
founding religions and that the rites which have been spoken of as
religious both confucian and taoist have only slight connection

divid 0 mckay consciousness of god supreme goal of life improvement
era 70 june 1967808219678082

spencer J palmer why study asia asia 4 197119197111971 191 9 esp 696 9
hutchinson how mankind worships ppap 9 lo1010
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with anything the great masters taught both confucius and lao
tzu were philosophers the former was as mundane and pragmatic
a thinker as ever lived and the latter an idealist and mystic whose
teachings are so elusive and intangible that it is hard to reduce them
to coherence at least for western minds 14

hutchinson continues that insofar as confucianism is regarded
ritualistically it may be seen as no more a religion than memorial
day appearances of the american president at the tomb of the
unknown soldier or a meeting of the society of mayflower des-
cendantsscendants As for what has become of taoism with its hoards
of nearly illiterate rapacious priests one is sobered by the summary
of edmund davidson soper his comment is undoubtedly overstated
for effect but it does suggest the need for caution he says

taoism today is a mass of puerile superstitions it is the worst
side of chinese religion theoretically the business of the
ignorant priests is to help the people live in accord with tao ie
the way but practically it is magic run mad soothsaying in every
imaginable form is carried on by a priesthood which has
become skillful in working on the superstitious fears of the people 155.5

the academic and socioreligious world generally asserts that no
great religion has swept into world prominence since islam some
thirteen hundred years ago perhaps not a new religion but surely
a restored and purified one is moving to take its rightful place as a
world religion indeed as the world religion the prophet

joseph smith said

I1 calculate to be one of the instruments for setting up the kingdom
of daniel by the word of the lord and I1 intend to lay a founda-
tion that will revolutionize the world it will not be by sword or
gun that this kingdom will roll on the power of truth is such that
all nations will be under the necessity of obeying the gospel 16113

it is in that sense that I1 speak of the value of knowledge of
countries and of kingdoms of languages tongues and people of
symposia on comparative views of deity worship and death and
much more the church of jesus christ of latter day saints is com-
pellinglypellingly on a course wherein we will need to know all people every-
where we need to love them and listen to them and wherever
possible teach them they are in every instance our brothers and
sisters

ibid p 12
As cited in hutchinson how mankind worships p 12
HC 6365
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the founding of the samoan mission

R lanier britsch

introduction
in april 1974 president spencer W kimball encouraged the

latter day saints to lengthen their stride and carry the message
of the restored gospel to all the nations of the world the size of
the missionary force has grown considerably since that time and
efforts are being made to gain entry and teaching privileges in
countries which have previously been closed to LDS missionary
activities nevertheless a major percentage of the world population
remains untouched by LDS mission workers in addition to the
european communist countries work remains to be opened in most
countries of southwest asia and africa inin all of south asia and in
several areas of southeast asia of course the people s republic of
china also remains closed

when the problems of poverty nationalism and antiforeignismanti foreignism
governmental instability literacy and non christian religious systems
are considered the challenge to lengthen our stride seems difficult
to meet the devoted advocate of church growth might be tempted
to wonder whether the gospel can be taken to the remainder of the
world until the lord intervenes to change many circumstances and
in effectopeneffect open the doors

in answer to such thinking the historian of LDS mission expan-
sionsionslon must point to past experience it would not be accurate to con-
clude that the church makes progress only in those times and places
where the evidence would suggest lack of success there have been
many cases which clearly show the church growing at times and in
places where the odds are seemingly against it national peace and
stability do not necessarily create the best seedbed for the growth of
the church in fact turmoil war dislocation suffering and confu-
sion have established a suitable climate for church growth cer-
tainly one cannot conclude that wars are good or that unhappiness
should be fostered to assure the expansion of the church rather
R lanier britsch is associate professor of history at brigham young university
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one must recognize that the gospel offers answers to those who are
displaced who suffer or who need answers to life s questions 1

the case under consideration in this study is the samoan mission
its establishment in 1888 which was the official founding date of
the mission came at a most unsatisfactory period in samoan history
governmental social economic and to some extent religious prob-
lems all militated against the success of the LDS missionary corps
nevertheless the church was established and has grown steadily
ever since today approximately twenty percent of the population of
samoa is LDS the entire nation both western and american
samoa is covered with stakes and the first presidency has just
announced planstoplanetoplans to build a temple there

PERIOD ONE WALTER MURRAY GIBSON

SENDS missionaries TO SAMOA

the latter day saint mission to the sandwich islands hawaii
which was founded in late 1850 ran into problems in 1857581857 58 for
a variety of reasons principally the apostasy of many of the
hawaiian converts and the fact that brigham young was deeply
concerned about the impending utah war the zion utah elders
were called home after their departure in 1858 the local saints
were left to care for the church three years later in july 1861
the adventurer walter murray gibson who had joined the church
in january 1860 arrived in hawaii as a missionary his appointed
field of labor was japan and malaysia but he had also been asked
by president young to visit the hawaiian saints gibson went far
beyond the authority given him and ultimately defrauded the ha-
waiian members and misused his ecclesiastical authority he was
excommunicated in april 1864 2

several of the most recent examples of LDS church growth in locations of up-
heaval are japan after 1945 the planting of the church in korea during the conflict
there the establishment of mission work in thailand largely as a result of american
military people who were there in connection with the vietnam war and the brief
beginning in vietnam itself during the war certainly other examples could be given
from europe and latin america

the most frequently cited books articles and theses concerning gibson include
gwynn barrett walter murray gibson the shepherd saint of lanai revisited
utah historical quartOuartquarterlyerlyefly 40 spring 1972 14262142 62 R lanier britsch another visit
with walter mumurrayrray Ggibsonibson utah historical quarterly forthcoming gavan daws
the shepherd saint shaalshaol of time A history of the hawaiian islands honolulu

university of hawaii press 1968 ppap 22025220 25 frank W mcghie the life and
intrigues of walter murray gibson MA thesis brigham young university 1958
james A michener and A grove day gibson the kings evil angel rascals in
paradise london seckerseeker and warburg 1957 ppap 12054120 54 joseph B musser walter
murray gibson oceanic adventurer U S naval institute proceedings 52 septem-
ber 1926170932192617091926 1709321709 32 brigham H roberts comprehensive history of the church 6
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whether for good or evil the influence of walter murray gib-
son was felt far and wide gibson was an ambitious man who
thirsted for power not long after he established himself as the
supreme leader of the saints in hawaii he decided to send mission-
aries to other islands of the pacific As early as september 1861 he
reported to brigham young that he planned to expand the bounds
of the church in the pacific to the society islands and other points
his hope was to convert a force of polynesian elders to mormonism
and then train them to move into malaysia and establish the church
and political kingdom there 3

in a 30 august 1862 letter gibson told president young that
two elders intelligent native brethren had been dispatched on a
mission to the society islands and tonga islands he also said he
intended to send other hawaiian elders to the marquesasMarquemarquesansas islands
the tonga group the samoan group and for malaysia and
japan 4 accurate records of gibson s activities inin this sphere cease
with the letter just quoted but we do know that two priesthood
bearers were called as missionaries to samoa probably by early
december 1862

there is a sad irony surrounding the call of kimo belio and
samuela manoa as the first missionaries of the church to the
samoan islands both men were faithful servants of the lord who
had been ordained to the melchizedek priesthood even before gibson
came to hawaii but through his clever manipulations of the
hawaiian saints gibson had convinced many good men that he was
authorized to enlarge the priesthood activity in hawaii he or-
dained twelve apostles some seventies an archbishop and bishops
to preside over the people kimo beliobelic was ordained one of the
hawaiian apostles and samuela manoa was ordained a seventy
under gibson s hand beliobello and manoa were so faithful they ac-
cepted gibson s charge to open samoa but when gibson was ex-
communicated in 1864 they were left to their own devices in samoa

belio and manoa sailed from honolulu on 23 december 1862
and arrived on the tiny samoan island of aunuuainuu a mile off the

vols salt lake city deseret book 1930 597100597 100 esther L sousa walter
murray gibson s rise to power in hawaii MA thesis university of hawaii 1942
samuel W taylor walter murray gibson great mormon rascal the american
west I11 spring 196418271964181964 182718 27 77 lorrin A thurston memoirs of the hawaiian
revolution honolulu advertiser publishing co ltd 1936

walter murray gibson to brigham young 2 september 1861 letters to brigham
young archives of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city
utah

gibson to brigham young church archives
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southeast coast of tutuila now the principal island of american
samoa on 24 january 1863 after laboring on aunuuainuu for several
months with only one baptism they moved to tutuila and began
teaching there before long they raised up a branch of forty two
baptized members many of whom lived in utumeautumen it is reported
that belio also extended his labors to apiaabia on upolu island and
baptized several people there 5

when the mission was reopened inin 1888 elder manoa reported
that he and belio had baptized around fifty people during all of
their ministrations it is doubtful that many more people than this
were baptized even though some sources have reported as many as
200 baptisms 06

problems arose for the samoan mission first the mission was
not sanctioned by the leaders of the church in salt lake city
second local difficulties also arose in 1868 elder manoa having
heard nothing from hawaii since his arrival in samoa decided it
would be appropriate for him to marry and he did unfortunately
the marriage failed and a year later elder belio found it necessary
to excommunicate the thirty three year old manoa for adultery
manoa remained outside the church until 1876 when church
leaders in hawaii gave permission for his rebaptism this ordinance
was performed by a samoan elder miomiomiomir on 4 june one day after
the now aged belio had died 7

manoa did little missionary work after his reentry into the
church when the mission was finally reopened he reported that
he had written to hawaii a number of times asking for assistance
the question may be raised why was the church not paying atten-
tion to the little cluster of saints in samoa during these years the
best answer is probably that the church was honestly ignorant of
the few saints who had been brought together in that distant place
manoa s letters may have ended up in places other than the church
headquarters in laie I1 have been able to find only three references
to samoa in the church archives during these years harvey H
cluff mentioned the samoan group twice the first reference is

cited above the second leaves us with a question cluff wrote
in the evening elder john A west arrived on his way to fulfill

a mission on the samoan islands he will stop here until his two

andrew jenson encyclopedic histonhistoihistoiyofyofbof the church of jesus christ of latter day

saints salt lake city deseret news 1941 p 765
ibid and also referring to a statement by harvey harris cluff autobiography

6 7 and 8 october 1871 p 128 church archives
itt is difficult to be sure of the facts in this situation the only source was

manoa himself and his story is not easily corroborated
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companions arrive 8 apparently west s two compancompanionsionslons never did
arrive forbeforgor he filled his mission in hawaii

the other reference is a letter from ten samoan saints who asked
president brigham young to send some of the servants of god
it arrived shortly after young s death in 1877 we have no record
that the letter was ever answered

PERIOD TWO JOSEPH HARRY DEAN REOPENS
THE SAMOAN MISSION

the 1880s were difficult years for the saints in utah the most
serious problem was the polygamy issue many of the church s

stronstrongeststrongeststroneesteest men were imprisoned during the later years of the decade
joseph H dean husband of two wives and father of five children
by the first sally spent part of 1886 and until 13 may 1887 in
prison on a conviction of unlawful cohabitation on the day of his
release he went into hiding again because he had heard that deputies
wanted to arrest him on charges of illegal voting A close friend
william 0 lee allowed dean to stay in his home while plans were
being made to take care of him while dean was there he received
a messagemessageb from apostle franklin D richards he asked dean
about the possibility of his fillingb a second mission in hawaii
since the subject had been raised by george reynolds church mis-
sion secretary a week or two before elder dean was not surprised
by richards request the first presidency wondered whether such
a mission call would be too much for a thirty one year old man with
so many responsibilities but when they learned that he had taken
to the underground

1
again it was aagreed9reed that the mission call

would relieve more problems than it would cause
on monday 23 may 1887 joseph H dean and his second wife

florence ridges were 11 set apart to go as missionaries to the
sandwich society navigator samoa or any of the other groups of
islands that the spirit might dictate through the authorities 9

within a few days joseph and florence had said goodbye to sally
and the children and were on their way

the records do not reveal what else if anything the church
leaders said to dean concerning samoa but it is evident from his
journals that elder dean was interested in the possibility of going
to samoa by october 1887 he was aware of samuela manoa
and during conference hebe asked whether anyone knew his address

cluffluff autobiography 12 august 1872 p 134 church archives
journals of joseph H dean 23 may 1887 church archives
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brother kaleohano told dean that he hadbad received word from sailors
of the hawaiian man of war imeloaimiloa which had just returned from
samoa that manoa was still there that there were a good many
saints there and that they feltthatfeltfeit that the church had forgotten them
entirely this news increased dean s concern 10

As soon as he knew that manoa was still alive and faithful to
the church dean began gathering information about samoa from
a man who had worked there dean learned about steamship con-
nections the almost total lack of mail service the cost of sailing
to tutuila which was close to aunuuainuu where manoa lived the fact
that there were 35000 people living in the islands and so on

on 26 october 1887 elder dean wrote to manoa and asked
whether he would be able to care for him and his wife florence
was five months pregnant and joseph must have been deeply con-
cerned about housing food and other facilities A few days later
he wrote to presidents wilford woodruff and george Q cannon
and explained the possibilities for mission work in samoa in
december a letter from them told him to move ahead with the
project as he saw fit

dean was busy with many matters relating to the hawaiian
mission but he continued to work toward going to samoa on
9 february 1888 florence delivered a tenpoundten pound baby boy on the
following day dean received word from manoa he wrote in his
journal

manoa will open his house for us and make us comfortable he is
very desirous to have us come and says he thinks the prospects are
as good for converts as on hawaii nelnetneineinel that settles the matter and
I1 will be able to take florence along with me 11ll11

dean s course was set florence and the baby needed time to gain
strength but they were all goingtogoing to samoa

in early may elder dean decided to sail for samoa on 7 june
during the remaining time he made reservations for their steamship
passage at a reduced rate because of their ecclesiastical status I1

arranged with a faithful hawaiian brother C K kapule to come
to samoa as a missionary as soon as he could arrangebisarranarrangegehisgebishis affairs he
was delayed because of the untimely death of his wife and con-
tinued to search for information about samoa the hawaiian saints
and the haole white missionaries held a number of feasts in their

ibid 9 october 1887
ibid 10 february 1888
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honor and the much anticipated day for sailing finally arrived
unfortunately the mail ship was three days late because of the late
arrival of mail in san francisco this complicated the deans de-
parture because the captain was not sure he would even stop the
ship at tutuila and let them off when the alemeda was offshore
a couple of miles west of tutuila the captain did stop the engines
and had the deans lowered to a small rowboat that had come out
to meet them

the roughness of the sea the uncertainty of the accommodations
for his wife and infant son and the knowledge that hebe was to open
the gospel door to a new nation all caused some misgivings and
anxiety in dean s mind he was somewhat calmed when the head
boatman made it known that he had been sent by manoa and would
take them to his home in aunuuainuu because of the roughness of the
sea the deans were forced to spend three nights on tutututuilaiialiaila but
finally the longboat was put ashore at aunuuainuu on 21 june 1888

manoa and his wife greeted joseph florence and the baby at the
shore and took them to their frame house manoa ushered elder
dean into a separate room away fromthefrom the crowd and taking him by
the hand he said in hawaiian 1 I feel greatly blessed that god has
brought us together and that I1 can meet his good servant here in
samoa here manoa broke down but soon controlled himself to
welcome the new missionaries to his adopted land it hadbad been over
twentyfivetwenty five years since manoa had seen an authorized priesthood
leader from zion

the deans were not troubled by the primitive physical circum-
stances they found in samoa although hawaii was far more
advanced brother dean had studied the samoan situation as
carefully as possible before leaving hawaii and had a fairly good
idea what to expect he was happy that manoa owned a western
style home and that there was even a bed prepared for their use
this may seem natural until one realizes that the samoanssammans sleep on
mats on the floor of their fales large mushroom shaped thatched
houses in addition to the bed there was a good kerosene lamp
earthenware dishes and a concrete floor but they had no stove
no cows no bread nor anything to make it of no running water
rainwater being all that they use it seems that we will have to live
on straight native fare probably dean s greatestgreatest disappointment
was with the mail the mail facilities seem to be at a fearful state
no inner island mail at all 12 these inconveniences notwithstand

12 ibid 21 june 1888
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ing dean and his wife were excited to be in samoa and were
especially eager to beginI1

teateachingteachinachina
ID

the gospel
the natives of aunuuainuu were equally eager to hear neandeandannan s mes-

sage on sunday 24 june elder dean gathered a large number of
the villagers and preached his first sermon brother manoa trans-
lated from hawaiian into samoan after dean spoke each sentence
the whole process was very cumbersome so the new missionary was
eager to learn the language as fast as possible

on the following day dean rebaptized manoa confirmed him
and ordained him an elder this was thought necessary because of
manoa s questionable original authority from gibson and because
of the questionable authenticity of his first rebaptism by a man
miomirmiomioMiomio whose priesthood authority could be doubted having
come from manoa himself the act of baptism must have been a
spiritual experience for those who looked on because a samoan
woman named malaea applied for baptism almost immediately her
faith seemed sincere and so the good elder baptized her since she
had not been baptized before dean counted her as his first samoan
convert 13 by 3 july elder dean had baptized fourteen more and
felt much encouraged he soon expanded his work to include oc-
casionalcas ional visits to tutuila where he baptized the daughter of a
samoan judge on 21 july

on 29 july brother dean delivered his first sermon in the
samoan language evidently liehelleile had progressed very rapidly in the
language for when the first group of american elders arrived in
october they reported that he was speaking quite fluently the
encouraging thing was that dean was having success during the first
month of his mission considering the kinds of problems that existed
in samoa at that time this success was encouraging

RELIGIOUS AND POLITICAL SITUATION IN SAMOA
PRIOR TO THE OPENING OFTHEOF THE LDS MISSION

before the arrival of christian missionaries in samoa the people
worshippedworshipped a pantheon of deities the names of these gods were not
the same as those in hawaii but there are clear evidences of com-
mon origins unlike hawaii where traders and whalerschalers flocked in
large numbers soon after its discovery samoa remained quiet and
relatively undisturbed by the inodernmodern world until much later even

manuscript history of the samoan mission 24 june 1888 church archives
hereafter cited as MHSM
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as late as 1874 there were fewer than three hundred european and
american residents inin all of samoa

christianity was introduced into samoa after it was in hawaii
tahiti and tonga christian converts from tonga 500 miles south
of the samoan group were the first emissaries of christianity to
enter samoa inin 1828 two years later one of the greatest mission-
aries of the london missionary society LMS john williams
visited tonotongac

a and then inin company with a samoan chief who had
been converted to christ while inin tonga liehelleile moved on to samoa
while there he converted a large number of people at Sapapalii
savaiisavalsavailsavalli williams message was so willingly accepted that he
promised representatives of variousvarious villages he would soon return
with teachers to train them inin the doctrines of the new religion
when he returned two years later he was surprised to learn that
the news of christianity had spread over most of the main islands of
the group once again he left his new converts and went to englandc

to recruit more missionariesmissionaries to care for the new flock although
williams did not return until 1838 and then for but a brief time
his efforts inin england bore fruit for by 1836 a new contingent of
LMS missionaries had arrived inin samoa to their surprise they
found a thriving body 13000 of methodists who had been con-
verted by tongan missionariesmissionaries this development caused an open
feud between the LMS group and the methodists but it was re-
solved inin favor of the LMS inin 1839 thereafter the LMS had al-
most complete control over the religious lives of the samoan people
some small minorities of methodists seventh day adventists and
a larger group of catholics grew over the years the roman catho-
lic missionmission was founded in samoa in 1845 1434

1 just as the latter day saints owe a debt of gratitude to the
protestant missionaries inin hawaii so do they in samoa by the
1840s most samoanssammans considered themselves christian although
some of the changes these early missionaries demanded of their
converts had little to do with christianity they sometimes equated
the cultural preferences of the western world with christianity and
required their converts to conform to these preferences most of
the work of the early LMS missionaries must be listed on the posi
tive side of the ledger they founded schools and even started a

kenneth scott latourette the great century the americas australasianaustralasiaAustralasia and
af17africaca volume 5 A history of the expansion of christianity grand rapids michbilch
zondervan publishing house 1970 ppap 21418214 18 and alan R tippett people move-
ments in southern polynesia chicago moody press 1971 chapter 4 the best LDS
source relating the political situation from 1888 to 1899 isis william 0 lee political
samoa the improvement era 2 june 18994344118994341899 434434417454114341454 al4l41
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seminary in 1844 to train samoan ministers by 1842 the book of
john was translated into samoan and in successive stages the re-
mainder of the bible was published in samoan by i8601860 it should
be noted that this progress was made under difficult circumstances
and at the cost of much sacrifice on the part of the missionaries

when elder dean and his companions beganb teachindeachinteaching9 mormon-
ism in samoa they did so as intruders into a stable religious situa-
tion it is not surprising that the LDS and the LMS did not get
along well together

the political situation was much more complex than the religious
when the latter day saints arrived in june 1888 samoa was on the
verge of a civil or tribal war during the next several years LDS
missionaries witnessed several battles and sometimes were caught
between the warring factions who were attempting to control the
country the samoan political situation was complicated by the
involvement not only of several tribal factions who were seeking
the kingship but also by the presence of three foreign powers
germany great britain and the united states the degree of their
involvement in samoa varied but all three nations were tenaciously
defending their own interests and interfering in samoan internal
affairs as three men contended for the kingship 15

development DURING THE FIRST YEAR OF REOPENING

the difficult political and religious situation nothwithnothwithstandingwithstandingnothwith standing
joseph H dean moved ahead with his missionary work on 30
october 1888 four months after his arrival in samoa he wrote to
president wilford woodruff explaining in part why he had not
expanded the work beyond aunuuainuu first he did not feel that he
should leave the forty or so souls who had joined the church there
since helielleile arrived he wrote my policy has always been to labor as
hard to keep a member as to get a new one and not to spread my
wings over more eggs than I1 can keep warm second he mentioned
that liehelleile had not quite mastered the samoan langulanguageaoeaae in the four
months he had been there then almost incidentally he mentioned
that he had been working with the members on a new meetinghouse

the modesty of his letter concealed his real accomplishments
in addition to taking care of his wife and new son he had organized
a branch baptized at least thirty fivegive people who had an additional
twelve unbaptized children organized a sunday school and a relief

C hartley grattan the southwest pacific to 1900 ann arbor university of
michigan press 1963 p 483
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ocietysociety looked after the arrival and subsequent work of elder
papule who arrived on 13 august and cared for and oriented
uder william 0 lee his wife louisa and their baby louie elder
delbertwelbertdeibertmelbertmeibert beesley and elder edward james wood after they arrived

n 10 october
in addition to these activities elder dean and his new flock were

acedfacedlaced with a serious challenge whether true or not a rumor was
irculatedrirculatedcirculated to the effect that the reigning king tamaseseTama sese following
the advice of his german adviser mr brandeis had declared it
illegal to join the mamona mormon church he allegedly threat-
enedenedtoeneatoto arrest all who were baptized into the new church president
dean along with the rest after this scare which first came in late
august 1888 only one person a young boy had applied for baptism
although the missionaries were not able to confirm the rumor they
later were assured by the american consul that they and their con-
gregationsgregations would be protected nevertheless a civil war on upolu
island was having a negative effect upon the work 16

the arrival of new missionaries made it possible to expand the
work dean had concluded even before the end of october that
aunuuainuu was not suitable for a mission headquarters in fact he was
anxious to move to tutuila as soon as housing could be arranged
but even tutuila was not central enough and before another year
had passed headquarters were moved to fagaliiFagalii near apiaabia the most
important city in samoa

but the elders took matters one step at a time when the new
group arrived in early october they set about immediately to com-
plete the meetinghouse mentioned above it was eighteen by thirty
six feet and very comfortable and commodious the roof was of
sugarcanesugarcane leaf thatch the lumber and posts were of breadfruit and
coconut and the floor was covered with clean white coral pebbles
elder wood said it was of half american and half samoan design 17

the elders also devoted as much time as possible to the study of
the samoan language the method employed was slow they tried
to learn some phrases but most of the time they listened to the
native speakers jotted down the words they heard looked them up
in a dictionary and then tried to use them

the first conference of the samoan mission was held on 28

october 1888 in addition to the organizational advancements al-

journal history of the church 30 october 1888 church archives
edward J wood my samoan experience the juvenile instructor 28 15
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ready mentioned president dean dedicated the newly completed
chapel gave the new elders their assignments called one samoan
brother to fill a six month mission a practice dean had learned in
hawaii and announced plans to make a walking missionary tour
of the island of tutuila as soon as possible

four days later president dean took elders beesley and wood
with him to tutuila on 2 november they began a twenty three
day teaching marathon that ultimately led them before 1851 people
in thirty nine villages and required eighty eight miles of walking
when they were through they hadbad baptized only three people but
the elders were sure that once the government problem was resolved
many more people would come into the church 18

actually the tutuila tour was immensely valuable by living
with the samoan people around the clock the elders quickly became
educated in the native ways one of the first lessons they learned
was the necessity of following local social customs when gospel
standards would allow it

they also learned that the best way to begin a gospel discussion
was with the highest ranking chief or chiefs matalmaralmatamatai i of a village
the samoan social system is patriarchal the village elders make
the rules of the community young people listen and obey there-
fore it was best to contact the chiefs first

the missionaries also learned to respect the intelligence of the
samoanssammansSamoans especially their knowledge of the bible the LMS had
done a good work among the samoan people most of whom had
learned to read using the bible as their text the LMS had also
taught the people to pray and to hold a form of family home
evening

every evening the chiefs came to have prayer with dean beesley
and wood after prayer they had supper wood described it
this way

on looking around the little village it was a beautiful scene we
could see in every hut the family gathered around the fireplace
singing or reading or praying seemingly unconscious of all sur-
roundingsroundings this grand custom is followed in almost every house-
hold in the islands 19

seeing the samoan people pray and study the scriptures helped
the elders realize that even though the people lived in huts and used
ovens that were but heated rocks in the ground they were very

MHSM 1231 23 november 1888 church archives
wood my samoan experience p 409
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spiritual and much loved of god love was extended to the mis-
sionariessionaries many times as they tramped around the island wood
noted that their own testimonies were many times strengthened by
having our food provided for us having boats placed at our dis-
posal also having the privilege of holding so many meetings and in
nearly every instance of having good places to sleep 20

in early december 1888 the missionaries bought a small
twenty two foot sailboat it was well made and had two sails

but it was very small for sailing in open water they christened it
the faaaliga revelation and began sailing from place to place
on aunuuainuu and tutuila

soon after the end of the tutuila tour elders wood and kapule
were assigned to teach there on a permanent basis they worked
from the village of alao which already had some mormon families
in early january president dean and his family moved there with
them and two weeks later moved on to vatia a nice village
directly over the mountain north from pago pago

the leaders lamented that rents were high and they were sad-
dened when rumors of war reached their village only a few days
after they had moved there the natives including some of the
members of the church then came to them and askedthemasked them to live
in their homes the reason for the new generosity soon surfaced
missionaries and their properties were exempt from the ravages of
tribal war on 7 february vatia was attacked by thirty followers
of mata afa one of the contenders for the kingship As was cus-
tomary in such circumstances the warriors burned fales destroyed
other property and killed livestock it did not seem to be their in-
tention to kill people on this occasion by mistake some of the
mission animals were killed and some personal property was de-
stroyedst but the missionaries were not harmed

after much hard work the elders built a twenty by forty foot
mission house it was constructed of coconut wood and was made
with only tow axes and two native adzesaddes in early march even
before the house was finished the lees moved to vatia from
aunuuainuu

on 12 and 13 march 1889 dean beesley and wood embarked
on a trip which was later described as the most exciting and im-
portant boat voyage of our entire mission 21211221 this voyage which
took the brethren to apiaabia upolu covered forty miles of open water

ibid p 491
ibid p 539
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between the two islands and approximately twentyfivetwenty five miles along
the coast of upolu their little twenty two foot craft was hardly
able to withstand the open seas but made it close to upolu only to
be overturned near shore natives righted the craft and finally the
elders reached apiaabia

they had lost all of their food when the boat overturned but
were fortunate to have several kind men come to their aid this trip
to apiaabia was motivated bytwobythoby two desires first theybopedtothey hoped to establish
the church on upolu A samoan convert during the days of manoa
named ifopo had encouraged the elders to come to his home on
upolu ifopo later proved to be a faithful convert to the church and
helped establish the church in his area the other purpose of the
trip was to visit the american consul in apiaabia and establish relations
with his office this was prompted by the samoan civil war and
its possible implications for the church

president dean and his companions visited the american consul
mr blacklock and asked him if he hadbad heard anything concerning
the rumor that latter day saints would be put in prison he said hebe
had heard nothing of the kind and assured them that he would
guarantee their safety and the safety of their converts 23

it was wbilethewhile the elders were at apiaabia that a great hurricane struck
placing them in dangerous circumstances A man named moorse
housed them inthein the loft of an old barn and slaughterhouse near the
harbor when the storm came they hadbad to remain in these quarters
until it ended the barn was so full of bolesthatholesboleshoies that they could hardly
keep a candle lit even before the storm but perhaps the flimsy con-
structionstruction helped the building to remain standing through the entire
storm elder wood later wrote that he stood at the window most
of the day and night watching the ships in the harbor meet de-
structionst there was nothing anyone could do butbui when the storm
ended the beach was swept clear of its row of buildings only one
small buildingb still stood buried in sand to the roof which alone
had saved it from total destruction inside were elders dean
beesley and wood 24

after completing their business in apiaabia they sailed toward the
east end of upolu at salea aumua they located ifopo who wel-
comed them warmly provided a feast and ultimately applied for
rebaptism he had been baptized twentyfivetwenty five years before but it

22mhsmMHSM 121912 19 march 1889 church archives
ibid
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was considered best to do it again with the performance of this
ordinance the elders felt that the door to this large and beautiful
island had been opened they sailed that day for tutuila

the first annual conference of the samoan mission was held in
aunuuainuu on 7 april all the missionaries were present except sisters
dean and lee and a fair number of samoan saints were there as
well the pattern for this conference followed the establishedtheestablished pro-
cedure for such meetings elsewhere in the church the leaders of
the church were sustained talks were given and business was
transacted

on 16 june 1889 fourtour new missionaries arrived elders hyrum
E boothe brigham smoot jesse J bennett and brigham soloman
when they arrived at vatia they found that the missionaries and
the samoan people were suffering from a famine caused by the
hurricane then two days later elder smoot who could not swim
stepped off the reef and drowned but was miraculously restored to
life through the administration of his fellow missionaries 252

june 1889 marked the end of the first year of the samoan mis-
sion A meeting was held 18 june 1889 inin which assignments were
made to all the missionaries elders lee and bennett were ap-
pointed to labor on tutuila and aunuuainuu beesley and boothe were
sent to manua and president dean and elders wood smoot and
soloman were given the task of opening proselyting work on upolu
so ended the first year of the samoan mission the church was
well founded only time and work were needed to see the effort
succeed

it is noteworthy that by this time the missionaries had ex-
periencedperienced almost every problem samoa could offer them they had
endured war famine a hurricane and other tropical storms they
had suffered sickness apostasy days in open boats and storms at
sea rumors had been circulated against them and protestant minis-
ters hadbad used newspapers and their pulpits to republish all the old
lies about joseph smith and the latter day saints although elder
lee mentioned that the roman catholics were to be commended be-
cause they did not persecute the mormonscormonsMormons their housing was
inferior to their home in zion and living coconditionsiditionseditions resembled a
perpetual camping trip nevertheless through all this the elders
were in excellent spirits and eager to spread the gospel throughout
the islands

MHSMAIHSM 161816 18 june 1889 and wood my samoan experience ppap 63435634 35
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the mormon heritage of vardis fisher

leonard J arrington and jon haupt

tradition says that vardis fisher completely rejected his mormon
background and that in turn he was rejected by the mormon com-
munity cassie hyde hock who did the first comprehensive study
of fictional works in which mormonscormons were principal characters indi-
cates that fisher was excommunicated for his frankness in portray-
ing mormon life as he knew it 1 with the exception of joseph
flora other biographers have dwelt on his early rebellion against a
rigid puritan upbringing and his frequent derisive comments on
joseph smith and mormon bishops even flora states that fisher
left the church at age eighteen and that mormon authorities offi-
cially repudiated children of god 2

certainly there is enough substance in this view to account for
its pervasiveness fisher indeed had nothing good to say about
mormon bishops whom liehelleile portrayed as opportunists who used their
office to swindle a neighbor or to get an arm around the neighbor s
wife if he were to rewrite children of god fisher is reported to
have said he would show joseph smith as a scheming fraud and
nothing else 3 fisher as flora suggests loved to outrage he

paper read at the annual meeting of the association for mormon letters 4 october
1976 salt lake city utah
leonard J arrington is church historian for the church of jesus christ of latter
day saints and director of the charles redd center for western studies at brigham
young university jon haupt formerly dr arrington s graduate assistant at UCLA
is a businessman in pasadena california
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reeling from the criticisms of some mormonscormons to his handling of some aspects of
mormon history was exaggerating the break and the earliness of his disaffection
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delighted in making it difficult for his fellow latter day saints to
use him as an apologist and he succeeded with considerable help
from mormon readers and non mormon biographers in obscuring
his relationship to the religion he had voluntarily espoused

but an undertone to all fisher s outrages bespeaks an attachment
which few have acknowledged or recognized it colors his words as
vividly as fear colors those scribbled on a university of utah copy of
bernard devoto s appreciative review of children of god lies
lies ask one who knows not a heretic that fisher permitted his
oldest child to become a latter day saint and that his second son is
active in a ward in northern california suggests the basic devotion
to mormonism of an indulgent father

the actuality is that fisher never rejected his mormon back-
ground entirely enough that it no longer mattered to him it was
a large enough part of his makeup that he never quite outgrew
rebelling against it his younger sister irene a loyal latter day
saint wrote vardis always tormented me in one way or another
and yet hebe loved me very much and I1 him 4 there is a touch of
pleasure and need in vardis characterization of his sister as pious
enough for a whole tribe 5 as though he were counting on her to
arrange that his temple work be done for him after helieiteile died which
of course she did 6

in this paper we should like to establish three points 1 1

fisher was not an apostate he never renounced his religion nor did
mormonism renounce him 2 fisher s outlook on life and history
was religious definitely judeofudeo christian and as he saw it broader
than the mormonism he was acquainted with but definitely en-
compassing latter day saint belief and practice and 3 fisher
was a pioneer in applying modern psychology to the mormon ex-
perienceperience both past and present and in that sense he isis very much a
mormon literary prophet he foresaw conflicts his people would
have groped with them two generations beforetheybeforebegore they did and made
some progress toward a resolution of them 7

violalolavlolaiola irene mead to leonard J arrington 15 june 1976
stanley J kunitz and howard haycroft twentieth centarycentirycenirry authors new

york H W wilson 1942 p 459
mead to arrington 15 june 1976 irene stated in a letter to leonard 7 october

1976 that vardis did not wish to be publicly considered an active latter day saint
because he did not wish anything he did or said to reflect with discredit on the
church or his parents

particularly helpful interpretations of fisher and his work include flora vardis
fisher wayne chatterton vardis fisher the frontier and regional wockswofksiforks boise
idaho boise state college 1972 and george F day the uses of history in the
novels of vardis fisher phd diss university of colorado 1968
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fisher s mormon heritage goes back to 1834 when his great
grandfather vardis john fisher who had moved from vermont to
new york in the 1820s was baptized into the church of jesus
christ of latter day saints 8 he and his wife had eight children
before she died inin 1831 vardis john then married jane chapman
by whom he had ten additional children not long after his baptism
they moved to ohio thentochentothen to southeastern illinois their last child
born in illinois in 1850 was named oliver cowdery fisher signi-
fying their continuing loyalty to mormonism while the seventh
11 our vardis grandfather was named joseph cylvenussylvenusCylvenus martin
fisher perhaps named for joseph smith vardis john finally took
his family across the plains to utah by oxcart in 1855 the mother
died of cholera along the trail near rock springs wyoming and
vardis john and family settled in north ogden then called weber
valley he died in big cottonwood salt lake valley in 1866
at the age of eighty four

joseph cylvenussylvenusCylvenus who was twelve when his family crossed the
plains was baptized shortly after their arrival and grew up in north
ogden he was married at the age of twenty six to lucinda amelia
cady a native of pennsylvania although both her parentshadparentsparent hadshad died
in pennsylvania she hadbad migrated at the age of seven with another
family in 1859 in the company of captain james brown joseph
and amelia lived first at north ogden then in eden ogden valley
where they lived adjacent to the william eccles family they hadbad
moved in succession to promontory five mile now weston
idaho willow creek southeast of present day idaho falls and
finally in 1879 to poole island or annis idaho about eighteen
miles north of idaho falls church records indicate that joseph
cylvenussylvenusCylvenus eventually became a seventy and that he and amelia were
active in rigby stake although they did not attend meetings regu-
larly until an LDS branch was formed at annis

the eldest of the twelve children of joseph cylvenussylvenusCylvenus and
amelia was named joseph oliver born in eden he hadbad experienced
the frequent moves of the family and had grown up as a culturally
deprived worker As the father of our vardis he figured promi-
nently in the autobiographical sections of vardis novels this
joseph usually called joe married temperance thornton a girl
whose parents were also pioneers inin southeastern idaho like joe

richard jensen has pieced together the story of the family from genealogical
records of the fisher and thornton families LDS genealogical library salt lake city
and from records of wards in which the families lived LDS church archives salt
lake city other sources are given specific citation
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she had mormon roots going back to the 1830s temperance s
father samuel thornton from western new york state moved his
familytofamily to nauvoo illinois and served a mission to Indiaindiananainin 1843
he and his wife received their endowments in the nauvoo temple
in january 1846 but after the latter day saints went west the
thorntonsthorntonaThorntons wenttorenttowent to beaver island michigan to join the strangitesStrang ites
after strang was murdered by one of his own disciples they moved
to council bluffs and then to utah and southern idaho their son
william ezra was the founder of thornton idaho which is near
annis

all this suggests that the thorntonsthorntonaThorntons were only peripherally
involved with mormonism vardis sister irene writes mother
ie temperance had only a moral training from her parents

she was baptized at the age of ten because her friends in burton
idaho another nearby mormon village were being baptized and
her father decided let her go it won t thurthurt her temperance s

parents wrote irene affiliated themselves with no church but
were good people and part of their children grew up to be church
members 9

so vardis father an elder from a family with a tradition of
being on the fringes and his mother a baptized member with little
indoctrination or sense of group loyalty to mormonism settled a
remote farm on the south fork of the snake river where they raised
their children on the fringes of mormon culture joseph read the
doctrine and covenants to temperance a lot according to irene
and there was a bible in the home that vardis read several times
and that seems to have been the extent of his mormon training as a
ooybooy when in later years someone asked vardis father why he
waited so long to have his wife and family sealed to him he said

1 I wanted to see if I1 could live with her first 10

when vardis was six 1901 his parents moved into the big
hole mountain region on the south fork of the snake some thirty
miles north and east of idaho falls across the river from the en-
trance to burns canyon and just west of the entrance to black can-
yon they homesteadedhomesteadhomesteadered a ranch they were almost alone in the re-
mote mountain wilderness the nearest neighbor was across the river
some eight miles away the fishers always referred to this area as
the antelope district or antelope bench and it became the setting
for many of vardis novels it was a world of sagebrush wind

mead to arrington 15 june 1976
ibid101bid
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I1
coyotes wolves mountain lions and loneliness the fishers lived
in a log house with a dirt covered roof and a dirt floor on river bot-
tom land their food came from birds wild animals fish fruits
dairy products and what their garden and dry farm would produce
their bedcoversbedcovers were animal skins vardis said that he did not leave
the area for five years after they moved there his mother provided
his schooling both parents were extremely hard workers in later
years vardis liked both hardbard physical and mental labor

when vardis was about eleven his parents sent him to live with
his grandmother in annis where he attended the mormon ward
school it was there that he met his future wife after one year
the people in the antelope region established a ward school at
poplar some fifteen miles downstream from the fisher ranch
where vardis his brother vivian his sister irene and about sixty
other pupils attended here too at the age of thirteen vardis
read ode to the nightingale by john keats and as hebe expressed
it became drunk with the sensuous color and rhythm with the
magic of strange lands and seas the poem was so beautiful that
he was moved to tears vardis resolved to become a poet encour-
aged by his mother he read every book of poetry he could lay his
hands upon in the school and homes of the area hebe scribbled verse
by the yard he says he particularly enjoyed henry wadsworth
longfellow s the psalm of life william cullen bryantsabryantsBryants to a
waterfowl oliver wendell holmes the chambered nautilus
william ernest henley s Invictus and poems by thomas gray
and edgar allenalienailen poe

along with poetry vardis also read the bible at least two or
three times before he reached adolescence it frightened more
than it edified me he admitted abashed more than it filled
after reading in the book a day or two I1 would suffer night-
mares 11 still it provided the foundation for his testament of man
novels and influencedhiminfluenced him to identify the mormonscormons with the people
in the old testament with israelites searching for the promised
land

at the age of sixteen vardis took his younger brother vivian
then thirteen to rigbytorigby to attend high school there the boys lived in
a small concrete hutbuthui they were later joined for a year by their sister
irene unaccustomed to being with people vardis wrote poetry and

vardis fisher my bible heritage in thomas wolfe As I1 knew him and
other essays denver alan swallow 1963 p 161 first published in the ameri-
can zionist 5 november 1953 see also flora vardis fisher and the mormonscormonsMormons
p 5500
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a melodramatic novel like those he had read in his lonely home in
the hills his world was a world of books he was intellectually
curiouscurious had many questions and was haunted by a sense of sin and
guilt vardis and vivian and later irene took this opportunity of
going to church and usually offered prayer at their meals during his
last year at rigby high at age 2020hehe submitted himself for baptism
vivian was baptized attheat the same time 4 april 1915 and his sister
irene a month and a half later probably on vardis urgings joe
and temperance then took their three children to salt lake city
to thetemplethe templetempie where the family was sealed the boys were ready
and willing to be sealed writes irene 12 that this religious re-
juvenationjuvenation occurred when vardis was twenty must have left a lasting
impact soon afterward it was suggested that vardis go on a prose
lytinglating mission vardis declined whether from fears of being alone
and inadequate as suggested in the autobiographical tetralogy I1 or
his family s inability to support him or his and his family s intense
desire that hebe secure a university education first

at any rate vardis entered the university of utah in 1915
where says irene not having a full knowledge of the gospel hebe
began to read the one sided and hostile books available at the time
and thus developed intellectual prejudices against mormonism As
with many in his generation he was not able as we are able today
to balance his reading with prochurchpro church works written with just such
intellectually curious readers in mind fisher supported himself
with part time jobs played for the university s football team and
became a book drunkard as one of his professorsorofessors called him
after two years he married his childhood sweetheart from the ante-
lope area leona mcmurtrey he served inin world war 1I but the
war ended before he was sent overseasoverseas

with leona and their son grant vardis then returned to salt
lake city to work on his B A degree which hebe completed in 1920
vardis was praised for plays hebe had written and decided to make a
career of writing and teaching he read and wrote incessantly he
then went to the university of chicago to do graduate work did a
master s thesis on daniel defoe and shifted his interest from drama
to the novel in 1925 the university of chicago granted him the
doctorate magna cum laude for a dissertation on the literary repu-
tation of george meredith

vardis experienced the greatest agony and pain of his life in
1924 when his wife leona committed suicide his distress was all

mead to arrington 15 june 1976
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the greater because he felt that leona had done this partly because
of his own shortcomings his failure to make sense of his life in
trying to understand himself ininthethe months and years that followed
hebe became preoccupied with uncovering men s excuses and evasions
vardis relentless self inspection and distrust of easy answers gagaveve
him difficulty as a young teacher at the university of utah where
he taught from 1925 to 1928 he resented what hebe thought were
pressures of the mormon church and he was regarded by many as
something of an iconoclast in his demand for a pure gospel of
truth as his biographer says he was as rigid a puritan as his
mother could ever have been 13 nevertheless his son grant was
later baptized and reared to respect the latter day saint way of life

vardis resigned from the university of utah faculty married
margaret trusler a philologist he had known at the university of
chicago and they went to new york university where he became
friendly with thomas wolfe but vardis did not feel at home in
new york and returned to his wild and beautiful idaho outpost
three years later in 1931 he built his parents a modern house and
farm buildings and he wrote there from 1931 to 1935

by the time vardis returned from new york to idaho he had
written sonnets to an imaginary madonna 1927 a book of poetry
boilerstoilers of the hills 1928 a novel about life in antelope hills
and dark bridwell 1931 a brooding examination of the people
he had grown up with boilerstoilers of the hills initiates a themetheme which
is basic in all his early novels for each of them represents an at-
tempt to understand his own experiences andtheand the mormon experience
through the study of religion and the human personality the basic
affirmation of this novel as with those which immediately follow
it is the dignity of the individual before god and before mankind

the herobero of boilerstoilers is dock hunter supposedly alma lehi fisher
brother of joe fisher seventh son of joseph C fisher and therefore
doc who wrings the first bushel of dry farmed wheat off the

parched soil of the antelope bench it is the story of life s spiritual
conflicts intensified by the physical conflicts of survival on the
frontier more than that it is the story seen through a wife s won
deringsdemingsderings of an individual pitted against the ruthlessly indifferent
forces of nature

for most of the book we suspect with opal that dock is crazy
to farm this stupid hill dock with the rest of the characters isis

florafiora vardis fisher p 20
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drawn as crude and earthy as the land which they worked 14 in
a later book fisher has his protagonist vridarvuidar hunter promise
if I1 ever write novels about country people ill tell the truth I1

won t simper and bellyache over them like a dickens or a hardy 15

and tell the truth fisher does opal has a husband whose hands are
gentle only when touching a horse who s full of empty promises
about building her a house with a roof of shingles not sod and
whom we see throughout the novel as opal sees him the afternoon
of her first look at their new home

when he came toward her smiling brushing his clothes opal
stared at his teeth he had two very large teeth on top with a space
between and on either side not close by was a small sharp
pointed tooth never before had she observed his teeth with such
acuteness she imagined that his ears stuck out farther from his
head todayto day that there was more bow inin his legs and when he came
near she saw a drop of water hanging from the point of his nose 16

this is before he kisses her with tobacco stained lips and tobacco
juice on his mustache and chin and long before she learns that he
will not be taking a bath for another decade

eventually opal adjusts to his tobacco quid kisses though she
never quite adjusts to his dirtiness and her questioning is more
significant

sometimes when dock was out on the hills she would sit where
she could watch him and she would wonder at what she saw for
she would see with an acuteness unfamiliar to her a thing small
and alone moving out there a tiny thing on a great gray breast
and under a wide solitude that knew no sound but the sound of
hawks and mighty winds and the sweep of mighty storms above
him was the great wakeful loneliness of the sky limitless and gray
and under him were the rolling dry hills with their mmaskask of death
or of gray life that was like death and around him were mountains
that walled him in and it seemed absurd and pathetic that a
man should set his puny might against the boundless power of this
earth and this sky 17

in a crude and only partly satisfying manner opal s question is

answered when dock through all his superstitions stumbles upon
dry farming techniques suddenly their world changes the hillsbills
and sky and winds are no longer malevolent dock has tamed

book review digest 1928 p 252
vardis fisher we areaieafe betrayed garden city N Y doubleday doran & co

and caldwell idaho caxton printers 1935 p 62
fisher boilerstoilers of the hills boston and new york houghton mifflin 1928

p 8 we are grateful for the insights of rebecca cornwall salt lake city novelist
fisher boilerstoilers of the hills p 129
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them and they bring comfort and culture to opal it was not her
way to be happy in a world frozen like stone to its heart but
when the world thaws her despair also melts 18

mormonism is never mentioned in boilerstoilers specifically but there
is much talk of religion dock opal and even lem a slippery
neighbor seek answers they need answers more than most people
for life is harder for them frontier religion gave them answers
helped them categorize organize put this experience into some kind
of understandable order fisher does not dismiss these people and
their religion as unsophisticated products of the frontier this is life
the very fact that he chose to write about these people is an initial
affirmation that they are significant enough that he need not simper
and bellyache over them but can portraythemportray them exactly as they were
and still be certain of their worth

dark Bribridwelldivell the second novel is a remarkable book in the
two years after boilerstoilersToi lers fisher learned a great deal about human
character perhaps partly under the tutelage of his psychologist
brother vivian who was writing and practicing in new york dur-
ing the three years vardis lived in new york writing bridwell 13

here he is still playing with evil but now the causes of good and
evil are not so much in nature as in human nature happily psy-
chologicalch causes are suggested never stated and the people in
bridwell are real with real effects and a residue of unexplained
mystery

bridwellbudwellbud well is a tragedy charley dark bridwell takes hisdarkhis dark
haired wife away from the frenetic neurotic strivings of civilization
to a land where they can live on meat and wild fruit he weaves a
net of deception about the outside world so that she will never leave
him and for years it works they live contentedly and with little
effort off the fat of the land and when the fat thins hebe steals from
his neighbors openly and honestly and they let him because he
brings some joy and light into their blighted lives

but cgradually things go wrong
1 he finds he cannot raise his

sons and daughters in isolation for one thing he cannot maintain
total isolation inevitably intruders deceive and undo them but most

ibid p 207
though hebe lacked the M D degree vivian was a psychiatrist of some note

among other works he published auto correctivismconectivhm the psychology of nervousness
caldwell idaho caxton printers 1937 an introduction to abnormal psychology
new york macmillan 1929 1933 and the meaning and practice of psycho-

therapy new york macmillan 1950 irene said vardis and vivian had many
hot arguments about mormonism joseph smith and brigham young and vardis
was a defender of mormonism and its two first prophets mead to arrington 7
october 1976
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telling the seeds of destruction are here in themselves there is
the spontaneous restlessness of the oldest son jed which combined
with his mother s hidden ambition and his father s innocent animal
like brutality turns him into a truly evil character jed becomes
almost like the rattlesnakes he traps finally coming between his
mother and father 20

again mormonism is never mentioned but the question that
remainsremains dark after the book is closed is who had the most light
lela and the civilized society she finally elects to join or charley
and his worthless stagnant unambitious joyous ways the irony
comes from our own experience for we know lela is soon going to
learn that charley had no monopoly on evil that the respectable
world can be as disappointing and brutal as anything she has seen

and perhaps not quite so happy lela has made the only possible
choice but she has also lost something irrevocably

this isis tragedy of course but what makes the book remarkable
is that it isis also religious parable it is the story of adam and eve
fisher is saying something about the work ethic but also something
about salvation by grace versus salvation by effort charley grasped
a truth and lived it to the hilt representing something his neighbors
needed to be reassured of while clinging to their own ambitious
ways crude and ugly and dirty as he was charley bridwell had
his virtues and while they did not mesh with man s need for order
and progress they could not be entirely denied charley said man
is that he might have joy life was not meant to be all tedium and
duty and guilt fisher s description of his alter ego s father joe
hunter speaks eloquently of the resolute mormon farmers of the
upper snake river valley 21

time built a pioneer and set him down
upon the grayest waste of idaho
he clubbed the desert and he made it grow
in broad and undulating fields of brown

he laid his might upon it stripped its frown
of drought and thistlesthistlwhistleses till by sweat and glow
he left the aged and barren hills aglow
with color and its flame was his renown

few loved him many feared and somewouldsome would smirk
derisively and call his mind untaught

this part of course is not true of the fisher family vardis parents left the
wilderness together sometime after their children were raised

reprinted in dorys C grover A solitary voice vardis fisher new york
revisionist press 1973 ppap 525352 53
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of foul speech and unclean from head to feet
who poured his great dream into golden wheat
until his gnarled and calloused hands had wrought
A deep and quiet holiness of work

dark bridwellbudwellbudwell was written in new york where fisher was un-
der the influence of thomas wolfe and vardis brother vivian by
now a successful new york psychologist upon returning to his
father s ranch in 19319311951 a more confident professional he wrote and
published in tragic life passions spin the plot we are betrayed
and no villain need be which are collectively referred to as the
tetralogy they are introspective and autobiographical in nature
their hero vridarvuidar hunter is a thinly disguised vardis fisher and
his writing exhibits the rebellious stage through which he was
passing the ideals which he had absorbed in his adolescence
seemed now to be impossible in the face of the reality he was
recognizing

one critic M C dawson of books called the first volume of
the tetralogy in tragic life almost unendurable but if it was
abnormal repellant landand unbalanced it was also he admitted
honest sensitive heroic and vast those who feel the second list

of qualities sufficient to outweigh the first will certainly find that
reading it is an experience not to be missed 22 and it is hard to
judge whether fisher could have made the tetralogy more endur-
able a reader has accomplished much just to get through them let
alone to go back and criticize them page by page chapter by
chapter

only an immensely self centered person could have written these
books and he must have been very sure somewhere within himself
that his center was worth examining and that it would strike notes
in other souls thethetetralogytetralogy emerges as a personal epic an intense
journey toward sanity through complete honesty and suspension of
unreflective belief and the conclusions that vridarvuidar hunter finally
comes to about complete honesty are of interest to latter day saints
one assumes that much of the tetralogy is autobiographical un-
questionably it captures the tone of fisher s childhood and it is a
history of two maladjusted family lines coming together negat-
ivism pessimism love always couched in criticism and harshness
tension and denial of emotions and passions this was the sensitive
boy s early emotional food both sex and mormonism were seasoned
for him by this emotion denying heritage and the tetralogy is the

22books 22 january 1933 p 2
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story of his attempts to extricate himself from this background
he seems to have succeeded with sex with solid help from his
brother s psychotherapeutic theories but his religion gave him more
difficulty

the first volume thus is a story of insanity in the making
vridarvuidar s mother the daughter of a stern and haughty puritan
and made in that image herself rules husband and sons by guilt
in vridarvuidar s impressionable young mind religion and sexuality be-
come inextricable his mother teaches him that it is a wicked and
shameful thing to show his flesh 23 and that he must be a little
gentleman in all ways cherishing women astheagtheas the sweetest and holiesthollest
of all god s miracles 24 material possession and the vision of
death are also symbolically linked with religion vridarvuidar s saddle nag
the only thing he owned impales itself on the protruding spike
of what is called in this part of the world a mormon gate 25

this tyranny by suppression of emotional and sexual expression
distorts every personality in the family in the father who is a
party to it the distortion comes out in an unpredictable and brutal
temper with sullen silence and ruthless hard work between the
spurts the sensitive young son comes to reject himself primarily
because he cannot refrain from normal boyhood experiments
which he is told are filthy and evil during this age nine to thir-
teen vridarvuidar has his first catatonic trances or nightmares

in his late teens desperate for a way out of the guilt vridarvuidar
begins attending church for the first time in his life he is baptized
but doubts that all his sin has been washed away 26 and the re-
ligion he gets in a mormon ward is unsatisfactory it exhorted the
people to raise more sugar beets or to have more babies or to stop
eating pepper or drinking tea or to go as missionaries to heathen
lands or it was a thundering denunciation of joy in life 27

for him 13112128 ffact there is forthere was nothing here in act no hope
vridarvuidar anywhere in the religion of his youth it would be impos-
sible for him to rid it of all the ugliness on which he was reared
agnosticism is perhaps the only way out for him

but vridarvuidar never escapes mormonism at wasatch college
in salt lake city his efforts to remain virtuous continue to torture
him he is disillusioned by the college s fawning obeisance to

fisher in tragic life idaho caxton printers 1932 p 65
ibid p 66

251bidibid251bid p 109log
ibid p 446
ibid271bid
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wealth and politics 29 and mormonscormons and mormon missionaries take
on an increasingly unpleasant color something in vridarvuidar yearns
still for the ideals of his childhood he returns to idaho marries his
sweetheart neola read leona and finds at last great meaning inin
his life his desire was to protect her and worship her she was
his god and his hours with her were his testaments and his
prayer 30 his first disillusionment with neola is his discovery that
while he was torturing himself to remain pure she had been tar-
nished by a mormon missionary

in the third volume we are betrayed 1935 vridarvuidar is ex-
posed to increasing amounts of truth religion is like small pox
a friend tells him if you get a good dose you wear scars you had
a good dose 31 he is rapidly shedding the values of his mother
in the disillusionment that swept the nation after world war 1I
of his mother he says

im done with your generation and all that it stands for
your ideals have driven us to ruin millions are dead now
buried by these stinking ideals of yours and yet you sit there in
your smug halfwittedhalfwitted christian piety and tell me not to smoke not
to drink I1 hate your way of life I1 hate your little pompous
religion and your little pompous gods 32

neola s conservative nature keeps her far behind her rapidlyhangrapidly chang-
ing husband although hebe tries continuously to impose his disil-
lusionmentlusionment on her you ve got to read this book neola it will
knock all that silly mormonism out of you 33 he is still interested
in religion but in intellectual analysis of it

half credulous and halfbalfhalghaig realistic hebe is torn asunder by his ob-
sessions and dominates neola as surely as his mother dominated
him finally hebe attempts to leave her and she commits suicide the
final volume no villain need be 1936 finds him blaming
himself then his childhood finally no one for what has happened
to him but now hebe is determined to face himself with utter
honesty after earning a phd in the midwest he returns to
wasatch college to teach and there becomes notorious for his
terrible honesty which extends to other men s evasions and self
deceptions particularly mormonism the college president eventu-
ally calls him in to ask have you been telling your classes that

fisher passions spin the plot caldwell idaho caxton printers 1934 p 76
ibid p 161
fisher we are betrayed p 34
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mormonism is nothing but babies and sugar beets 34 Vridars
sympathy goes out to the daughters of mormonscormonsMormons who must suf-
fer anan ideology of babies and beets and zion of apostles and
priesthoodspriesthoods of prohibitions against coffee and pepper whiskey and
tobacco tea and coca cola which the daughters found a little
unimaginative and dull 35

all his questioning and self searching is wellweilweli intended and he
wants to free mormonscormons from their self tyranny as he frees himself
but he realizes in the course that he has become in his anti tyranny
as stern and haughty a puritan as his mother and he begins to find
a middle ground

there s an honest and decent person in everyone under the pre-
tense and sham strip the obscene mask away and there he is a
bewildered child in a dark and bewildered world all of us 36

he leaves wasatch to teach in new york telling his fiancee

well im on my way out
havent you known that and why in the world vuidarvridar

did you ever come back to this mormon college
oh I1 thought I1 could be a liberalizing force
and you ve made it more hopeless
yes it seems that way 37

eventually he can say 1I have cleaned out of me my shameful
guiltiness about sex what my terrible early years did to me in that
respect I1 have undone in the end of the final volume he is drawn
from self analysis to the spiritual dilemma of the entire country

under the calm surface coast to coast this country of his was a
seething neurotic mass and out of its buried and distorted life
sprang cults and charlatans and pious frauds

how long must we be governed by these repressed
cowards who try to legislate us into heaven now we have a
negative attitude toward love and joy now all our laws are don ts
all our religion and practically all our culture what we need
today is some great affirmations 38

recently a play by a talented young mormon writer ronald
wiwilcox1coxmcox was produced in greenwich village its theme the effects
on a young man of his loss of virginity critics found it a compe

fisher no villain need be caldwell idaho caxton printers 1936 p 95
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tent play the writer talented and promising but the theme they
said simply had no meaning to this generation their judgment
needs examining but if it is true and the mormon s experience is
now out of the mainstream of american experience then fisher s

tetralogy has also become a peculiar work of significance only to
mormonscormons and the relatively small segment of society raised on
fundamental religion we suspect it is not true that the virtue
theme is still widely applicable and that the young playwrights
idea is not outdated although surely naive to those who are able
to avoid self confrontation and guilt feeling over this particular
human experience

the tetralogy was a purging saga for fisher As he was finish-
ing it still in the condition of the starving writer he accepted a
position as idaho s director of the federal writers project and hist-
orical records project of the works progress administration he
served in this position for four years living in boise true to the
mormon work ethic his output was prodigious in addition to
administrative chores and bureaucratic obstacles he published the
idaho guide idaho encyclopedia idaho lore and other smaller
publications idaho s was the first guide to be published and is
generally acknowledged to have contained more creditable material
than was published by any other state except perhaps new york 39

during these years fisher also wrote two more novels both far
from the violent heavy mood of the tetralogy and both more mellow
in uncovering hypocrisy and sham in small western presumably
mormon towns critics who had praisedthepraispraisededthethe tetralogy found april
A fable of love one of vardis favorites a weak treatment of
themes which had already elsewhere carved a deep channel 40

critics who had not particularly liked the tetralogy found april
a compact artistic evidence that fisher had loosened up 41 no
one much liked forgive Us our virtues a story of a small town
populated entirely by neurotics about a dozen years ago com-
plained the saturday review mr fisher discovered sex but he
has not yet got over his naive astonishment at his own discovery 42

having studied over a period of many years secular history the
history of the mormonscormonsMormons and the psychology of personality fisher

see especially ronald W taber vardis fisher and the idaho guide
pacific northwest quarterly 59 april 196868761968681968 687668 76

M C dawson books 14 february 1937 p 10
mark van doren A twelve cylinder idyl nation 144 20 february 1937

216
howard Murnmumfordford jones sex just sex saturday review of literature 19

march 1938 p 4
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during this same period also tackled what many came to regard as
his greatest work an historical and interpretive novel about the
latter day saints published in 19591939 as children of god an
american epic this novel won the 10000 harper s prize for the
best novel of the year and quickly became a bestsellerbest seller the first
two sections morning and noon were adapted for publica-
tion in the book section of the readers digest and were read by
possibly hundreds of thousands of persons 43 it attempted to cap-
ture the mormon story in a manner that would help non mormon
readers to understand the intensity of faith and devotion which
accounted for mormonism s strength and whether fisher intended
it or not the book did produce a number of conversions 44

of course we cannot lodge all the blame for the historical inac-
curaciescuracies of children of god against fisher for unquestionably he
wanted to write an historically accurate novel and for that purpose
he read everything that had been written about the mormonscormons and
their history both by faithful mormonscormons and by apostates and un-
friendly writers 45 the trouble is that impartial and scholarly his-
torians had not by that time seriously examined mormon history
considering the inadequacies of mormon historiography before
1939 fishelfishet did remarkably well in getting inside the minds souls
habits strengths and fears of his people it is clear that he had
immense admiration for brigham young and his followers his art
enabled him to reveal the essential nobility of mormonism without
hiding the weaknesses of some of its adherents the reader of
children of god cannot fail to be impressed with the patience and

see readers digest april 1940 ppap 13793137 93 and may 19401940 ppap 14188141 88
we begin with grace arrington the reading of the readers digest conden-

sation drew this north carolina businesswoman s attention to the mormon culture
and religion and led her to seek out a mormon to tell her more that mormon hap-
pened to be leonard arrington and their meeting eventually led to their marriage
and to grace s conversion so one of us has a special reason to be grateful for
children of god even though as a historian he knows that fisher s portrait of joseph
smith is inaccurate and that many other scenes and interpretations lack historicity see
david brion davis children of god an historians evaluation the western
humanities review 8 winter 19535414956195319551953545414954 495649 56 ronald W taber vardis fisher
new directions for the historical novel wetternwestern american literature 1 winter
196728596196728596.19671285961967128596.19672851967128596 to give a second example our colleague in the historical department
of the church richard L jensen served a church mission in denmark where he had
occasion to work for a week with a native danish missionary who indicated that in
his early youth in the 1950s he had read children of god and as a result had gained
an interest in mormonism which led to his conversion so one cannot always predict
the reaction of readers to this kind of book shortly after the book appeared fisher
told reporters of the neieneirnewnele york times that at least twelve persons had written to
him that they had been converted to mormonism by reading the book nemnewneu york
times 21 april 1940

fisher told the times from a scholarly standpoint the book is historically
correct even though it may destroy the ideologies of some ibid
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magnanimity with which latter day saints bore their savage
persecutions 40

sensing the greatness of children of god darryl zanuck
managing director of twentieth century fox films considering it
the best story ever written on the rise of mormonism employed
louis bromfield to write a screenplay versionversion they produced
brigham young a film which is still playing after twentyfivetwenty five

years
one critic wrote

let those who have sampled previous novels by vardis fisher and
have bogged down or shied away from them not be deterred from
reading this book hitherto fishers fame has been limited to a hand-
ful of admirers headed by van wyck brooks who have regarded
him as perhaps the greatest of all american novelists a more pro-
found delver than proust into the abysses of the subconscious an
introverted writer with a sensitivity so abnormal as to be the ex-
quisite refinement of genius but to the average person reading
a fisher novel is something like having the horrors in a fever
delirium

here there is nothing like that in a novel that gave
him every chance to deal with complexes and neuroses he has told
his story so objectively that you would imagine he had never heard
of freud or the theory of the connection between religion and sexsex
although definitely pro mormon he has told a grand story inin a
grand manner 47

even bernard devoto who had previously concluded that a good
novel could never be based on the tremendous reality of the
mormon story changed his mind when he met children he found
it objective factual undecorated and thoroughly alive 48

fisher himself did not like the book or professed not to 1 I
have written many novels that have more right to the interest
of enlightened minds 49 novelists have been notoriously poor
judges of their own works warns flora 50 but in this case perhaps
the novelist is right whatever its acceptance whatever was said
by the critics however satisfying it may be as history and adventure
this is not a satisfying novel neither the portraits of joseph smith
nor brigham young are drawn with conviction although compared
with previous fictional and historical portraits they shine with ob

millennial star 1 february 1940 p 79
burton rascoe A mormon epic newsweeknews week 28 august 1939 p 32
bernard devoto millennial millions saturdaysaruSatuiday review of literature 28

august 1939 p 1

vardis fisher to jon haupt 24 april 1967
flora wardisvardis fisher and the mormonscormonsMormons p 50
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ejectivityjectivity occasional minor characters come to life but for the most
part this book remains an epic the events are what carry it and
they carry it nobly but anemicallyanemically

but children is a fine indicator of fisher s attitudes toward
mormonism most critics found him definitely pro mormon al-
though hebe said hebe had many letters from the righteous condemn-
ing him for being anti mormon although his treatment is mainly
sympathetic to their heritage his mormon readers did not like his
natural explanation for polygamy nor his suggestion of certain

neurotic impulses inin joseph smith to explain it fisher who had
visions and dreams and nightmares as a child and young man iden-
tified ferociously with joseph smith during those formative years
and it seems to us that fisher s expressed lack of respect for joseph
smith in children of god is precisely a product of this identifica-
tion for his portrait of the prophet isis a projection of his own un-
loved self the attacks on joseph must therefore be seen as fisher
castigatingcastigating himself the same fury is not directed against brigham
young

catching a theme they themselves liked fisher identifies the
mormonscormons with the ancient hebrews or perhaps it might be more
accurate to say that one suspects the mormonscormons were to some extent
a role model for the hebrews of his later novels

the hebrews were indeed if not a unique at least a singular
and peculiar people their spiritual leaders were solemnly and
tirelessly preoccupied not only with the relations of man to man
which absorbed the interest of most peoples but also with the
relations of man to the universeuniverse they were preoccupied with the
thing called evil when evil was not even a word in the vocabulary
of some peoples they were preoccupied with what they called
righteousness which though sometimes suffocated inin its elaborate
apparatus of ritual meant essentially good deeds in defense of
what they took to be the right way of life they had a capacity for
suffering and self immolation that has been quite without parallel 51

the mormonscormons represent other of fisher s values the gospel of
work the mountain man strain of intense individuality the social
strain of cooperation in creating a freer righteous society in which
there are none starving and all have a chance to work in brigham
young the selfish and social motives are successfully integrated

in short children portrays mostly thediedle mormon virtues a people
of moral earnestness seeking to serve god only mormonscormons are
unable to see this partly because inin the naturalistic frame of the

fisher my bible heritage p 165
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novel fisher has mormonism decline from visionary idealism at
morning to a vigorous pioneering at noon to a declining freedom
and abandonment of principles at evening

would the mormonscormonsMormons like the jews become a wandering and out-
cast people or would they mix with the gentiles and yield their
principles and traditions one by one until their church was only
another abomination in the sight of god he did not know or
perhaps deep in his heart he knew tootco well 52

for the mormon attempt fisher had profound respect
we wish to emphasize that there was no actual parting of the

ways between vardis fisher and the church he joined at the very
outset of his career of writinwritingwhitina he was never excommunicated the
church did not at any time officially or publicly criticize or re-
pudiate children of god although it could also not be said that
the church made a cult of fisher in june 1939the19391959 thebhe deseret news
ran a five inch story on fisher s harper prize apparently basing the
story on a press release from harper s rather than on a reading of
the book 13 there appeared no subsequent review of the book in
church newspapers and periodicals later in january 1940 a long
review of the book appeared in a paper of the reorganized church
of jesus christ of latter day saints the nauvoonau voo independent
the reviewer asserts that the book ought to be dynamited the
noble generation of our fathers he writes is pictured with gutter
ideals and grog shop habits 54 and if any latter day saints were to
reread it today we might be inclined to agree nevertheless there
remains the testimony of many that suggests children of god served
in some instances as an effective influence in the spread of the
gospel

in the years that followed the appearance of children of god
fisher was remarried this time to opal laurel Holmesholmes55hoimes55 he built
a home in hagerman valley idaho and published some twenty
books including an even dozen novels in what is called the testa-
ment of man series 194319601943 1960 the latter is a truly remarkable
narrative of man s developing0 moral consciousness from the pre-
historic past to the present fisher s last novel mountain man A

fisher children of god p 739
L D S theme of prize book deseret nemsneusnews 26 june 19591939 we assume

that galley proofs of the book were sent to a church official to read from the presence
of a copy of these in the LDS church archives salt lake city

warren L van dine in the nauvoo independent for 11 january 1940 copied
into the journal history of the church under that date LDS church archives salt
lake city

r fisher and margaret trusler were divorced inin 1939
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novel of male and female in the early american west published
in 1965 was later filmed under the title jeremiah johnson and has
been widely distributed it is still a popular movie in many parts of
the world at the time of fisher s death in 1968 at age seventy
three he was acknowledged as one of the greatest of our national
writers

fisher s side comments remained to the end tart and crusty
in response to our query about his status with the church fisher
wrote to us in 1967 1I1 am as the simple minds in the hierarchy in
salt lake could tell you a member in good standing but shame-
fully behind the past fifty years in all assessments 56 nevertheless
it is clear that as he grew older he came to a greater harmony with
his background he was able to look at mormon values and ap-
preciatepreciate them we can be certain of this becausethebecause the last volume in
his testament of man series orphans in gethsemane is a restruc-
turing and rewriting of the tetralogy with a mellowerbellowermellower look back
at his childhood and young manhood analogous in some respects
to the maturation of plato the change is not as pronounced as the
difference between platos republic of his young years and his laws
of the later years but it is nonetheless noticeable and significant
orphans at gethsemane is an insightful intelligent powerful and
moving autobiographical novel of a person of mormon upbringing
even if its author was only on the fringes of latter day saint
culture 57

flora is quite correct in saying

fishers mormonism ran deep it was not merely something
that fisher revolted against it was also something that helped form
his life style and code church members may sometimes find fisher
unpleasant reading but the mormon apostate is clearly on the
mormon side in children of god in a fundamental way he was
on their side throughout his life fishers whole approach to life
was religious 58

and there is no doubt that fisher s religion was judeofudeo christian
seven of the twelve testament of man novels dealt with hebrews
and christians he had remembered and absorbed the deep mean

fisher to haupt 24 april 1967
vardis fisher orphans in gethsemane A novel of the past in the present

denver alan swallow 1960 fisher s credo as expressed in the word to the
reader at the beginning of orphans is worth repeating 1I stand on this that if
mankind is ever to build a civilization worthy of that devotion which it seems richly
endowed to give it will first have to accept in the full light of its mind and soul
the historical facts of its past and the mutilations and perversions which its hostility
to those facts has made upon its spirit

flora vardis fisher and the mormonscormonsMormons p 48
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ings conveyed to him as he read that monumental heritage of
judeofudeo christian civilization the bible he was preoccupied with

the deep and abiding moral earnestness of the hebrew people or
at least of their religious leaders their moral earnestness he
wrote was without parallel and apparently without precedent
it was one of the riddles of history the great gift of the
hebrews to the western world he wrote lay in their intense stress
on personality it isis that intense stress on personality on the
dignity of the individual before god on free will and moral choice
that has modified the fundamental difference in outlook from
oriental peoplespeoplesl 59

if one reads mormon for hebrew in his essay on my bible
Hheritageeritage edeciewrittenr4& n inn loazloat163 1 0one finds fisherpcspc1

A- Ar enalfinally1y at neornearbeorpeacer ce withwhi
his judeofudeo christian mormon heritage struggling to overcome his
earlier ignorancesigno rances and misunderstandings having probed the depth
of his own psyche and that of his fellow latter day saints he was
prepared to defend the way of life of a great people here are his
words surely they are not the words of a dyed in the wool agnostic
nor a man who could not celebrate his forebears

we should I1 think we must accept the bible humbly as the
noblest effort of our ancient forebears to come to terms with the
problem of evil and to overthrow it and in the present when the
same old problem threatens to overturn our world many of its
pages and many of its beautiful parables still speak to us with a
clear strong voice if we would only listen for when we reject
those parts no longer applicable we do not discredit those truths
which if not eternal are still as eternal as any that man has
uttered 60

the quotations are from fisher my bible heritage p 163 see also flora
vardis fisher and the mormonscormonsMormons ppap 515251 52

fisher my bible heritage p 166 see also vardis fisher the mormonscormonsMormons
transatlantic may 1944 ppap 374337 43
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sailing the old ship zion
the life of george D watt

ronald G watt

in the history of nineteenth century mormonism the contrary
spirit of apostasy several times claimed stalwart latter day saints
who were respected by their contemporaries and who were influen-
tial in mormon life and thought despite many faithful years of
service these once dedicated servants disappear from the annals of
mormon history and posterity catalogs them with the obscure and
insignificant such is the case with george D watt

once a prominent figure in utah history watt was known
widely as a clerk in brigham young s office as founding editor of
the journal of discourses as one of the developers of the deseret
alphabet and as a promoter of utah s silkworm culture A long
association with president young provided george watt with
numerous opportunities to serve and by his quiet efficiency the
enthusiastic british convert assisted and even influenced the prophet
in 1874 however watt lost his membership in the church and with
it the associations which had brought him a measure of prominence
after his excommunication old friends ignored him and his ob-
scurity began to later generations of mormonscormons george D watt
is a little known individual 1

rediscovering the character of this man who faithfully reported
the discourses of church leaders for almost twenty years can give us
a better understanding of the early church he was a man full of
paradoxes and complexities yet one who could be simple in his
outlook and in his adherence to a cause

watt seemed always to sense a need for love and approval by
those closely associated with him he mentioned this to willard
ronald G watt is assistant librarian archivist inin the church historical department

onceoace before a descendant has tried to redeem him but ida watt stringham and
dora dutson flack s englandsEn glands first mormon convert the biography of george
darling watt apnp ca 195811958 fails to restore his reputation probably this is be-
cause the book neither captures watt s complicated character nor reveals an under-
standing of the man and his shortcomings andrew jenson gathered material for a
sketch on watt in his biographical encyclopedia but his notes were never printed
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richards as early as 1852 and as late as 1878 to john taylor he
was impulsive as may be seen by the fact that he ran to the water s

edge so as to be the first person baptized in great britain he sought
counsel and advice from his superiors but he wanted them to say
he could do as he wished he was also endowed with a stubborn
pridethatpride that made it almost impossible for him to admit his own faults
though his need for love and acceptance tempered that pride most
of his life he spent so much of his life with a pen in his hand
that it was easier for him to express his feelings in writinginwritingunwriting than in
conversation although the few sermons or lectures extant show that
he could express his ideas well orally he could be critical of some
of his fellow beings to the extent of accusing them of wronging
him he was not a leader1 of men but neiraneirwneitherI1ileriierlier was he a blind fol-
lower he was a man well trained in his own profession and
enjoyed his position thinking of it as a callingcalling rather than as a
daily task

george D watt was born in manchester england in december
1815 to james watt and ann wood about two years later his
father left for america where he subsequently died in new orleans
his mother remarried and young george spent some time in a
poorhouse and then went to live with his grandfather in scotland
when he was fourteen he returned to england where he married
and lived in preston close to his mother

it was in preston that watt joined reverend james fielding s

congregation at vauxhall chapel and first met the mormon mis-
sionariessionaries james fielding s brother joseph had joined the mormonscormons
in america sundheundheand he wrote to his brother describingthisdescribing this new religion
in 1837 heber C kimball orson hyde willard richards and this
same joseph fielding journeyed to britain as missionaries where
they first contacted reverend fielding who allowed them to preach
in his chapel however whenhiswhen his congregation began to leave him
for these americans fielding barred the missionaries from vauxhall

watt later attributed his conversion to the lack of the ancient
christians spiritual gifts in his churchchurm which dissatisfied him and
led to some disputes between him and his pastor when the mis-
sionariessionaries came he believed in their teachings 2 and was baptized by
heber C kimball with that first group of nine latter day saints in
britain on 30 july 1837 3 his mother was baptized the same day

watt was the type of person who needed counsel and advice

salt lake tribune 12 april 1874
orson F whitney life of heber C kimball salt lake city stevens & wallis

1888 p 135
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attheat the time of his baptism he was working in a factory he asked
some of the presiding brethren whether to continue in the factory
or to become a policeman joseph fielding worried about watt s

testimony remaining strong but willard richards blessed him and
he joined the police force 4 later that year watt wrote to joseph
fielding asking him to ask kimball about leaving the police force 5

and kimball sent him to scotland as a missionary it was a thrilling
experience and he saw many people baptized he became homesick
however and in february 1841 returned to preston to be with his
wife and two small children 6 concerned about his family he wrote
to brigham young who was then in liverpool thinking that
satan was trying to prevent him from doing the lord s work he
felt a need to move his family but hebe did not want them to be a
burden on orson pratt who already hadbad a destitute family in edin-
burgh it would be nice to be off to the land of zion but he
desired to continue in the work 7 the record is not clear as to the
advice he received but in april the council of the twelve made
him a high priestandpriestlandpripriestestandand sent him to preside over the edinburgh con-
ference where he remained until he sailed for nauvoo in 1842s1842

in the five years hebe spent in britain after his baptism watt
formed lasting associations which would be important for most of
his life especially was this true offisofbisof his friendship with willard
richards and brigham young these men at different times
became thefatherthe fathergather babadbebadhe had never known as watt depended on them
for advice and counsel when he most needed it however like most
children he did not always accept it

in 1840 the first mormonscormons left england for nauvoo the spirit
of gathering to zion had begun two years later on 17 september
1842 george anandd his wife boarded the ship sydney for new
orleans sometime between watt s letter to brigham young in
1841 and the departure the couple s two children had died the
watts arrived in new orleans inin mid november and then made
their way up the river by steamer

diary of joseph fielding 29 february 1840 church archives historical depart-
ment of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints diary of willard richards
12 february 1840 church archives handwritten materials are reproduced as in
original with minor alterations in capitalizationcapitallzatlon and periods

watt to fielding 4 july 1840 joseph fielding papers special collections harold
B lee library brigham young university

watt to G A smith 16 january 1841 G A smith papers church archives
watt to young 9 february 1841 brigham young papers church archives
larydiaryiary of andrew sproul 28 january 1842 p 20 library of congress collection

of mormon diaries church archivesArch reshes millennial star 1301051301 05 115
millennial star 360
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nauvoo the city of the saints was a bustling city the temple
was beginning to take shape and new homes were being built
watt had something unusual to offer this city of almost 12000
people apparently sometime before may 1843 he had learned
shorthand or as it was then called phonography in 1837 sir isaac
pittman had invented a phonetic shorthandwhichshorthand which enabled the scribe
to write every word as fast as a person could speak in may 1843
watt delivered lectures on the new writing within two years he
was teaching classes on the subject and when the phonographic
society of nauvoo was organized he was its president 10 in ex-
changechange for reporting the conference speeches he was given aa house
and a lot 11

watt had many other things to do when joseph smith or-
ganized a group to explore the west watt impulsively volunteered
but the expedition never left shortly before the prophet s death
watt was called to serve a prosproselytingelytingeluting campaign mission in north
carolina and virginia 12

in late 1845 the mormonscormons prepared to leave nauvoo work
on the temple continued for the saints wanted to begin the ordi-
nance work when the building was sufficiently completed watt
took mary to the temple with brigham young officiating they
were first adopted and sealed as the children of willard and
jeanette richards and then sealed to each other as husband and
wife 13

the following spring carrying a recommend to wilford wood-
ruff president of the british mission they left with their small son
for england 14 when they arrived they were sent to glasgow where
watt served as president of the conference during the next five
yearsheyears he labored in glasgow edinburgh staffordshire preston and
for a few months in northern scotland his stenographic ability
lay dormant except for two mission conferences for which he was
the clerk and a debate beavbetvbetweeneen a mormon and a sectarian minister 15

nauvoo neighbor 2 may 1845 16 july 1845
joseph smith jr history of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints

ed B H roberts 2ndand ed rev 7 vols salt lake city deseret book 1957 7425
hereafter cited as HC

HC 6224 341
nauvoo sealing book record A genealogical society church of jesus christ

of latter day saints
brigham young to wilford woodruff 4 february 1846 woodruff papers

church archives
report of three nights public discussion in bolton between william gibson

HP presiding elder of the manchester conference and the rev woodville woodman
minister of the new jerusalem church reported by G D watt liverpool franklin
D richards 1849
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meanwhile willard richards corresponded with watt telling
about the migration of themormonsthe mormonscormons from nauvoo and of united
states relations with mexico he asked forgiveness for having so
long neglected his friends yet the cause of zion swallows up all
minor or personal considerations and wife and children and rela-
tives appear lost as it were and we are obliged to forsake them all
to build up the kingdom of god 16

watt was more personal in his reply since richards knew all the
mission news from the millennial star he shared with his adopted
father some observations drawn from introspection since returning
to britain 1 I am more foolish than wise in general watt confided
this conclusion has checked in some degree my headstrong nature

teaching me to think twice before I1 speak once he now realized
he said that his brethren in high positions had passions like himself
and therefore he would overlook their blemishes and expected the
same from them in conclusion allow me to say that we are every
thing to you which the law of god and your own heart shall sug-
gest give us an interest in your prayers that we may be kept even
untotheunto the end amen from your children G D watt mary watt 17

for some time georgehadgeorgeheadGeorgeorgegehadhad longed to be with the saints in zion
he was finally released from his mission late in 1850 and he and
his family sailed to america and crossed the plains arriving inthein the
salt lake valley late the next summer after returning he became
involved again in shorthand for we have record that inin december
he gave a lecture on phonography 18 his contribution in this en-
deavor cannot be emphasized enough because it was not until watt
returned from england that the complete speeches of the leaders
of the church were recorded

in those economically difficult times watt soon found himself
financially strained which circumstances eventually brought him
into an unpleasant confrontation with willard richards his adopted
father and a member of the first presidency richards as editor of
of the deseret news employed watt as a reporter and it was watt s

job to record all of the important speeches and prepare them for
publication in the news given no permanent salary watt was in
an extremely insecure economic position he had to borrow ten
dollars from daniel H wells to pay a school tax and obtain a few

richards to watt 16 april 1847 watt papers church archives
watt to richards 5 february 1848 richards papers church archives
deseret news 17 december 1851
watt to wells 4 january 1852 wells papers church archives
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necessities 19 finally in september 1852 he wrote a letter of com-
plaint to willard richards thetwothetfothe two men exchanged three emotion
filled letters containing exaggerationsexaggerations of the facts but both men
perceived their own position as correct even though watt had
valid complaints richards saw him as a tormentor for the devil
watt complained that his wife was ill with diarrhea and he hadbad
nothing to give her but bread and water for richards had never
paid him richards had offered watt twentyfivetwenty five pamphlets to sell
but only after hehadchehadhe had drained all the money that would come in
this city from them brigham young had given watt the privi-
lege of printing his and orson pratt s speeches on celestial marriage
apparently watt then gave them to willard richards and richards
had published them in the deseret news taking all the profits for
himself watt said brother brigham s doctorinedocterineDocterine is man make
provision forthyforgor thy own reasonable wants andtlienandtand lienthenllenilen meet the demands
the lord makes upon thy increase the doc s richards doctrine

as per deseret news god helps them that help themselves
watt finished the letter with

I1 love you as I1 ever did I1 shall cleave to you to the last you
cannot bluff me off if you wished to I1 am ready to work on
and do my duty but I1 cannot tamely submit to have the fruits of
my labors taken from me altogether when it is right by every law
that I1 should enjoy them 20

richard s reply was like thatofthat of a father chastising an ungrateful
son

I1 regret that after I1 have used all my influence and exertions to
qualify and place you in a situation inin this church where you
might be eminently useful and have instructed you in the natureofnature of
your duties pertaining to your calling as reporter that you
should pursue such a course after all my brotherly entreaties for
daily and hourly intercourse

richards was disturbed that watt had written to him and forwarded
the letter through the public post office A five minute conversation
would have been better hebe said he accused watt of not having
fulfilled his duty as reporter brother watt has done but little
for the news compared with what hebe might have done if he had
devoted his time and talents to the cause as diligently as brother
willard has done he hadbad offered watt the pamphlets and if he
had taken them he would have had morethanmormoreethanthan enough money to
provide his family with certain comforts and pay his growing bill

watt to richards 24 september 1852 richards papers church archives
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in the tithing store richards said earlier in the letter that watt of
late had a foreign spirit about him foreign from the spirit which
dwells in the bosom of the eternal father further revealing his
attitude and setting up a defense as well richards continued my
course has been dictated and controlled by my president and when
you find fault with my president you find fault with my god
concluding hebe beseechedbeseechesbeseeched watt to call on him 21

watts reply was not long inin coming he had written because
he could write more effectively than speak inin face to face conversa-
tion he wanted to know how he was to be rewarded if an account
was to be kept against him a price needed to be put upon his labors
richards had not employed him and hadbad no more right than a
stranger to ask watt why he had not been reporting speeches
richards hadbad mentioned that watt had been absent on important
occasions but watt could only remember one important occasion
and then hebe hadbad been in city creek canyon registering his com-
plaints with the lord he added

I1 have written my honest mind brother willard I1 cannot be intimi-
dated by being told that I1 have alipedsliped dezondoivndozon I1 only ask for the en-
joyment of my common rights with other men I1 am not aware
that freedom of speech whether verbaly or in writing isis always
a shure sign of a man possessing a bad spirit neither do I1 write
thinking that I1 can change your mind and thoughts concerning me
but this I1 know I1 want to do right to you to my family and to
mankind at large and shall try to have them do right to me
you can lead me but you cannot intimidate me while a kindkidd word
from your lips viberates through my soul like the sweetest
sounds of harmony 22

that october conference no detailed reports appeared in the
deseret news the next april the news published most of the
speeches in detail apparently watt had sent a copy of the talks to
richards but there was a definite estrangement between the two
men in august 1852 watt sent richards another letter in which
he noted that he had several sermons which richards might want
to publish inin the deseret news anything I1 have is at your com-
mand and has ever reenheenbeenfeenbeen231123112123

richards had been wounded deeply by the previous exchange
and he would not seek watt out richards said that he had re-
ceived watt s note through the post office and as I1 know not
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where to find you reply through the same channel he told watt
that if he had a speech he would send it to press that afternoon

I1 have not disposition to command you but I1 will once more repeat
the request which I1 have often made and that at every reasonable
opportunity that you will furnish me with copies of president
youngs sermons teachings &cac in the midst of this people that
may be useful for the news and which ought to be preserved
in the archives of the church as a matter of history and you shall
in nowise lose your reward and when you will do this I1 shall
know that professions faith and works have shaken hands 24

in the following issue of the deseret news one of the speeches
which president young gave in july 18531855 appeared in later issues
more of watt s reportsreports were published and watt and richards
were finally reconciled

it was not long before watt s financial situation improved he
was employed as a clerk by brigham young and he also became
the reporter for the utah legislature 25 in november the news
reminded its readers that watt was the reporter not only for the
news but for any event for which correct transactions were
wanted 26 earlier he had proposed to publish a journal which would
include the speeches of the presidency the council of the twelve
and others 2717 this had the complete support of all the members of
the first presidency the volumes were published as the journal of
discourses and the profits of the venture went to watt 28 the
volumes printed by franklin D richards in liverpool were shipped
to watt who sold them at his home he continued to bethebe the princi-
pal reporter for the journal of discourses until he left the president s
office in 1868 thereafter others continued what he had begun

richards died on 11 march 1854 watt reported the graveside
services at the end of the eulogies watt said that the mourners
departed leaving the remains of one of the best and greatest men
that ever trod the earth to sleep in peace until hebe shall awake to
immortality and eternal life 112129

the close association between watt and brigham young de-
veloped only slowly watt had become acquainted with young in
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england he was now the reporter for the church and a clerk in
young s office

in 1852 after attending watt s lectures on phonography brig-
ham young began the promotion of a new alphabet george D
watt parley P pratt and heber C kimball were appointed to
form a committee to meet with the board of regents and to make
recommendations on it in the early discussions of the new alphabet
many people took part willard richards orson spencer W W
phelps daniel H wells george D watt brigham young and a
few others at first young was the promoter but it is unclear what
part he played in its development the committee primarily under
watt s inspiration suggested that pittman s phonetic alphabet
called phonotype be adopted Ririchardshards rejected it and he was sup-
ported by the other members of the board of regents phonotype
was too similar to the present english language they complained 30

in the final revision watt using his phonetic training put the
sounds with the new symbols which hehadchehadhe had devised in writing to
young about possible revisions of the new alphabet he said

dear bro I1 herein submittsublitt for your examination the result of
much thought and extensive practice on the new alphabet since
the board of regents last met

I1 candidly confess that I1 never did like the present construction
of the alphabet I1 was not left as free as I1 could have wished to be
in the construction of it

in order to make the symbols more pleasing to the pen he made
them more flowing substituting cursive letters for block letters but
watt s changes were not accepted 31 he continued however to be
one of the principal promoters of the alphabet he lectured on it
and was on the committee to write up the first reader for the new
deseret alphabet

george D watt interested himself in other areas especially
farming he purchased some property in the twentieth ward
located in the salt lake city avenues and hadbad a rather large com-
fortablefortable home there where he spent his spare time raising fruit and
some garden crops he also owned some property in kaysvillewaysvilleKaysville
where hebe grazed sheep he took an active part in the salt lake
theater where he even acted on the stage before his friends and
family his first wifewige died sometime after coming to utah and he
then married jane brown later he married alice whittaker the

minutes of meetings november 18551853is53 watt papers church archives
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widow of moses whittaker after the army arrived in 1857 jane
divorced him and married a soldier apparently because she could not
accept the doctrine of polygamy in 1859 he took his fourth wife
elizabeth Golighgolighdygolighrlygolightydy a lovely eighteen year old he later married
sarah ann harter and martha bench he had most of his children
by the last three wives and was a kind loving father and husband
who was concerned about his children s welfare 32

As the reporter for the church watt was at all the important
meetings especially when president young addressed the people
in the 1850s watt did not travel with president young when he
left salt lake city but beginning in 1861 he was at the side of the

1
president on every

1
trip until 1867 watt gave prayers preached

reported the sermons and often wrote brief summaries which were
published in the deseret news watt worked so closely with brig-
ham young that it was natural that he would look to young as a
son would to a father

As he had asked richards advice before he now often asked
young s counsel and advice once he had problems with a small
access roadway next to his property he had accidentally sold the
nihtright of way to a mr tobin and wanted to buy it back bro
brigham he wrote it looks cold and formal to say the least of
it to write you a letter when you are within a few feet of me but
when I1 try to tell you in words the words wont come the tobin
affair which I1 have troubled you so much I1 wish to lay before you
as it is in truth he asked brigham if it would be appropriate to
take the case before the high council 33 president young s reply if
written has not been preserved but the case was taken before a
bishop s court and watt was allowed to repurchase the passageway
for 579 instead of the 1000 he had anticipated 34

at another time when he desired to take sarah ann harter as
his fifth wifehewifewige he wrote his dear president and friend concerning
this matter of considerable moment explaining that he had
courted sarah and received permission to marry her watt noted
that her parents had confided that she had been previously married
to a soldier the man had left her and her parents presumed that
he had been killed watt closed by saying 1 I wish to make her my
wife if it would be right for me to do so and if you can give your

32watt to his wives and children 26 january 1867 brigham young university
see also stringham and flack En glands first mormonMoimon convertCon nefsveit the biography of
george darling watt
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free consent to our union not otherwise 35 brigham consented and
they were married

at one timedime watthadwatt had been instructed to take the speeches down
in longhand in a letter to young he said dear brother father
it is my greatest earthly happiness when 1I know that my labors are
satisfactory to you and receive your hearty sanction he agreed
reluctantly to record the speeches in that fashion although it was
more arduous than shorthand and it required little or no exercise
of the mind with his comments about his reporting he gave in-
sight into his own character he said

already my mind has become almost stereotyped in this line of
thought so much so that much of my time I1 am unfit for social
society and conversation earthly wealth isis but dust in the balance
to me compared with this work which I1 think I1 am designed to
perform in my lifetime and the impression that I1 work for dollars
and cents has yet to be made upon my mind and sire I1 consider
that I1 have nothing in this world that I1 do not own to your good-
ness as the dispenser under god of his mercies spiritual and tem-
poral to his saints what I1 have of this worlds goods I1 hold inin
trust to be accounted for at any time 3631

in a letter inin 1854 to young which included a pedigreec of some
of his ancestry watt asked for advice concerning a claim which his
brother in law said he had to an estate in ireland 3717 young replied
that he could go to britain and claim the property if he wanted
however watt chose to remainremain here and fulfill the duties of my
calling learn to accumulate property and thereby properly know
the value of it in 1866 watt again desired to claim it 1I shall
feel perfectly satisfied with whatever you advise concerning it and
shall gladly and with a free good will regulate my future course
accordingly 3831

undoubtedly brigham told him that he could do as he wished
because inin february 1867 accompanied by brigham young jr he
left salt lake city en route to britain it was a business trip but
he was also expected to preach the gospel he arrived in liverpool
late in march and after spending a few days there went to his
sister s in preston where he spent the remainder of his time except
for preaching at a conference a month after his arrival evidence is
lacking as to why he did not go to dublin but presumably his

watt to young august 1866 young papers church archives
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brother in law washandlingwaswa handlingshandling the case for him from his letter in the
millennial star it appears that he spent most of his time defending
mormonism among his sister s friends in his last letter he declared
the truthfulness of the restored gospel and bore a fervent testimony
of it 39 on 23 may 1867 watt left for america his short stay indi-
cates that he did not obtain the estate he was back in new york
in july where he wrote brigham young telling him about the possi-
bility of obtaining a catalog of phonetic fonts from the phonetic
institute of cincinnati he closed by saying 1 I long to be by your
side and pray if it can be so ordered in the providence of god that
I1 may never leave it in time nor eternity 40 less than one year later
george D watt left brigham s office never toxeturnto return

thereinere were no visible signs orof difficulty between watt and the
president that year in november watt wrote to martha his last
wife who was in manti informing her that the president hadbad
granted him permission to go after her 41 he wrote again in april
and then on 6 may wrote a letter from the tabernaclethetabernacle while he was
reporting he left the president s office on 15 may in the next
lettertoletterioletterietterleiter to martha dated 17 may he said

I1 am now no mans servant you are anxious to know why I1 can-
not tell you fully until I1 see you I1 will say this much the president
had said he could not get rid of me and that I1 was determined to
stay there whether or not and make him pay me 5005.00500 a day I1
immediately put on my hatbat and left and I1 am now free from the
toil and labor of pen work 42

several years later in reflecting on his sudden departure watt said
that he had hadbad only one thought andfhatand that was to die in the harness
for the triumph of truth and god s kingdom on earth I1 was sud-
denly and unexpectedly crushed by a public charge of meanness
and sly robbery by one against whose affirmation I1 had no appeal
there was only one man who could fit that description watt
continued

I1 could only see my character as an honest man gone among my
friends and brethren my future to do good defeated over thirty
years of labor and struggle a blank and branded as a scoundrel to
the end of my life I1 have since discovered that I1 might have taken
a more reasonable view of the matter but feeling outraged and
abused I1 was chagrined and insensed I1 did not take timerimenime to reason

millennial star 292848529284 85 297302297 302 31517315 17 33235332 35 42730427 30
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but in strict accordance with my impulsive nature kicked over the
bucket and spilled the milk 43

watt s choice of words leads oneonetoto believe that the charge was
over a financial matter the clerks drew on the tithing store for their
needs and this was debited to their accounts in the trustee in trust
ledgers their salary was credited to their accounts in the ledgers
sporadically which meant that the clerks sometimes hadbad more
debited to their accounts than credited sometimes the clerk would
overdraw bisallottedhisbis allotted amount and some of the clerks never did com-
pletely pay for their tithing store debts watt s account was credited
in 18571837 leaving him with no financial obligation but because of his
growing needs he acquired goods from the tithing store thus ac-
cumulating a debt he was paid again in december 1865 but his
salary did not cover the 1600016000 debited to his account other clerks
had debts for amounts almost as much but watt probably hadbad never
concerned himself with what the others owed 44 the profits from
the publicationpublicationof of the journal of discourses had probably provided
him with only a small sum which made him even more dependent
on his salary at the office but with his growing family the salary
did not take care of his needs conceivably it was to erase his grow-
ing debt that watt considered his claim to the irish estate and as
noted above asked young s advice for he said that he had been
wrought upon by some spirit of late to do something about the land
the estate was worth k15001500 earthly possessions meant little to
him except to do good and roll on the kingdom of god hebe said
but undoubtedly hebe hadbad to be concerned with his growing indebted-
ness to the church 45 the sale or rent of the estate would make it
possible for him to forget his financial problems and continue un-
disturbed in his calling butbuttbuit the trip was financially a failure and
his debt was still not paid it grew until it was over 20000 in
1868 presumably watt was concerned with this debt but hebe could
do nothing to erase it unless he received more money for his services
he likely approached brighambrigham young on the subject an argument
ensued and watt left the office thereafter his pride would not
let him return officially there was no mention of his departure
except a pencilled notation in the trustee in trust ledger stating
on may 15 1868 geo D watt left the office 46

4wattwattawatt to john taylor 5 december 1878 taylor papers church archives
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at first he stayed at home tending his small acreage in the
avenues in salt lake city he was especially concerned with his
mulberry trees and his silkworms he then went into the mercantile
business with robert sleater and william ajax

while involved in this partnership watt was asked by brigham
young to travel throughout utah preaching sericulture the raising
of silkworms was part of president young s plan for promoting
mormon self sufficiency and the cooperative movement agriculture
had always been watt s avocation and during the mid 1860s he
had spent considerable time raising mulberry trees and silkworms
and spinning silk watt however was not the right man for this
assignment he was still bitter over the experience that led to his
leaving the president s office and his own business venture was
bringing him into conflict with the cooperatives which he was sup-
posed to advocate in his talk at wellsville he deprecated the co-
operatives and even complained about the riches of church leaders
he boasted of his own accomplishments inthein the raising of silkworms
and grumbled about brigham young s shortsightedness on the
manufacture of silk 47 repercussions came quickly and at a meeting
of the school of the prophets watt admitted his imprudence
several of the brethren at the school complained about watt s choice
of words but brigham young said that so long as a man s intentions
were good his indiscretions could be overlooked 48

watt s mercantile business did not flourish he sold a variety
of goods ink brushes pails hats mirrors and many other things
he specialized in coal oil and bought a considerable number of
cooking stoves which the partners got for a reduced price 49 accord-
ing to family tradition one day when the partners came to work
there was a notice on their door advising people not to patronize the
business because of its gentile business connection in chicago
although watt never mentioned this in extant documents it was a
tactic used in other towns at the same time because of his outside
pressure the business failed

it was some time after leaving the president s office that watt
became interested in the godbeitesGodbeites a schismatic LDS group in
october 1869 when a committee of the twelve apostles was sent
to interview the leading godbeitesGodbeites they found him among the dis
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sidents judging them to be in darkness the committee disfellow
shipped the entire group watt included less than a week later
these godbeitesGodbeites were summoned totheto the school of the prophets where
all were restored to fellowship except william godbe and E L T
hamsonharrisonharrlson 50

in december of that same year in a farewell speech at the
twentieth ward watt reviewed the highlights of his spiritual
career he hadbeenhad been inin the church nearly thirty years hebe said and
had received his sacred temple blessings in nauvoo and again in
salt lake city referring to diethedle godbeitesGodbeites he said that some recent
experiences had taught him a lasting lesson and he desired to be
faithful to mormonism 51

three months later he appeared before the school of the
prophets and in a soul searching confession admitted to having
been under the devil s harrow he hoped that he would be hum-
bled sufficiently to once again be of use to president young watt
blamed his waywardness on a stubborn disposition his mixture of
english and scottish blood could not be driven he said but would
respond to sympathy and kindness he hoped to hangbang on to the
old ship zion and endure to the end 52

watt was struggling to stay in the faith when his mercantile
business failed he decided to leave salt lake and movetolovetomove to his farm
in kaysvillewaysvilleKaysville but this decision proved detrimental to his spiritual
wellbeingwell being it meant that he would leave his old friends who under-
stood him and salt lake city which had a moretolerantmore tolerant intellectual
climate and journey to the small town of kaysvillewaysvilleKaysville where he would
have to make new friends in the closeness of a provincial atmo-
sphere he had been taintedtootainted too much with the title godbeitegodbefteGodbeltebeitebelie to be
accepted there it could have been different with an understanding
bishop but christopher layton watt s brother in law prophesied
that george D watt would apostatize from the church 53 watt
retreated to the sanctity of his home

from kaysvillewaysvilleKaysville he wrote two letters to brigham young in the
first he criticized tiiethetile cooperatives in explaining his own deeds
he said

I1 alone am responsible for my individual acts I1 have not troubled
you or any other person for counsel or advice touching the road I1
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have chosen to walk since I1 left your office but of my own accord
and free choice I1 set my mind upon a purpose and my stupid head
would not suffer me to retrace my steps but on I1 went through
mire and clay up to the eyes asking no help from any man bear-
ing my own burdens trusting in god alone for deliverance and
confessing all my folly and sins unto him it has been a hard road
to travel but I1 have found him a sure help in time of need
I1 have been under the devils harrow now for two years it has been
my chief business to extricate myself and have been of little use to
thethecausegausecause of truth to myself to you to anybody else all this weary
time I1 hope and pray with the sad experience I1 have past through
that I1 have got a little more balastbalant to steady me and that the latter
part of my days may be spent more to the glory and honor of god
than the former 54

in the next letter watt complained about the teachers and
especially bishop layton espionage or adversity only stiffens my
neck and sets me in defiance while generous kindness and smiling
friendship melts my soul into tears of gratitude and resolves of
eternal affiance in closing he said brother brigham I1 have for
you the deepest respect and sympathy I1 have always held you to
my heart as a very dear friend 55

recognizing his need for spiritual help hebe received a patriarchal
blessing from church Patriapatriarchreh john smith less than a month later
patriarch smith told him that his life had been preserved and that
he needed to be prudent and seek to know the will of the lord he
still had a work to perform and his name would be held in honor-
able remembrance by his descendants and I1 say unto thee let thy
faith fail not andthyiandthyand thy days and years shall be prolonged until thou
art satisfied with life 56

but he let his faith fail he could not adjust to the provincial
life nor the farm life farming beforehadbeforehandbefore had been an avocation but
now as his vocation it was too difficult it was a dry farm and the
soil depended on rain or snow for nourishment and sometimes not
enough came at times his family had little to eat and one winter
three of his children died of flu with his struggle against the
elements and in just trying to survive he probably tired of the in-
ward struggle and by 1874 hebe was definitely a godbeiteGodbeite in april
of that year the salt lake tribune heralded the talk which was to be
given by george D watt at the liberal institute on why I1 joined
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the mormon church and why 1I left it 5717 in his speech he told of
his early life membership in the mormon church his passage to
the spiritualism which the godbeitesGodbeites promulgated and his disap-
proval of the mormonscormons cooperative movement the newspaper
lamented that he had said nothing of his position as a reporter or
the association with church leaders 58 watt had gonetoogone too far and
on 3 may 1874 he was excommunicated 59

he now began a counterstrugglecounter struggle four times he made applica-
tion to rejoin the church but was denied his beliefs differed
greatly from those of the orthodox mormon he said he did not
believe in a personal god nor in a personal devil he no longer
accepted the scriptures as infallible guides man had not fallen but
had steadily progressed of his own struggle he told john taylor

my mind gradually lost its fixedness to the one purpose and
merged into a state of mobility I1 have wandered over the andaridarddagid
and hopeless wastes of infidelity and I1 have wrestled with the
ghostly mirage and to me unprofitable manifestations of modern
spiritualism I1 have rummaged among the dusty records resurrected
from the filthy rags of mummied myths

he had at last found comfort and spirituality in what he called
exact science in concluding this lengthy epistle he said

I1 have doubtless exhausted your patience I1 have had to write what
I1 have written to satisfy myself I1 have opened to you my heart and
explained to you imperfectly my present faith that if I1 am again
permitted to enroleemrole myself as a member of your church I1 may do
so as an honest man and not as a sneak and an embicileembicile if I1 cannot
do this with the full confidence of yourself and your brethren that
I1 will conduct myself discreetly and honorably while I1 am enjoy-
ing the privileges and hopes engendered by such a position I1 would
rather remain as I1 am than be received with jealous distrust 60

his life extended only three years beyond the date of this letter
to 24 october 1881 the salt lake herald in its obituary said that
he was honest truthful and sincere although perhaps misguided
being a self made man of strong character and exercising vast

influence there is not a little in his career which is remarkable 61

his last years in kaysvillewaysvilleKaysville with only his family at his side are
tragic because it was his association with the mormon church and
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its leaders which had given his life so much meaning and made
him influential his family gave him great support but his need
for importance had been best filled by being at brigham young s
side his impulsiveness pride and even his need for approval
proved detrimental tobisto his spirituality his psychological makeup and
his reputation among his contemporaries who forgot his great
accomplishments
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mormon poor relief
A social welfare interlude

betty L barton

sehoSeboscholarslars have devoted considerable attention to analyses of the
law of consecration and the united order experiments and later to
the origin and development of the church welfare plan but they
have said little about the evolution of mormon poor relief policies
from 1850 to 1930 especially during the brigham young period
there were poor among the saints who were not cared for under the
united order system yetthemettheyetyei the church made provision for these people
A careful study of this neglected area reveals an interesting chapter
in the history of the development of mormon relief policies and
closesdoses the seemingly wide gap between early mormon practices and
the institution of the welfare plan in 1936

throughout the joseph smith and brigham young periods of
mormon history church poor relief practices followed a consistent
and predictable course set a precedent for later church welfare
doctrines and led to the establishment of many of the physical
structures of the church 1 during much of this time mormonscormons
were generally a very poor people hounded from ohio missouri
and illinois they lost virtually all of their possessions and for many
years after their arrival on the andaridanidannd rocky mountain plateau they
barely eked out an existence often facing starvation and contending
with hostile indians 2

moreover the destitution of the vast majority of converts who
followed the initial pioneers into the salt lake basin forced upon
the church the problems of charity in most cases mormon mis-
sionariessionaries made proselyting appeals to the agricultural or poorer
urban classes the church hierarchy worked hard to find ways of
betty L barton is a visiting assistant professor of history at brigham young university
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caring for these indigent new converts and often brought them to
the great basin by charity having to adapt to new surroundings
the new immigrants required considerable help and encouragement
and consequently pockets of poverty persisted among the saints
throughout the nineteenth century one observer expressed his
amazement at the privation of some mormon farmers they exist
and that is aboutisabout all that can be said of them he noted

they accomplish their work with ramshackle implements and ride
into town for supplies on saddleless ponies their feet in winter
wrapped in burlap to keep them warm some of them wear a
fierce and hungry aspect others appear stolid as though all ambi-
tion if they ever possessed any had been killed 3

rejected and ridiculed for their religious beliefs the saints
developed an indigenous or exclusive poor relief policy they
took care of their own and asked nothing from government or from
private charity 4 As one church leader remarked

we have abundantly proved our experience that if we do not
sustain ourselves no other people will sustain us and that we must
be united in our temporal as well as in our spiritual affairs
and that if we would build up and strengthen ourselves in the
earth it must be by union of effort and by concentrating our
means in a way that shall produce the best results for the work
with which we are identified 5

moreover lack of capital among the saints necessitated a coopera-
tive social arrangement rather than a capitalistic one with its ac-
companyingcompanying system of taxation to provide for the poor

when the saints first arrived in the andaridarndannd rocky mountain basin
in 1847 they faced near starvation when livestock indians and wild
animals almost completely destroyed their first crop

my family went several months without a satisfying meal of
vitals priddy meeks recorded in his journal I1 went sometimes
a mile up jordan to a patch of wild roses to get the berries to eat
which I1 would eat as rappidrapped as a hog stems and all I1 shot
hawks and crows and they ate well I1 would go and search the
mire holes and find cattle dead and fleece off what meat I1 could

mormon poor relief the charities review july 1899 p 303305505503
thisthi3thia was a particularly common practice among immigrant groups at the time

jews and scots for example formed their own charity organizations to help new
arrivals among their nationality groups find jobs and adjust to the new surroundings
many others formed close knit groups and settled in the same neighborhood refusing
to part with many of their old world ways

george Q cannon in journal of discourses 26 vols london latter day saints
book depot 1854861854 86 1813 hereaftedhereafter cited as JD1dad
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and eat it we used wolf meat which I1 thought was good and
made some wooden spades to dig segoesdegoes with but we could not
supply our wants we had to exert ourselves to get something to
eat I1 would take a grubinggrebing hoe and a sack and start by sunrise in
the morning and go I1 thought six miles before coming to where
the thisel roots grew and in time to get home I1 would have a
bushel and sometimes more thisel roots and we would eat them
raw I1 would dig untill grew weak and faint and sit down and
eat a root and then begin again I1 continued this untill the roots
began to fail 6

in order to keep the more distressed from starvation brigham
young organized a special committee empowered to receive dona-
tions buy sell and make all exchanges and distributions in behalf
of the destitute 7 young also imposed a system of rationing and
price controls on food items

during the winter of 1848 hordes of desert crickets destroyed
almost the entire crop again this led to dire circumstances among
the majority of saints no really poor classes existed for all were
poor and hungry as agricultural surpluses remained inadequate
throughout the first decade in the settlement of utah beginning
in 1855 a series of natural disasters reduced already meager sur-
pluses to such a dearth that nearly 35000 mormon colonists faced
starvation at first grasshoppers and severe drought destroyed almost
all the crops then an extremely harsh winter killed four out of
every five head of cattle in the northern counties indians also
facing starvation stole cattle adding to the mormon losses famine
reigned throughout the land and the people again turned for food
to weeds roots dead cattle cowhidescowhidedcowhides and blood 8

in an 1856 letter to all church members the first presidency
urged the saints to put forth every possible effort to fill the store-
houses let every inch of field and garden be put in the highest
state of cultivation let those who have more acres than they can
till in that manner loan or rent to those who have none let those
who have thoughtfully saved more seed than will supply their
wants import to those who lack 9 young also encouraged bishops

he went on to describe how he then turned to making horn combs which he
exchanged for buttermilk journal of priddy meeks MS church archives historical
department of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city utah

manuscript history of the church brigham young period 1844771844 77 april 1848
p 27 MS church archives

leonard J arrington great basin kingdom cambridge mass harvard uni-
versity press 1958 ppap 15152151 52 journal of priddy meeks ppap 686968 69

letter to the saints throughout the territory of utah deseret news 13
february 1856
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to limit food consumption and organize the poor to glean the fields
of any ungathered grain 10

the saints always operated under the assumptionthatassumption that common
effort could banish poverty and want in wards where it was or-
ganizedganized the women s relief society provided innumerable services
for the poor while quorums of mormon elders helped the men
find jobs and other means of supportingthemselvessupporting themselves in addition the
saints developed make work projects to aid the poor and unem-
ployed on 26 january 1850 brigham young made the public
works organization permanent and appointed daniel H wells as
the first superintendent in 1870 supervision of public works be-
came the duty of the presiding bishop young usually retained
authority to direct the genigerigerlgeneraleral coursecours of lab-orlabor but hhheee delegatedlegated to
the superintendent as well as to the church architect responsibility
for recruiting labor and purchasing building materials these work
projects served a dual public service public buildings and services
were provided which were beyond the realm of private enterprise
while at the same time less skilled immigrants received employ-
ment and learned many of the techniques which they could later
use as a profession in the frontier society 11

public works projects kept large numbers of men busy manu-
facturingfacturing pottery cutlery kitchenware household furniture and
other items needed by the pioneers workers on other church pro-
jects also built thetemplethe templetempie the massive wall around temple square
the spanish type mud wall around salt lake city canals a council
house and a bathhouse as well as a storehouse and a granary 12

other projects were undertaken solely for the purpose of pro-
viding much needed employment often those who failed to see
the utility of some of the work projects criticized brigham young
but he quickly and indignantly rebuked the faultfindersfault finders

I1 have very little to say to men who are dissatisfied with my course
or with the course of my brethren some have wished me to explain
why we built an adobe wall around this city are there any saints
who stumble at such things oh slow of heart to understand andandl
believe I1 build walls dig ditches make bridges and do a great
amount and variety of labor that is of but little consequence only
to provide ways and means for sustaining and preserving the desti-
tute I1 annually expend hundreds and thousands of dollars almost
solely to furnish employment to those in want of labor why I1

counsel from the first presidency gleaning and saving deseret news
9 july 1856

arringtonarlington great banubannbasin kingdom ppap 10812108 12
fox the mormon policy of relief
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have potatoes flour beef and other articles of food which I1 wish
my brethren to have and it is better for them to labour for those
articles so far as they are able and have opportunity than to have
them given to them they work and I1 deal out provisions often
when the work doesnotdoes not profit me IL133

president young later added that no one had the right to
complain if he decided to level twin peaks as long as he paid the
laborers for their toil 14

poverty among the saints however did not represent an isolated
instance but rather a common phenomenon oftheodtheof the times As america
industrialized the gap between the classes widened the rich be-
came richer and the poor poorer increases in the number of
immigrants as well as massive migrations to the cities eventually
produced a permanent and noticeable class of poor but at the same
time poverty became less tolerable additionally the depressions
of 1873 and 1898 threw hundreds of thousands of people out of
work big industrialized cities were characterized by disorder vio-
lence crime and above all apathy to rationalize their unconcern
industrialists adopted the reasoningreasoningof of herbert spencer who trans-
formed charles darwin s biological hypothesis of the survival of
the fittest into a social theory agitating for complete abolition of
the already emasculated poor laws 15 public officials on the other
hand often viewed poor laws only as a stabilizing factor in society
to prevent antirent wars violence and looting 16

despite the general malaise which characterized nineteenth
century relief giving some truly benevolent groups did emerge as
champions of the poor churches especially came to their defense
and often instituted soup kitchens during periods of particular eco-
nomic distress some newspapers conducted drives to raise money
for charity purposes and a few local governments provided public
work for the honest unemployed yet the belief that outdoor
relief relief given outside the almshouse usually as a simple dole
had a particularly detrimental effect upon the poor persisted 17

feramorz Y fox background of the welfare program reprint of address
delivered over radio station KSL i1 september 1940 church archives

fox mormon policy of relief
see herbert spencer the principle of ethics 12 vols new york D appleton

and co 1892931892 93 volume 1 richard hofstader social darwinism in american
thought new york G braziller 1959 p 57 and blanche D coll perspectives
in public welfare washington D QC U S government printing office 1970
p 4411

frances fox piven and richard A cloward regulating the poor the functions
of public welfare new york random house 1971

see david M schneider the history of public welfareweithe in new york state
160918661609 1866 chicago university of chicago press 1938 p 213
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during the depressions toward the end of the century several
individuals concerned with the growing numbers of poor and the
bewildering maze of social welfare programs and goals advanced
radical schemes which they thought would solve the problem of
poverty henry george annoyed by the persistence of poverty in a
land of great industrial wealth and convinced that poverty was
actually becoming more widespread as wealth increased prescribed
the abolition of private ownership of land while laurence gron-
lund found the capitalistic system at fault 18 mormonscormons also ad-
vanced new schemes for the elimination of poverty but the cen-
tury was much more moderate than it was radical 19 the law
of consecration for example promised each member who was willing
to work a means of livelihood members unable to work were pro-
vided with reserves from the bishop s storehouse failure of the law
of consecration led mormonscormons to simple cooperation and sharing
interspersed with several economic experiments to provide employ-
ment stimulate production and produce some degree of economic

020Oequality
brigham young s association of economic industry and self

sufficiency with building the kingdom of god was not so much
a new religious doctrine as it was an economic necessity among the
latter day saints 21 during their first years in utah the saints found
themselves in hostile surroundings with few of the necessities of
life sheer survival dictated that they cooperate with one another
and that they preach the nobility of industry and thrift

despite the simplicity of the nineteenth century mormon eco-
nomic program however mormon relief policies differed consider-
ably from national poor relief trends of the day unlike most chari-
table institutions the church believed that outright charity led only
to loss of motivation and more dependence and that once charitable
support was withdrawn the recipient would grow still poorer and
less self sustaining 22 where public and private charities failed to
implement these ideas the saints succeeded because they tied them

henry george progress and poverty new york random house 1879 this
book marked the beginning of real concern about poverty in the united states

11jJ keith melville brigham youngs ideal society the kingdom of god
BYU studies 5 autumn 196241962 4

see glen miller the mormonscormonsMormons A successful cooperative society the
worlds work 5 december 19022881289419022881 2894

gardner communism among the mormonscormonsMormons p 157 see also dean D
mcbrien the economic content of early mormon doctrine southwestern political
and social science quarterly 6 september 1925 17991179 91 and JDID 889

see franklin S harris charity among the latter day saints reprint of
address delivered over radio station KSL 31 january 1932 church archives see
also brigham young in JD 11297
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in with the doctrinal teachings of their church mormonscormons strove
to help one another help themselves and used charity only as a last
resort at a time then when most charitable organizations resorted
to the dole latter day saints clung to ideas of independence and
resourcefulness

perhaps the most distinguishing feature of mormon poor relief
in relation to other relief institutions was the church view on the
causes of poverty while most relief giving agencies in the first half
of the century such astheagtheas the prominent association for improving the
conditions of the poor taught that moral weaknesses completely
within the control of the victim such as improvidence extrava-
gance idleness and intemperance caused most cases of poverty
mormonscormons postulated the then rare belief that poverty was caused by
both controllable individual weaknesses and uncontrollable environ-
mental circumstances not until the latter half of the 1800s1900s did
protestant ministers begin refuting individualism and preaching the

social gospel and the century was almost over before the charity
organization society COS and the settlement house movement
hesitantly accepted both economic and social conditions as un-
avoidable causes for poverty like mormonscormonsMormons the COS also sup-
ported abolition of outdoor relief yet COS spokesmen continued to
represent pauperism as primarily a disease resulting from personal
defects and evil acts and they actually increased the stigma at-
tached to being poor by advocatingadvocatingthe the doctrine of less eligibility
which stated that the poor were always to receive less than the
poorest paid independent laborers 23

additionally the church recognized perhaps better than any other
group at the time thatthethattiethat the material needs of man must first be met
before he could be expected to exhibit either spiritual or moral
virtues As a result smith and young continued the contemporary
dual classification of the poor and the size and closeness of the

although23aithough the 1800s saw local and state governments rationalizing the need for
welfare and becoming increasingly more sensitive to the problems of the poor virtually
no welfare institution lived up to its expectations cities often expended more to have
the poor moved to a different location than a simple dole for their support would have
cost almshouses or workhouses as they were often called usually failed miserably
also because of seasonal variations in working conditions and working capabilities of
the occupants during the winter thehe almshouses were filled to capacity with un-
skilled farm laborers unable to find work until the spring but the houses usually set
up as farms themselves were equally unable to provide work for their occupants during
those winter months during the spring and summer however almshouses usually
had to hire farm labor from the public work force because of the difficulties involved
in such attempts at poor relief most agencies resorted to outright charity as the only
workable scheme philanthropic societies perhaps realized that their efforts offered
no real solution to the problems of poverty see coll perspectives in public welfare
ppap 556155 61
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mormon community allowed for successful discrimination between
the worthy and unworthy brigham himself classified the poor
as either the lord s poor the devil s poor or the poor
devils 24 he taught that the lord s poor were worthy of both
consideration and respect and that they added strength to security
programs but he alsoalsoaiso taught that the devil s poor and the poor
devils undermined programs of relief and cooperative endeavors
thus mormon leaders would not countenance idlers living on the
efforts of others and realized that there was such a thing as en-
couragingcouraging idleness and fostering pauperism among men yet they
regarded the majority of the poor not as outcasts or as morally
defective individuals but as potentially respectable members of
society church policies consequently exhibited much more leniency
than those of either secular or private institutions

instead of engaging in moral preachmentspreachments to end poverty
church leaders set the poor tto0 work 25 theytaughtthey taught relief recipients
to be humble and the wealthy to give willingly of their substance
for the support of the poor contrary to the national trend only
the truly helpless received sympathy and a bowl of soup 26

knowledgeable latter day saints then placed care of the poor
high on the list of church priorities and almost always assured the
disabled infirm and unemployed a respectable place within their
community from the earliest days the church stressed the need
for unity and brotherhood and proposed to abolish class distinctions
based upon wealth and special privilege 27 it is the duty of the rich
to relieve the suffering poor to administer to their necessities and

fox mormon policy of relief
joseph F smith the message of the latter day saints on relief for the poor

improvement era 10 august 190783133190783133
men and women ought not to be willing to receive charity unless they are

compelled to do so to keep from suffering one church leader remarked in 1898
every man and woman ought to possess the spirit of independence a self sustaining

spirit that would prompt him or her to say when they are in need I11 I am willing to
give my labor in exchange for that which you give me no man ought to be satisfied
to receive and do nothing for it after a man is brought down to poverty and is
under the necessity of receiving aid and his friends give it to him he should feel that
it is an obligation under which he is placed and when the lord should open his way
he would return the gift this is the feeling we should cultivate in our hearts to
make us a free and independent people the cultivation of any other feeling or spirit
than this is calculated to make paupershauperspaupers to degrade and bring mankind down to
beggary which is a most wretched condition to be in conference report of the
church of jesus christ of latter day saints 686 8 10 april 1898 ppap 484948 49 see also
joseph F smith the message of the latter day saints on relief for the poor ppap
83133831 33

albert E bowen the church welfare plan salt lake city deseret sunday
school union 1946 p 13 orson F whitney saturday night thoughts A series of
dissertations of spiritual historical and philosophic themes salt lake city deseret
book 1927 p 180
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faithfully apply their means to the gathering of israel the spread
of the gospel and the building up of the kingdom the first
presidency told the church membership in 1854

and to the poor we say be industrious and faithful and so soon
as you shall be able to return in some available means the advancesadvances
which have aided you in your deliverance remember those who in
like circumstances with yourselves are anxiously looking to the
same source for relief 28

mormon welfare policies developed during a period of hardbard
times for the church latter day saint leaders stressed industry
thrift mutual helpfulness and charity not only as worthy virtues
to be cultivated but also as necessities for community survival 229 by
the time of brigham young s death in 1877 the saints hadbad become
a financially viable and relatively independent people hundreds of
converts flocked to the territory from different parts of the world
and responding to their leader s urgings they worked hardbard to be-
come economically prosperous gold fever and the railroad brought
outside capital and economic stimulation the church itself invested
heavily in industrial enterprises banks insurance comcompaniespaniesbanies rail-
roads sugar beet land and refineries department stores radio sta-
tions newspapers and hotels the church membership as a whole
shared in sponsoring the first cooperative department store while
other joint endeavors of the church made possible further coloniza-
tion of the great basin As the decade of the 1880s came to aa close
more than 140000 latter day saints were scattered throughout the
intermountain region inin some 360 settlements and the church held
thousands of dollars in monetary and physical assets 30

the resulting modifications in church procedure represented a
process of accommodation with secular institutions taking place
within mormonism 31 As the saints ststroverovetoto achieve acceptance in a
society which deifieddelfied the dollar and ridiculed people who differed
from the norm they relegated many of their previous ideals of ex-
clusiveness and community to a lower position in their roster of

eleventh general epistle of the presidency of the church of jesus christ of
latter day saints millennial star 8 july 1854 ppap 422 427 reprinted from the deseret
news 13 april 1854

mcbrien economic content of early mormon doctrine p 179
richard T ely economic aspects of mormonism harpershaiHaf petspers monthly magazine

106 190366778190366778 william mulder immigration and the mormon question an
international episode western political quarterly 9 june 19564163319564161956 2466341633416 33 josiah F
gibbs lights and shadows of mormonism salt lake city salt lake tribune pub-
lishing co 1909

thomas F odea the cormonsmormons chicago university of chicago press 1957
ppap 22263222 63
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values 32 the years of persecution worked paradoxically both to in-
crease the feeling of oneness and also to eliminate much of the force
behind the once powerful mormon communitarian spirit the anti-
polygamy raids and enforcement of the edmunds tuckertucketucherr act led to
the imprisonment of many of the church leaders drove many more
into hiding and made centralized church planning and cooperation
practically unworkable 33 moreover dissolution of the perpetual
emigrating fund eliminated the means of facilitating the gather-
ing of the saints while general overpopulation and lack of irriga-
ble lands led the church to its 1899 position discouraging new
converts from immigrating to utah 3414 saints had already started
settling in parts of wyoming oregon idaho arizona new mexico
kanadacanadakanada and even mexicoLVlexico As the church grew and physical dis-
tances between the saints increased much of the original feeling of
closeness which the pioneers had experienced in living and working
together also disappeared

yet utah s susceptibility to the boom and bust of the national
economy and a series of critical economic depressions in the last
decades of the 1800s combined to keep a vestige of the spirit of
cooperation alive just as the series of natural disasters in the 1850s
had worked to increase the number of poverty programs and public
works projects among the saints the western states were particu-
larly hard hit by a critical agricultural and mining depression lasting
from 1873 to 1896 this long depression produced a noticeable
increase in poverty and unemployment among the sasaintsints remaining
in the valley and led to renewed efforts to deal with economic
shortages home industries and makeworkkeworkma projects and a general
more equitable redistribution of church wealth received renewed
emphasis as a means of keeping the church afloat and pulling the
membership through the financial crisis the unemployed could
usually find jobs in church subsidized wool cotton silk clothing
and leather industries or iron sugar salt soap and paper manu-
facturingfac turing plants and resources continued to be shared commonly
through the tithing and fast offering funds and through church
sponsored employment on common public work projects in the
1870s the church expended 19000 annually for relief of the poor
and 8000 annually for the indian welfare program 35

see arrington great basin kingdom ppap 380412380 412
leonard J arrington mormon economic idealism address delivered in salt

lake city 25 october 1968 p 9 church archives
gustive 0 larson the story of the perpetual emigrating fund mississippi

valley historical review 18 september 193118494193118419311951 18494184 94
see arrington great basin kingdom p 355
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A temporary church program foreshadowingforeshadowing the later share
our wealth campaign of the great depression days developed in
1880 when the church attempted to redistribute the wealth and
income of the membership as part of the celebration of the fiftieth
anniversary of the church 36 john taylor young s successor to the
presidency advised bishops to canvass their wards and allow the

deserving poor who were indebted to the church or delinquent
in theirtithingtheir tithing to cancel one half of their debts taylor announced
that this action was taken to benefit the poor not to soften those
individuals able to pay additionally the poor of the church
received a gift of 1000 head of cattle and were loaned some 34761
bushels of wheat free of interest the church leadership also en-
couragedcouraged mormon capitalists bankers and business houses to cancel
the debts of those whom after study they considered eligible and
worthy for such beneficence 37

church leadership at the turn of the century continued to lead
the church to prosperity mormon institutions more than ever
before came to resemble those of american capitalism and instead
of continuing to invest in cooperative ventures the church began
investing in other large business enterprises many of which were
non mormon concerns to replace its once exclusivist economic
philosophy and its ascetic habits the church adopted the american
capitalistic business philosophy of competitive profit making thus
the once isolated community became part of the mainstream of
american life

As church membership rapidly increased and more attention
was given to the worldwide mission of the church concern for
relief outside the individual wards faded tithes in kind almost
completely disappeared being replaced largely by payments in
money consequently the idea of storehouses fell largely into disuse
at a time when national social welfare programs appeared to be
coming of age mormon welfare efforts reached a nadir 38 the
majority of mormonscormons no longer regarded poverty as a major prob-
lem and as a result they relaxed their previous emphasis on wel

salt lake tribune 7 april 1880
31 conference report 17 april 1880 ppap 616561 65 this year of jubilee celebration

of the church was an adaptation of the jewish celebration which occurred every
fiftieth year according to jewish custom all enslaved jews were freed and all
property which had been sold was returned to its original owner it was a time for
proclaiming liberty throughout the land to all its inhabitants see leviticus 25

public and private relief agencies at this time howeverhoweer were still characterized
by considerable overlap and inefficiency an effort was made during world war I1
to coordinate these efforts through the community chest movement but continued
talk about reform lasted throughout the 1920s
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fare the church hospital system and the relief society remained
the only church wide efforts to meet the welfare needs of the
church membership

the first church hospital had opened in july 1882 under the
auspices of the deseret hospital association directed by the gen-
eral relief society presidency eliza R snow zina D H young
and emmeline B wells deseret hospital functioned until the
church founded the dr william H groves LDS hospital in salt
lake city which remained the largest hospital in utah until 1952 39

later the church founded additional hospitals all of these units
provided free care to those unable to pay for medical services but
charged a fee to more financially stable patients

in 1922 the church took a step forward in its welfare programprograrn
for children with the opening of the primary children s hospital
in salt lake city initially funded by the first presidency but
maintained and managed by the church primary association the
hospital offered medical care to all children including those whose
parents lacked financial means to provide for such needs 40

the hospital system however existed only in the more densely
mormon populated intermountain regions with the rapid spread
of mormonism to other areas many saints found themselves out of
reach of health and other welfare services the relief society
women of the church filled part of the resulting welfare vacuum
during world war 1I the relief society cooperated extensively with
the red cross in carrying the burden of relief by close association
with the more highly trained red cross social workers as public
relief workers were then called the mormon women were intro-
duced to new techniques and trends in poor relief 41 in 1918 presi-
dent joseph F smith requested that relief society president amy B

lyman attend a social work colloquium at the university of denver
and in january 1919 in the hopes of improving its welfare work
and implementing many new ideas including standardized social
case work the relief society organized a welfare department at its

andrew jenson encyclopedic history of the church of jesusesus christ of latter
day saints salt lake city deseret news 1941 p 184 ralph T richards the
history of medicine in utah address to the graduating class school of medicine
university of utah 3 march 1946 p 9 as cited in dean R zimmerman for the
health of the saints the development of health work of the church throughout
the world paper on file with the health services department of the church of
jesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city utah

40isabelle S ross the L D S childrens hospital deseret news 18 february
1933 church section

mayola miltenberger some aspects of the welfare activities of the church
of jesus christ of latter day saints MSW thesis tulane university 1938
P 37
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general headquarters in salt lake city as part of its formal organi-
zation although without funds building or facilities at first the
department managed to survive until 1921 when the church authori-
ties appropriated money for emergency purposes and permitted it
to register cases with the social service exchange and acquire mem-
bership in the council of social agencies in salt lake city thus
empowered the department not only acted as a center for coopera-
tion between different units of the church but also served to coordi-
nate work between church and secular welfare agencies it also
served as a center for relief society women wishing to engage in
charity and relief work and as the official child placement agency
for the church

during the economic depression of 1921 and 1922 the depart-
ment established an employment bureau for women and also helped
to find jobs for other members of the church 42 in 1927 the general
board of the relief society drew up a policy statement to clarify the
work of this social service department deciding to limit its assistance
to families in which the head of the family held membership in the
church 43

in 1920 shortly after the department was organized the relief
society sponsored an intensive six week seminar on family welfare
work the women considered such things as the history of social
work they read extensively in related areas and they attended lec-
tures on such subjects as physical and mental health juvenile de-
linquencylinquency and child welfare periodically thereafter the relief
society offered study institutes and fieldwork experience in different
localities 44

an interesting and unusual feature of mormon welfare work
during the first part of the twentieth century was its continued belief
that the causes of poverty were more environmental than innate and
that distress increased as modern life became more complex As chief
spokesman for church welfare during those years the relief society
listed physical and mental illness unemployment old age disaster

amy B lyman social work in the relief society deseret news 29 october
1932 church section

miltenberger some aspects of the welfare activities of the church p 42
441nin 1932 for example amy B lyman reported that by that time sixty five had

been held in thirty six different locations with a total attendance of approximately
3000 by 1932 seventy two stake social service aids had received field work training
of about 100 hours each twenty four of the regulars in the welfare department had
received tendedextended training and training working within the department fifteen entered
the professional field and twelve became members of the american association of
social workers see lyman social work
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lack of training and mismanagement as the prime causes of
indigence

the work of the health organizations and the relief society
then provided the only real system of welfare servicesservices in the
church after the decline of the utah united orders in the 1880s
throughout its first years of existence the church had struggled to
gain its economic independence it had encouraged thrift started
industries created employment for members without jobs and stood
ready to help needy faithful latter day saints with the rising
numbers of members and a newfoundnew found prosperity however the
church placed concern for the poor in a secondary position and
concentrated much of its efforts on correcting misunderstandings
aboutal oul II11theae church at home and abroadab oad stabilizing its institutions
overcoming slanderous publicity ending political embroilmentsembroilments and
adjusting the church program to rapid urbanization and industriali-
zation

i
A spirit of altruism and brotherhood prevailed yet the

church had become too large for each member to become intimately
concerned about the welfare of every other member church leaders
placed more emphasis on the duty of family membrsmembers to care for
their own and bishops were given almost complete responsibility
without coordination or guidance for directing welfare work in

their respective wards
the tendency toward individualism presented a real problem to

the church beginning in the early 1920s As the saints became more
prosperous some wards succeeded in completely abolishing poverty
within their boundaries but as prosperity increased individualism
gained predominance over cooperation bishops of the wealthier
wards forgetting their obligation to other members of the church
failed to press for a collection of the monthly fast offering and the
burden of poor relief fell heavily upon the wards comprised of
poorer members 45 thus welfare ceased to be an organized church
wide effort

mormonscormons might have realized that they had lost much of their
exclusiveness identity and economic independence when a severe
depression hit the agricultural areas of utah and the rest of thenationththe nationenation
in the early 1920s during world war I1 and the yearsfollowingyears following
it agriculture had become increasingly more specialized As pro-
duction rose farm prices fell farmers struggling to maintain their
standard of living increased the size of their farms purchased more
modern machinery and thus aggravated the economic situation

bowen church welfare plan ppap 13536135 36
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partly due to the inability of some to compete under these condi-
tions and partly due to the attractiveness of industrial work in the
cities families and single individuals often moved from rural
areas to urban centers during this migration from the country to
the city many farms were lost through the inability of owners to
pay taxes and others were left idle only to deteriorate and lose
value latter day saints followed these nationwide trends great
numbers of them congregated in the more densely settled areas and
cast the occupation of their forefathers aside for industrial employ-
ment it seemed that american farms had ceased to perform the
function of absorbing the unemployed and providing a place of self
sufficiency 40 mormonism lost much of its agrarian flavor

ontheantheon the other hand between 1919 and 1929 american business-
men saw the greatest acceleration in economic growth in the history
of the nation increased business activity meant more jobs higher
incomes and much speculation and buying on credit mormonscormonsMormons
relying increasingly upon business and industry as a means of liveli-
hood naturally participated in the business boom of the day
throughout the decade however church leaders counseled mem-
bers against getting in bondage to debt and condemned waste ex-
travagancetravagance and spendthrift living they urged insteadthatinstead that members
be frugal and industrious and live within their means 47 church
leaders also advised latter day saints not to seek after wealth as
an end and purpose in itself if used properly it is a great benefit
and blessing to mankind but if sought for simply to satisfy one s

appetites and desires in a carnal way it will prove a curse rather than
a blessing sylvester Q cannon taught 48

attheat the peak of this agricultural stagnation and business accelera-
tion the dark days of economic depression descended following
the stockmarketstockmarket crash in october 1929 previously wealthy men
became poor as fortunes were wiped out and factories businesses
and banks closed their doors industrial expansion ceased and agri

as4sJ H paul land poor improvement era 34 january 19311353619311351931 155361555615513536135 36
almost every church leader at one time or another discussed this subject and

laid emphasis on its importance in furthering the progress and happiness of latter day
saints one of president grant s most pointed statements was made at the april
conference of the church in 1926 1I1 want to say to you that those who discount
their future who run into debt for the ordinary necessities of life and for the luxuries
of life are laying burdens upon themselves that will come back with compound
interest to cause them great trouble and humiliation deseret news 17 september
1932 church section these admonitions continued throughout the 1920s see also
W seegmiller and anthony W ivins the bondage of debt deseret news 16
january 1932 church section

48sS Q cannon facing the economic situation deseret news 20 august 1931
church section
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cultural markets dried up during 1929 and 1930 national farm
income dropped some fifteen to twenty percent and this was fol-
lowed by another drop of twenty percent during 1932 and 1933
when the depression deepened employers cut work forces in farm
related supply processing and transportation industries 49

As business adjusted to depressed conditions and agriculture
reduced its labor force millions were thrown out of work the
number of unemployed increased from 1499000 in 1929 to 4284
000 in 1931 by 1933 the number of jobless had increased to 12
634000 encompassing over one fourth of the nation s labor force
during the 1920s people had lived extravagantly failing to lay up
provisions for hard times when they lost their jobs during the
1930s they hadbad no money for either rent or food relief rolls
became overburdened breadlinesbread lines formed and want hunger and
despondency threatened with hoovervillesHoovervilles dotting the outskirts
of large cities and hunger marches in the nation s capital the time
seemed ripe for social change and economic experimentation 50

the depression served also to stimulate poor relief activity
among the mormonscormonsMormons at the beginning of the financial collapse
church authorities expressed a genuine desire to provide for the wel-
fare of their people remembering anew that temporal as well as
spiritual salvation were cardinal doctrines of mormonism the church
accordingly offered the membership much practical advice keep out
of debt patronize home industry and pay tithes and offerings 51

to the question can the depression be cured church leaders
responded affirmatively stressing that despondency and pessimism
will never better the situation 52 they also emphasized that pros-
perity would return when men discarded selfishness strife and
bitterness and reestablished brotherhood in economic relations 53

george F richards of the council of the twelve reminding
saints of the church s plan of fasting and giving of fast offerings
for the care of the poor remarked that if church members had

economist irving fisher pointed out that increasing mechanization throughout
the 1920s had actually produced a substantial employment lag long before the depres-
sion struck in 1929 and that large numbers of the unemployed were layoffs from the
building and manufacturing industries joseph F merrill the problem of unem-
ployment improvement era 42 december 19397161939 7167l6 address by henry D taylor
the principles of the welfare plan 16 may 1962 typescript church archives

see dorothy day loaves and fishes new york curtis books 1963
editorial improvement era 34 may 19303791931379 financial report ideas

improvement era 34 january 19311581930158 cannon facing the economic situation
joseph F merrill can the depression be cured improvement era 36

november 1932519321952 5

ibid ppap 565 6
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lived fully the law of tithing and fast offering they would not need
government assistance and in 1930 the presiding bishopric of the
church sent out a statement suggesting various methods of treating
charity cases 54 it placed responsibility for care of the worthy poor
upon the ward bishopric and urged relief society officers who
operated under the direction of the bishop not only to use tact
sympathy and common sense intheirin their labors but at the sametimesometimesame time to
secure training in the essentials of social service the important
thing in relief work is to help people to help themselves the
bishopric urged

since in mormon principle and under many state laws relatives
were held responsible for caring for those in need the church de-
cided to limit financial assistance to emergency cases and even then
provide relief in only a supplementary way

our efforts should be directed largely toward methods of
permanent relief such as securing employment providing free
medical assistance helping families where necessary to secure
financial aid from the sources above mentioned and assisting in
the budgeting of the family income ward authorities should un-
dertake to see to it that the family secures the relief needed to put
them on their feet 55

priesthood quorums were consequently urged to assume responsi-
bility for helping their members find employment and ward
bishops were asked to appoint a ward employment committee com-
posed of a high priest a seventy an elder and a representative from
the relief society to function in conjunction with a proposed stake
employment committee recognizing that much of the economic
achievement of the mormon people in the past had accrued from
their willingness to work together in a spirit of tolerance church
authorities urged cooperation antonaamong0 the saints similar to that of the
earlier period 5

church efforts at relief however provoked only a feeble re-
sponse the pioneer virtues of independence thrift and diligence
had long since been eroded as twentieth century mormonscormons continued
the process of secularization and accommodation to the national
pattern which had begun during the 1890s 57 weaned from their

ward charity details of administration salt lake city presiding bishopric s

office 1930 see also securing employment for church members improvement
era 34 january 1931154

ibid
lowry nelson the next hundred years improvement eiaerablabiseta 36 december

1932717319327173
see arrington great basin kingdom ppap 380412380 412
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self supporting ways and their do for themselves attitude and
feeling the pinch of depression like everyone else mormonscormons con-
sequently clambered aboard the federal relief wagon 5stinszinin 1932
normally republican utah idaho and arizona went democratic
to support the new administration which proffered economic relief
to a suffering populace the response was not so Mmuchuch political as
it was a political necessity there was a real need among the
mormonscormonsMormons

in addition church authorities emphasized that it was the maiormajormalor
function of the government to promote the general welfare this
is the one cause that ranks above all others in bringing about the
social justice so much desired in governments one editorial in the
deseret news reminded the public 59 with most mormonscormons being
faithful taxpayers moreover it seemed only logical that those in
need should accept tax benefits

by early 1931 and with little functioning welfare machinery
itself the church leaned heavily in favor of joint efforts with the
federal government for ending the depression 60 the nation as a
whole tended to believe that the depression would be of short
duration moreover in 1931 the federal government was still at-
tempting to stimulate local philanthropy by reminding people that
relief was a local problem duringthatduring that year local community chests
managed to raise ten percent more than during the previous year
yet the inadequacy of local relief showed up in statistics which
revealed that seventy five percent of relief came from public funds 61

beginning in 1932 then the federal government saw the need
of funding relief through state tax arrangements the action seemed
justified when private donations during the year dropped some
twenty two percent forcing ninety percent of relief costs upon
public sources

finally in july 1932 washington acknowledged the need for
national efforts to aid the poor and passed the emergency con-
structionst act with an appropriation of 300 million to be adminis-
tered through the reconstruction finance corporation governors
of the various states received strict warning that the funds repre-
sented only supplements to their own resources yet within the first

by 1935 88000 of the churchschurche 638000 members were on relief rolls see
cannon facing the economic situation

the general welfare deseret news 17 december 1934

deseret news 28 january 1931 editorial improvement era 36 september
193367219356721955672193319531955 672 conference report 6 october 1933

state body for social work urged salt lake tribune 5 april 1933
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year all but 70 million of the original appropriation which hadbad
been intended for a two year period had been depleted 62

with the depression worsening and no promise of respite the
federal government instituted its first antipoverty program involv-
ing regulation stimulation and unemployment relief to achieve eco-
nomic recovery it poured millions of dollars into make work pro-
jects which could have been modeled after the brigham young ef-
forts the century before and into other ameliorative measures 63 with
the establishment of the public employment office in 1933 the
works progress administration civilian conservation corps and
the national youth administration emerged providing work op-
portunitiesportunities for thousands of people and with the passage of the
social security act in 1935 president roosevelt moved to the po-
litical left as he allowed the nation to take the unprecedented step
of providing direct relief for its constituency As a result a na-
tional programb of old age assistance general public relief and un-
employment insurance solidified the failure of private means had
necessitated governmental action at the national level

throughout the first year of the roosevelt administration the
church continued to support increased federal relief activity as well
as governmental attempts to stimulate local philanthropy at the
church conference in 1933 presiding bishop sylvester Q cannon
quoted president roosevelt when he urged that

we must redouble our efforts to care for those who still need relief
to prevent disintegration of home life and to stand by the victims
of depression until it is definitely past the federal government
cannot do the whole job every community and every state must
do their share 64

and aa message from the church presidency spoke of the beneficent
government and appealed

to members of the church who may be in financial circumstances
to justify to give liberally in support of the agencies which have
been set up by the government the states the counties cities and
private charitable organizations to the end that the necessities of
the needy may be provided for during the present winter 653

131331121ibid121bidbid
harry hopkins himself acknowledged his indebtedness to brigham young for

originating the idea of work relief see origin of WPA plan laid an1nin utah deseret
news 10 september 1936 actually however some local governments had been using
the idea of public work years before brigham young adopted the idea

conference report 6 october 1933 see also the crisis our opportunity
deseret news 20 august 1932 church section

A message and greetings from the first presidency improvement era 37
december 1934319341954 3 this attitude had been similarly expressed by the church fol
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yet as time progressed the church became increasingly more
wary of the growing number of governmental handouts alt-
hough it recognized that it was often difficult to secure employ-
ment it also continued to teach that idleness was a crime and that
everyone who wants work should be able to obtain it 66 it therefore
urged the federal and local governments to make work for the
people for one to ask for work and not be able to obtain it is
so to say asking for bread one outspoken church member wrote
we are willing and liberal enough to provide schools of various

kinds to educate our children to better prepare them to fight the
battles of life why should we not be as willing and eager to pro-
vide them labor as schoolsschools0707 and in one editorial the church
argued that money should be spent not as gifts to those who are
hungry or need clothing but in providing work for those who are
unemployed it suggested that road building or lining ditches and
canals with concrete would create good federal employment pro-
grams 68 and for those honest unemployed who were then re-
ceiving relief church leaders suggested that they engage in some
home improvement projects such as remodeling the home or working
in the garden 09 the church stressed work as the most important
basis for economic security 70 no one should be allowed to suffer

lowing the passage of the industrial recovery act in order to be as helpful as
possible in the efforts of the president to relieve the conditions of distress throughout
the country the church gladly joins in the measures the president has inaugu-
rated editorial improvement etaeiaeraeideld 36 september 1036721933 672 and mormonscormons
inin general probably shared the enthusiasm expressed by hugo anderson of the salt
lake community chest in hoping that the federal government by assuming the relief
burden will take every possible step to prevent unemployment in the future this may
be one of the lasting benefits of federal aid the government may develop a preventa-
tive medicine just as england did after the enactment of the poor laws in queen
elizabeths time salt lake tribune 5 april 1933 see also conference report
7 october 1933 ppap 636563 65

securing employment for church members p 154 merrill problem of
unemployment p 716

joshua H midgley A united order of labor being an exposition of the
causes of poverty and suggesting an effective remedy 1900 pamphlet in church
archives midgley continued by stating that whether worthy or unworthy the poor
are our brothers and on the ground of common humanity we owe them our help and
sympathy it is easier to sympathize with the worthy than with the unworthy poor
yet the poor who are so as the result of their own faults are really more in need of
both our pity and help the work of lifting them up to the level of self respect and
self support is much harder than the mere giving them material aid yet nothing
less than this is our duty the mere tossing of pennies to the tramp and beggar is
aptnptnot by any means a satisfaction of their claim upon us indeed such indiscriminate
giving does more harm than good it increases rather than relieves pauperismpauperism and
dependence so that the first duty of charity is to refuse to give in this indiscriminate
way either we must give more than food clothes and money or else we must give
nothing at all indiscriminate giving merely adds fuel to the flames

deseret news 7 august 1931
poverty relieved deseret news 9 january 1932 church section

deseret news 19 september 1931 church section
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the church stressed but at the same time great care should be
taken that those not needing relief should not sponge off the
government 1I believe that every able bodied person who needs
help should give labor or service for the relief that is extended
president grant stated any other policy is destructive of good
citizenship 71

the church became rightfully alarmed in 1933 when it learned
that one out of every four families in utah was receiving relief and
that utah had expended more per capita than any other state with
the exception of illinois 72 moreover church authorities received
numerous reports about able bodied latter day saints who accepted
government relief yet who had sufficient cattle hay and chickens
to provide for their needs J reuben clarkdarkoark jr former U S

ambassador to mexico and first counselor in the first presidency
remarked in 1933 that the thought among latter day saints that
we should get all we can from the government because everybody
else is getting it is unworthy of us as american citizens it will
debauch us 73

foreseeing the disastrous consequences of continuing the
character weakening process of doling out relief on such a whole-

sale scale and facing the imminent possibility of the discontinu-
ance or drastic curtailment of federal relief programs the first
presidency began urging church members to prepare to shoulder
the burden of providing for their own welfare 74 the government
had simply made it too easy for mormonscormons to lose their compunctions
and accept government gratuities 735

As early as 1933 the first presidency considered the relief prob-
lem seriousserious enough to request all stake presidents to conduct a
survey to determine the extent to which the mormon citizenry were
prepared to take care of themselves in an emergency situation stake

conference report 6 october 1933 PP 4104 10
butahutah7utah was expending 5005.00500 per capita when the national average was only 1871.87187

the national average also showed that one out of every seven families was on relief
salt lake tribune 5 april 1933

deseret news 8 october 1933
the mormonscormons offer the nation an example of cooperative relief washing-

ton post 31 may 1936 deseret news 12 september 1933 in 1935 roosevelt had
announced his intention of discontinuing federal aid and shifting the burden to states
and localities

the cries of those in distress must be hushed by our bounty the first presi-
dency announced the works of the lord require this from us A feeling of common
humanity bids it from us if we shall full observe the law the lord will pour
out his richest blessings upon us we shall be better and happier than ever before in
our history and peace and prosperity will come to us A message from the first
presidency concerning preparation for relief measures millennial star 12 october
1933 ppap 65759657 59
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leaders were instructed to indicate resources they had available areas
of need and employment opportunities in order to plan for a com-
prehensive church relief program an opening remark in the
survey stated that

the lord will not hold us guiltless if we permit any of our people
to go hungry or to be cold unclad or unhoused during the ap-
proachingproaching winter particularly will he consider us gravely blameful
if those who have heretofore paid their tithes and offerings to the
church when they had employment shall now be permitted to
suffer when the general adversityhasadversity has robbed them of their means
of livelihood 76

the first presidency thus turned to the organizations which
joseph smith had set up during the early days of the church with
the objective of coordinating them and making them function as
successful relief agencies the presidency urged ward and stake
leaders to develop private employment while at the same time
stressing that relief except to the sick infirm or disabled should
not be extended as charity our faithful church members are inde-
pendent self respecting and self reliant they do not desire
charity 77 in addition each bishop and stake president was directed
to provide other less fortunate wards and stakes with food supplies
and other necessities an editorial in the deseret news called the
instruction from the first presidency a noteworthy phase in coopera-
tive efforts against poverty in church history and said that the
church program would be for those whom public work had not
brought relief 7871

it was hoped that results from the survey would enable the
church presidency to issue instructions for relief work for the july
1933 to july 1934 period 79 the survey showed that 88460 18 per-
cent of the entire church membership received relief that 80247
015165elg16516.5 percent received relief from church funds that 13500 were
on relief because of unemployment that approximately 11500 to
16500 persons received relief who either did not need it or who
had farms that might if farmed have kept them off relief that
county relief probably totaled more than five and a half million
dollars and church relief approximately a quarter of a million dol

first presidency to the presidents of stakes and counselors 28 august 1933
church archives see also letter from david A smith first counselor in the presiding
bishopric to ward bishopricsbishoprickbish oprics 28august28 august 1933 church archives

A message concerning preparation for relief measures
deseret news 2 september 1933
this period was chosen because the winter season occupies a two year period
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aarsjarslars during the year 1935 and that county relief cost approximately
5415.41541 per person and church relief 2482.48248 per person per month
the investigation thus confirmedconfirmedtheconfirmedthethe church leadership s premoni-
tion that heretofore active and responsible members were becoming
dependent on and subservient to the easy relief money policies of
the government church leaders asked what had happened to the
once virile and self contained religious commonwealth then they
recalled the ideal which brigham young had expounded some fifty
years before my experience has taught me and it has become a
principle with me that it is never any benefit to give out and out
to any man within a few years that sentiment would be both the
banner of rebellion as the mormonscormons rejected government welfarismwelfarism
in favor of their own security program and the abrupt end of a
comparatively passive chapter in the history of social welfare activity
among the latter day saints
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mormondomsMormondoms lost generation
the novelists of the 1940s

edward A geary

wallace stegner in his essay on the writer in the american
west laments that westerners have been unable to get beyond
the celebration of the heroic and mythic frontier he says

we cannot find apparently a present anclandanci living society that is
truly ours and that contains the material of a deep commit-
ment instead we must live in exile and write of anguisheslanguishesanguishes
not our own or content ourselves with the bland troubles the
remembered violencesviolences the already endured hardships of a regional
success story without an aftermath 1L

but perhaps this tendency is characteristic of regional literature
in general not just of western regional literature faulkner has
his heroic myth of the south and his war with time and his cease-
less effort to recover the past willa cathergather s nebraska novels are
nostalgic my antonia has as its epigraph the best days are the
first to go thomas hardy s sympathetic characters are all out
of tune with their times seeking a lost community and wholeness
wandering to borrow arnold s phrase between two worlds
one dead the other powerless to be born 2 irving howe has iden-
tified this regional quality even in the urban jewish writers of
the mid twentieth century indeed howe defines regionalism not
primarily as a response to place as it is often defined but as a
response to a cultural moment A regional literary movement he
says is an eruption of creative vitality in response to a cultural
breakdown of some kind the regional writer celebrates a more
heroic age and laments its passing 3

A paper read at the second annual meeting of the association for mormon letters
8 october 1977 university of utah
edward A geary is associate professor of english at brigham young university

wallacewailace stegner born a square in the sound of mountain water the
changing american west garden city N Y doubleday 1969 ppap 176 178

matthew arnold stanzas from the grand chartreuse lines 858685 86
irving howe the american jewish writers another province heard from

address delivered to the american literature section of the modemmodern language associa-
tion 27 december 1973
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there was such a regional movement inin mormon country inin
the 1940s it was a rather sudden eruption As late as 1938 bernard
devoto predicted failure for anyone who tried to compose fiction
out of joseph smith and the mormon people he declared that
god the best storytellerstory teller has made a better story out of joseph

and the mormon wandering than fiction will ever equal and
called his own mormon novel the best book I1 am never going to
write 4 at that time the mormon story did indeed seem strangely
resistant to fictional treatment after the home literature move-
ment in the last two decades of the nineteenth century there had
been very little full length fiction published on mormon themes
for some thirty years but things were soon to change in 1939
vardis fisher s harper prize novel children of god an american
epic appeared it was followed in the next ten years by at least twen-
ty novels on mormon subjects by at least a dozen different authors
plus such significant nonfiction works as fawn M brodie s no
man knows my history 1945 which perhaps should be read
as a novel and wallace stegner s mormon country 1942 5 juanita
brooks the mountain meadows massacre 1950 and austin
and alta fife s ssaintssaints of sageandsaglandsage sndand saddle 1956 were published
after the 1940s but are products of the same regionalist impulse
that produced the earlier works

most of the writers who emerged during the 1940s were born
in the first two decades of this century a transitional time in
mormon country and most grew up in small towns where the
transition was perhaps most strongly felt it is interesting to see
how very few scenes in all of these novels are set in salt lake

bernard devoto vacation harpers 177 october 193856019381958 560
thesehese are the works uncovered in a survey that I1 have no reason to think was

exhaustive 1940 jean woodman glory spent new york carrick & evans paul
bailey for this my glory los angeles lyman house 1941 lorene pearson
the harvest waits indianapolis bobbs merrill maurine whipple the giant
joshua boston houghton mifflin 1942 elinor pryor and never yield newnfnewW
york macmillan wallace stegner mormon country new york duell sloan &
pearce 1944 paul bailey the gay saint hollywood murray & gee 1945
fawn M brodie no man knowsmyknows my history new york knopf maurine whipple
this Is the place utah new york knopf 1946 paul bailey song everlasting

los angeles westernloreWestern lore virginia sorensen on this star new york reynall
and hitchcock ora pate stewart pages from the book of eve san antonio texas
naylor 1947 helen hinckley the mountains are mine new york vanguard
helen cortez stafford sweet love remembered salt lake city deseret book
virginia sorensen the neighbors new york reynall and hitchcock 1948 blanche
cannon nothing ever happens sunday morning new york G P putnamsputnamsrPutnams sons
samuel W taylor heaven knows why new york A A wyn samuel W tay-
lor the man with my face new york A A wyn 1949 ardyth kennelly the
peaceablePeaceahieahleshie kingdom boston houghton mifflin virginia sorensen the evening and
the morning new york harcourt
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city the pioneer era was over virtually all of the arable land
had been occupied the towns had reached maturity the temples
and tabernacles were completed good substantial houses had
taken the place of the simpler dwellings of the first settlers as
one can easily see on a visit to ephraim or scipio indeed the rural
agrarian economy had reached the saturation point with a con-
solidationsolidation of land holdings and rural depopulation already under
way lorene pearson in the harvest waits and virginia sorensen
in on this star show this process in operation as the more suc-
cessful and ambitious farmers buy up the land of the less success-
ful leaving them either to remainremain inin town as poor occasional
laborers or to migrate to the cities economically utah was being
pulled into the american mainstream culturally too for the
manifesto and statehood had signaled a decisive accommodation
with the outside

the sense of change was all the stronger because there were
still vivid remnants of the past every town still had in the second
and third decades of this century residents who had been at nauvoo
or had crossed the plains with the handbandhandcartcart companies hardy
pioneers telling their stories at old folks day parties and black
hawk encampmentsEncampments every town still had polygamous families
or wives abandoned after the manifesto every town still had its
immigrant converts whose english or danish or german traditions
enriched the community life maurine whipple speaking of the
period when she was writing

I1 the giant joshua has said

some of the old people were alive then uncle charlie seeg-
miller was 95 aunt jane blake was 90 something and I1 just
went and talked to them I1 got so immersed in that era reading
everything and wandering the hills and sitting upon the red hills
and visualizing everything that it was almost as if I1 had lived
through it myself 6

virginia sorensen has spoken similarly of her deep consciousness
about the so immediate and yet so remoterernote past of town after town
valley after valley 7 and of the sense of living where nothing
is long ago 8

the regional writers of the 1940s found their sense of cul-
tural breakdown I1 think in this ending of an era of mormon

maurine whipple s story of the giant joshua as told to maryruth bracy and
linda lambert dialogue A journal of mormon thought 6 winter 1971571971 57

virginia sorensen Is it true the novelist and his materials western
humanities review 7 195528419532841953 284

virginia sorensen where nothing Is long ago memories of a mormon child-
hood new york harcourt 1963 p 4
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isolation and self sufficiency in the stagnation and decline of
rural mormondom several of the writers participated in the
exodus from utah in the 1920s and 1930s as thousands of people
left the valleys of their birth for the promise of a richer life in
california or the east for many leavingtheleaving the region meant leaving
the church for they could not clearly separate their mormon ness
from their utah ness or their awareness of the economic stagnation
of the region from a sense of the decline of the church some
left reluctantly others eagerly to escape what they saw as the
provincial narrowness of their home towns

but as provincial people have always discovered it is not easy
to escape from one s native province nearly all of the mormon
novels of the 1940s have their roots in the author s effort to come
to terms with his or her mormon heritage these are expatriate
novels they resemble the works of the so called lost generation
of the 1920s in their ambivalence towards a tradition which seems
to have failed yet which still offers the only available spiritual
anchor against a tide of meaninglessness

the mormon regional novels of the 1940s fall intotwointo two groups
according to the era they treat some have pioneer settings includ-
ing fisher s children of god paul bailey s for this my glory
and virginia sorensen s A little lower than the angels which
deal with missouri nauvoo and crossing the plains to the great
basin maurine whipple s the giant joshua and lorene pearson s

the halhaiharvestvestzest wartswaits are pioneer novels dealing with the settlement
process within utah in whipple s case saint george and in
pearson s a remote southern utah village called joppa whose
actual prototype if it has one I1 have been unable to discover
the other group of novels is set in what we might call the pro-
vincial period of mormon history when the communities have
grown settled and often rigid blanche cannon s nothing ever
happens sunday morning takes place on a single day in 1900 in
the town of lakeviewLakeview which is somewhere south of ogden
virginia sorenson s on this star and the evening and the morn-
ing are both set in the 1920s inin manti which is called templeton
in the earlier novel jean woodman s glory spent and richard
scowcroft s children of the covenant are set in the 1920s or 30s
scowcroft s novel in ogden woodman s in provo which she calls
melburn bailey s song everlasting begins in the 30s in mill-

ard city moves to los angeles and then back to millard city
at the end of world war II11 samuel taylor s heaven knows wuywhy
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is set in a valley west of tooelethoele in the years after the war though
its folkwaysfolkways seem to belong to the 1920s instead of the 1940s

in general the pioneer novels portray a more heroic life and
more admirable characters but similar themes run through almost
all of the novels the central conflict is nearly always between
individualism and authority virginia sorensen has said that the
writer tends to be in the middle and incapable of severe ortho
doxiesdobies trying to somehow balance the importance of the indivi-
dual his respected and ancient concern with the importance of
the great events that wash people into vast groups and crowds
into anonymous armies 8 the founding of the church and its
growthgrowth migrations and settlement in the west are great events
the mmoreore so because of the church s authoritarian structure the
settlement of mormon country was communal rather than individ-
ualisticualistic villages did not simply grow up around a crossroads store
instead people were called on settlement missions and went to
the site with their social and ecclesiastical organization already
established in most cases communal values took precedence over
individual tastes obediobedienceence to authority was more important then
individual judgment and the achieving of communal goals mattered
more than personal fulfillment or rather personal fulfillment was
to be attained through the achieving of communal goals the
pioneer novels show their authors awareness that the distinctive
achievements of mormon country were the product of this highly
organized approach the irrigation systems especially are a sym-
bol of community solidarity in the giant joshua and the harvest
waits nevertheless the sympathetic characters in these novels are
the ones who experience a tension between the demands of the
community and their desires to think and act for themselves the
protagonist is nearly always a character in the middle some-
thing of an individualist yet involved with church and community
caught between his or her instinct for freedom and the demands
of loyalty and obedience sometimes as in the case of paul bailey s

david warren they are able finally to reconcile the opposing
pulls of their lives more often like sorensen s mercy baker and
whipple s clory mclntyremcintyre they die with the tension unresolved

this conflict recurs so regularly in the novels of the 1940s
that it is possible to outline a single story with certain basic
figures that reappear in different forms this story first appears
so far as I1 have been able to discover in 1936 in george snells

sorensen Is it true p 285
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root hog and diededle 10 it does not seem however that snell s book
had a direct influence on the later novels the central figure as I1
have said is the character in between who can neither escape
from the community nor feel comfortable within it sometimes
as with sorensen s mercy baker this character is frankly skeptical
about the claims of the church sometimes like her kate alexander
the character is a rebel against the authoritarian constraints of
the community most often however the character is divided
wanting in a way to become a wholehearted member of the com-
munity yet also longing to escape to find some mode of life less
filled with hardships more rewarding culturally and aesthetically
in this category we may place with more or less appropriateness
snell s mary brent whipple s clory mclntyremcintyre sorensen s chel
bowen pearson s sara bastian and cannon s matilda benson As
is apparent this character is most often a woman the second
figure isis usually a man this character in our recurrent story is
firm in the faith and committed to the community values to the
point of narrow mindedness often he begins as a simple and
appealing person like snell s jim brent who is barefoot inin a pigsty
when the missionary finds him and changes his life sometimes
he retains that simplicity as jean woodman s hans sorenson does
more often however he slowly grows fanatical and ambitious
and finally tyrannical to the central figure who is usually his
wife in this category are whipple s abijah mclntyremcintyre pearson s

angus bastian cannon s eben benson the third figure is the
child for most of these novels involve a second generation and
some a third sensitive and perceptive who will eventually ful-
fill his mother s rebellious impulses by leaving the community
for a life both creative and individualistic ezekiel brent lucy
bastian marian matthews and ironically jasper benson

A fourth recurringb figure istheestheis the one we might call the liberating
gentile an outsider of culture and charm who opens up a visionvision
of freedom and fulfillment beyond the narrow provincial bound-
aries of the valley in nothing ever happens sunday morning
the liberating gentile is a freethinkingfree thinking drifter who comes to town
with a bagful of books and wins the heart of the bishop s daughter
enticing her to read such subversive things as the poetry of
whitman in glory spent it isis an outsider attending BYU who
encourages marian matthews to develop her talents as an actress
so that in the end she goes off to new york in search of a career

george snell root hog and die caldwell idaho caxton printers 1936
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instead of marrying her returned missionary in children of the
covenant the liberating gentile wins his mormon bride because
as he puts it he was the only other person in ogden who had read
a book 11 in on this star the liberating gentile is not a gentile
at all but a local boy who has gone out into the great world gained
knowledge and lost his faith and who now has come back to
templeton to win the love of his brother ss fiancee in this case the
seducing device is music combined again with the poetry of
whitman

through the variations on this central story of zeal and reser-
vation crude energy and afflicted sensitivity dedication and libera-
tion there emerges a fairly consistent view of mormon history
which may be broadly outlined as follows the church in its early
stages could appeal powerfully to the imagination because it repre-
sented a break with the past andtheand the chance of a new start because
of its social vision of a righteous and egalitarian community and
because of the charisma and humanity of its leaders it attracted
good and idealistic people who were tried in the fire of persecution
and made strong for the heroic task of building a civilization how-
ever the seeds of ultimate failure were present from the beginning
in the self serving and possibly self deluding tendencies of the
leaders and in the authoritarian system which valued conformity
above creativity and zeal above wisdom withthewith the end of the pioneer
period the heroes disappeared to be replaced by men of smaller
souls and narrower vision the social vision was compromised

interestingly by this reading of mormon history both the institu-
tion of polygamy and its abandonment can be seen as signs of cor-
ruption finally the church whose first adherents had expected
to fill the earth became merely an odd sect in a remote and back-
ward corner of the west

obviously this is a dead end interpretation of mormon history
it is also a humanistic interpretation as is made clear at the end
of the giant joshua when the author has erastus snow justify
the church not because its doctrine is true but because it stands for
an idea

you may lose clorinda agatha I1 may lose zion may lose for
the time but the idea he saw all those myriadsmyriads the oppressed
and downtrodden marching hand in hand straight into the dawn
of a better world the idea cant lose 12

richard P scowcroft children of the covenant boston houghton mifflin
1945 p 262

maurine whipple the giant joshua boston houghton mifflin 1941 p 621
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some of the novels present this viewview in rather simplistic terms
in nothing ever happens sunday morning we get nothing but the
dead end of the story bishop benson scheming and hypocritical
is almost a parody figure and there is no glimpse of heroism to
be seen anywhere in richard scowcroft s children of the covenant
the first generation brother burton is made of stern pioneer stuff
strength was in his square jaw and condescension in his manner

of looking down at anyone to whomwilom he spoke he was one of the
builders of ogden and shenbewhenbewhen he died he bhadad the largest monument
in the cemetery his daughter esther inherits his ambition and
drive she tellsherteltshertellstelltelisteiltelisherher sister you want a man who can build a house
and then a town and have schools named after him and streets 13

unable to find such a man esther settlesseitles for a shoe salesman
hoping to prod him to greatness when she fails at this she settles
her hopes on her son burton curtis but burton is not made of
the same stuff as his grandfather he comes home from his mission
discovers that his girl friend has taken up smoking and proceeds to
go to pieces where scowcroft sees decline jean woodman sees
simply an inevitable process of maturation outgrowingb foolish no-
tions in her reading of mormon history there are three generations
from faith to freedom the grandfather hans sorenson maintains
until the end an absolute unquestioning faith in the church his
daughter grethe and her husband had never shared the vision
of their fathers whatever that vision hadbad been but had been
willingvilling either to conform or to rebel inwardly and qquietlyuietlybetly

marian represented the third step in the cycle except that it had
shaped her mode of life socially the church had never held any
fundamental significance for her in all probability she had never
realized that hans had ever seen a glorious vision or that her
mother had ever doubted or that her father had learned accep-
tance 14

in these novels there isis little of the nostalgic attachment and
ambivalence that I1 spoke of earlier however the best novels in the
group are rich with these qualities which are one source of their
power maurine whipple resents authoritarianism and polygamy
and the demand to sacrifice more than really needs to be sacrificed
she cannot see how the pioplopioneerneer heritage can be made viable in
the present and the future yet no single book gives a more power-
ful sense of that heritage than the giant joshua though the

scowcroft children of the covenant ppap 6 14

jean woodman glory spent new york carrick & evans 1940 ppap 340 341
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othorotherlathorutherpathorwathor s main sympathies are with clory mcintyremclntyre her character
in the middle they extend to the authority figures as well her

brigham young is a brilliantly drawn sketch of the man of the
journal of discourses combining an overarching vision with a love
for detail that finds nothing too trivial to dabble in even to burning
his fingers on a batch of soap her erastus snow is a character of
great humanity and complexity his inner conflict comes out most
clearly in his relation to john D lee he owes his life to leeandleeanalee and
is convinced moreover that lee isis being made a scapegoat for
others whose responsibility for the mountain meadows massacre
is at least as great as his but he is persuaded by brigham young
that lee must be sacrificed for the good of the community he is
somewhat like melville s captain vere who faced with a situation
which defies satisfactory solution chooses as yvor winters puts
it to act according to established principle which supports public
order and for the margin of difference between established prin-
ciple and the facts of the particular situation to accept it as private
tragedy 15

lorene pearson s little known novel the harvest waits is an-
other fine expression of this ambivalence her bishop bastian is
a good picture of the zealot who is willing to lose his family and
even destroy the very village he has founded rather than com-
promise the united order he was called to establish there is a
great variety of characters in this novel providing a panoramic
view of the growth and decline of a mormon village and a range
of individual destinies pearson has something important to say
about the nature of responsibility as she shows what happens to
hiram watt the one man to refuse to enter the order when he
becomes bishop after bastian s death

if whipple and pearson are our best interpreters in fiction of
the pioneer period virginia sorensen is the author who writes most
perceptively about the provincial period her first novel A little
lower than the angels set in nauvoo is marred by sentimentality
and an unsure grasp of materials she reaches her full power in the
novels set in the manti she knew as a child on this star falls into
melodrama at the end but the evening and the morning is a well
finished study of three generations of women sorensen perhaps
realizes regionalist s ambivalence more completely than any other
mormon writer has done her sympathetic characters are all skep

15yvor winters herman Afmelvilleelville and the problems of moral navigation in
in defense of reason denver alan swallow 1947 ppap 23031230 31
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ticsbics and rebels to some degree but they also acknowledge the in-
separable ties that bind them to the community and a nostalgic
loyalty which amounts almost to a kind of faith kate alexander
in the evening and the morning has rejected the moral social
and religious norms of provincial mormonism and has moved to
los angeles and become a social worker and a feminist but in
the novel she has come back to sanpete valley to try to pull to-
gether the loose ends of her life and she feels the pull of the land
and the town the clustered barns and spreading irrigated fields
on the morning of the twenty fourth of july she thinks individ-
ualist though she is if only a great poet could be born here to
makethemake the kind of poetry the story of the water deservesdeserves1010 and she
fully understands that the story of the water is a communal story
of faith and sacrifice similarly erik erikson in on this star has
rejected the faith in favor of a kind of humanism god wouldnwouldnt t
make a heaven for just a few he says for those who happened
to stumble on a certain valley or a certain word yet hebe is the in-
terpreterterpreter of the faith of those who live in the valley as hebe composes
a musical work embodying their traditional sonossongssongs erik is very much
a man in the middle whenever he comes back to the valley he
feels a rightness within himself a sort of stay against confused
loneliness nevertheless liehelleile would go away in september and would
suffer the old splitting all over againagain 17 it is the old splitting that
the mormon regional novel reenacts again and again it is that
voice of expatriation which is the most poignant note of mormon-
dom s lost generation

Vivirginiaiginia sorensen the evening and the morning new york harcourt 1949
p 205

virginia sorensen on this staistarstaystatsray new york reynall and hitchcock 1946
appppp181181 22
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THE COMET

leona holbrook

we stood there together in an early year of my life
my father and 1I

my head came up to his knee as we stood
in the dark of the fresh spring night

we lookedlookect at the night sky bribrightagngnht stars
pressed into the dark overhead vault

he could see the comet and I1 was satisfied
and fulfilled to be with him

I1 was rewarded and encouraged by his vision
by his knowledge and interpretations

he lifted me in his strong arms and together
we looked at the sweep of sky

we maintained the watch under the night skies
of passing spring and summer

his presence and his words and the enduring sky
have held together the nights the days and the years

in the quest of the comet the trust of youth
the sustaining assurance of the reality of the known
within the vast realms of the unknown

the years have brought the long view the life view
and some of the wisdom of the world

the high arch of the heavens span the days of my life
holding halley s comet from the beginning of my years
until the end of my years

time and life and meaning have been brought together
by the long sky watch

we stood on the cool earth my father and I1
and together we looked for halley s comet

leona holbrook is professor emeritus of physical education at brigham young uni-
versityversity
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beingbeinabeinok1ka
equal

A
in earthly and heavenly power

the idea of stewardship in the united order

A don sorensen

this essay is about a central feature of what mormonscormons have
come to call the united order it is a feature that is seen within
latter day saint scripture as being fundamental both to the temporal
and eternal purposes of that order in fact mormon scriptures
describe this feature as being modeled after the order of heaven
for the express purpose of preparing members for eternal life the
feature to which I1 am referring concerns the peculiar system of
power that should characterize the organization of man s temporal
affairs the relations of power in the united order are to be
uniquely nonhierarchicalhierarchicalnon and nonauthoritarianauthoritariannon so that no man rules
over another even in a benevolent way modern scripture refers to
these relations as a system of equal power this essay presents an
analysis of this peculiar system in light of its eternal purposes and
the order of heaven after which it is modeled

proceeding from the viewpoint of the individual steward whose
divine dignity and eternal potential as a person find expression in
how power should be organized on earth as it is in heaven we first
consider the idea of stewardship in connection with certain abstract
doctrines and principles having to do with man s temporal and
eternal status as an agent then we examine how these doctrines
and principles achieve concrete expression in the power structure
of temporal organization

stewardship AND MANS REVEALED STATUS AS AN AGENT

in many latter day revelations the lord explains why and how
the saints should organize themselves because his purposes cannot
be separated from his means the hows are uniquely designed to
complement the whysghys it is in this scriptural context of hows and
whysghys that stewardship plays its role to be a steward in the scrip-

a don sorensen associate professor of governmentgo eminent at BYU thanks the curriculum
council and especially john gardner for their assistance on this article
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tural sense is to occupy a position in the type of temporal organiza-
tion that prepares a man for his role as an agent in eternal life
first we shall consider that end the why and then in the next
two sections we shall see that the way in which the saints are
commanded to organize themselves is particularly designed to help
them realize the end

the stewardship promise

consider the following scripture which pertains to the organiza-
tion of the saints for the regulation of their temporal affairs
the lord says

it must needs be that there be an organization of my people
for a permanent and everlasting establishment and order

unto my church to advance the cause which ye have espoused
to the salvation of man and to the glory of your father who is in
heaven dacd&c 7834783 4

then he tells the saints what this neworderwordernenew order will prepare them for
provided of course that they obey the requirements being laid

down

for if you will that I1 give unto you a place in the celestial world
you must prepare yourselves by doing the things which I1 have
commanded you and required of you dacd&c 787

the lord then commands the saints to organize themselves by a
bond or everlasting covenant dacd&c 78781111 and provides additional
details concerning the reason for this and other commandments of
organization

behold this is the preparation wherewith I1 prepare you that
among other things you may come up unto the crown prepared

for you and be made rulers over many kingdoms
dacd&c 7813157813 15

then the lord promises and he that is a faithful and wise
steward shall inherit all things dacd&c 7822 this promise of

all things includes being a ruler over many kingdoms as men-
tioned above for as he says elsewhere and this shall be my seal
and blessing upon you a faithful and wise steward in the midst
of mine house a ruler in my kingdom dacd&c 10161

let us note several general conclusions first the lord requires
his people to organize themselves in a special way for conducting
their temporal affairs he says more than once that it must needs
be done in mine own way dacd&c 10416 second he says that
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the commandments of organization along with other commands
were given to prepare the saints for a place in the celestial world
a point which his servants have always emphasized for example
george Q cannon said

the organization of society that exists in the heavens must exist
on the earth the same condition of society so far as it is applicable
to mortal beings must exist here 1

and according to lorenzo snow

the system of union which god has taken so much pains to
reveal and make manifest has been and is for the purpose of
uniting the latter day saints and preparing them for exalta-
tion in his celestial kingdom and also preparing them here
on this earth to live together as brethren 2

finally he promises that those who serve as wise and faithful
stewards in the revealed order of temporal affairs will inherit all
things and be made rulers over many kingdoms hereafter this
promise will be called the stewardship promise

the temporal and eternal status of agency

no doubt what was just written about the how and whysghys of
temporal organizations is familiar to many but even at the risk
of stressing the obvious we need to make several further points
about the stewardship promise to set the stage for what follows
first let us note one important part of what that promise compre-
hends we read that those who inherit the celestial kingdom will
be equal in the bonds of heavenly things dacd&c 785 now
being equal in heavenly things includes being equal in power for as
the scriptures say those who dwell in the presence of the father
are made equal in power and in might and in dominion dacd&c
7695 what is more these positions of equality in the celestial
world are positions of godhood in which each heir has all power
in the words of the scriptures then shall they be gods because
they have all power dacd&c 13220 finally it is in part by
sharing equally all power that we become one with ddiethedlele lord
11 clothed upon as he said even as I1 am to be with me that we
maye be one dacd&c 2913

this then is part of what the stewardship promise comprehends

journal of discourses 26 vols london latter day saints book depot 1855-
1886 1399 cited hereafter as IDD

aa7a21d 19342
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for convenience of reference we propose to call this celestial possi-
bility man s eternal status as an agent because it pertains to the
power of agency to the characteristics and attributes of godhood
and to the life of god whose name is eternal 3

the revealed way of organizing temporal affairs has been de-
signed partly to prepare us for that eternal status but as we shall
see part of the genius of that mode of organization lies in the way
it gives concrete expression to man s eternal status as an agent in its
embryonic form it enables man to act and not to be acted upon
to be an agent unto himself after the likeness of his celestial status
we shall refer to this embryonic status as man s temporal status as

an agent because it pertains to time and mortality as well as to the
position of man in the ordering of temporal affairs

we move now from a consideration of stewardship in relation
to abstract doctrines and principles of eternal life to a consideration
of stewardship in everyday life this appears to be the lord s way
with us to make the abstract operational to make everyday life here
relevant in terms of eternal life As we do this we shall proceed on
the assumption that the saints must be united according to the
union required by the law of the celestial kingdom because
as the lord says zion cannot be built up unless it is by the princi-
ples of the law of the celestial kingdom otherwise I1 cannot receive
her unto myself dacd&c 1054510545 As we shall see it isis in the idea
of stewardship that certain of these principles of celestial law
combine to give form to mans temporal status with the promise of
eternal status if he is wise and faithful this is what distinguishes
the idea of stewardship in latter day scripture

THE stewardship STRUCTURE OF AUTHORITY

we have seen that the commandments pertaining to organiza-
tions in which stewardship is a key idea aim at preparing man to
take his place in the celestial world and to have all power equal
with others if we want to get there we must begin here and
learn the order that is to be there 4 it would be surprising then
if the revealed forms of organization did not reflect in their struc-
tures of authority the preparatory role they are meant to play
we would expect those structures to afford man unique opportuni-
ties for progressing toward eternal status and this is what we
do find

see moses 735 dacd&c 207 28 77 79 and dacd&c 796
orson pratt in JDID 2102
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however anything approaching an adequate analysis of manmanss
status as an agent in the ordering of everyday affairs would require
that we distinguish and compare the positions of man as an agent in
various sectors of society in church state and economy in the
cities of zion as in the present cities of the world man s status as
an agent would be a function of his status in each of these three
interconnected areas of life it would be interesting to examine
scripture and the word of prophets on the status of human agency
in these areas we have much to learn about these matters but
the best we can do in this essay is to examine the structure of au-
thority in what may be called a stewardship unit eg a business
unit an agricultural unit or a university unit

let s begin our consideration of the stewardship structure of
authority with a quotation from the prophet joseph addressing
the matter of consecration he rejects the authoritarian and by im-
plication democratic structures and emphasizes an essential feature
of the stewardship model

the matter of consecration must be done by the mutual consent
of both parties for to give the bishop power to say how much
every man shall have and he be obliged to comply with the
bishops judgment is giving the bishop more power than a king
has and upon the other hand to let every man say how much he
needs and the bishop beobligedbe obliged to comply with his judgment is
to throw zion into confusion and make a slave of the bishop the
fact is there must be a balance or equilibrium of power between
the bishop and the people and thus harmony and good will may
be preserved among you 5

the prophet indicates that harmony and good will may be pre-
served when authority is shared we believe that the prophet
who understood these matters well was thinking here of the

harmony or oneness that the lord commands us to attain the
reward for having achieved the oneness while on earth is according
to the lord to be with me that we may be one dacd&c 2913 6c

let us look more closely at this structure of power by examining
some key scriptures from latter day revelations first let s describe
an outline of these powers figure 1 may help clarify this descrip-
tion and then discuss what the scriptures call equal power in the
light of this outline

joseph smith jr the history of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints
ed B H roberts 7 vols salt lake city deseret book 1971 1364651364 65 cited
hereafter as HC

see also dacd&c 352 dacd&c 5026295026 29 dac 43 dac 44 dacd&c 7654577654 57 dacd&c
8435398435 39 dacd&c 13220
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figure 1

the structure of power of a stewardship unit

1 settle important disputes which
arise in the various stewardshiphigh council & unitsitsts prpresidinguighlighofficeofficer 2 ordain the presiding officer of
the stewardship units under the
councils direction

3 help administer unit resources

other stewardship
units

help give general direction as
presiding presiding officer to the steward-

shipofficer unit
2 help form individual

stewardshipsstewardships
3 receive an accounting from each

steward as to his stewardship
performance

4 help determine the uses
of certain resources

unit
membership

individual
steward

1 counsel and consent of
membership in general
direction of stewardship
unit 1 participate in forming his own

2 voicevolce and consent in stewardship
uses of unit resources

2 decide how to carry out his own
3 voicevolce and consent in the stewardship which includes the

calling of a presiding right to employ needed available
officer resources

3 participate as an equal in unit
affairs
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the powers of the unit membership as a body
1 all things are to be done according to the counsel and

11 consent of the unit dacd&c 10421 5636 it is significant that
the powers of counsel and of consent are given here it is ele-
mentary to note that the power of consent insures the power of
counsel for unless the latter is taken seriously the former may
not be forthcoming thetwothetfothe two powers are mutually supporting
together they enable the membership to direct the affairs of the
overall unit and the membership shall be held accountable by
the lord for that direction each member shares in this collective
stewardship

2 the membership has the following general powers over the use
of resources

a no part of the general treasury can be used except by
the voice and common consent of the unit dacd&c 10471
this important power over resources is a key power in the
operation of any organization if an individual steward is
found to be unfaithful or unwise the council of the
order may withhold the resources that he seeks dacd&c 104
747674 76

b A second treasury which shall belong to you all with one
accord and shall be called the sacred treasury of the lord
can be used only by the voice of the order or by command-
ment dacd&c 104606610460 66 unlike any powers mentioned so
far this power over the sacred treasury is specifically limited
by the provision that this treasury may be subject to com-
mandmentmandment as well as to the voice of the order

c and in case the treasurer is found an unfaithful and an
unwise steward he shall be subject to the council and voice
of the order and shall be removed out of his place and
another shall be appointed in his stead dacd&c 10477
just as the power of consent insures the power of counsel
so here the unit s power as a council over the treasurer in-
sures its power over the general treasury as well as its
broader power to help determine the general direction of
the unit

53 any presiding officer is ordained to his office and any new
member is accepted in accord with the consent or vote of the
unit membership dacd&c 419 2065 262 2813 however
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the unit may be commanded to accept a new member by the
lord dacd&c 92

the powers of the presiding officer
1 the presiding officer helps give general direction of the steward-

ship unit with respect to temporal things he shares this power
with the unit membership as noted earlier see dacd&c sections
107 41 and 42.42

2 he helps determine the nature of each man s individual steward-
ship appointment dacd&c 514

3 consistent with his powers as a common judge dacd&c 107
727472 74 he is empowered to receivereceive accountings from each stew-
ard so as to determine whether the steward has been wise and
faithful in his stewardship see dacd&c 72

4 he helps manage the affairs of the lord s storehouse and shares
in the power of determining the use of certain of its resources
dacd&c 4233364233 36

the powers of the individual steward
1 he participates in deciding what his stewardship will be in

many situations the center of initiative and decision resides in
the steward while the presiding officer retains the power of
counsel and consent on other occasions the center of decision
and initiative may reside in the presiding officer and the steward
has the power of counsel and consent in all cases the agency
of each is respected

2 he decides how to carry out his stewardship this point and
the scriptures related to it will receive further elaboration as we
proceed one scriptural reference will do here it is indicated
above that the uses of the general treasury are subject to the
counsel and consent of the unit s membership but after saying
this the lord goes on to indicate what this power consists of
and what he says shows at once the limitations on this power
and the corresponding right of the individual steward to decide
how to carry out his stewardship and to make claims on the
available treasury which cannot be turned down thus and
this shall be the voice and consent of the order that any man
among you say to the treasurer I1 have need of this to help me
in my stewardship if it be five talents dollars or if it be
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ten talents dollarsldollarsdollarsl or twenty or fifty or a hundred the
treasurer shall give unto him the same which he requires to help
him in his stewardship so long as he is in full fellowship
and is faithful and wise in his stewardship this shall be his
token unto the treasurer that the treasurer shall not withhold
dacd&c 1047275104727510472 75

53 has equal voice with all other members in giving counsel and
consent in the running of the unit dacd&c 10421 36

the powers of the unit council
1 in what is referred to as the constitution of the high council

we read the following
the high council was appointed by revelation for the purpose
of settling important difficulties which might arise in the
church which could not be settled by the church or the
bishops council to the satisfaction of the parties dacd&c
1022

either party in a dispute may request the high council to settle
a difference

the high priests when abroad have power to call and or-
ganize a council after the manner of the foregoing to settle
difficulties when the parties or either of them shall request
it dacd&c 10224

in this connection the prophet joseph says that when a bishop
and an individual steward cannot reach agreement concerning
an important matter of stewardship the case must be laid be-
fore a council of twelve high priests 7

2 the scriptures read that
every president of the high priesthood or presiding elder
bishop high councilor and high priest is to be ordained by
the direction of a high council or general conference
dacd&c 2067

3 and again we read
therefore the residue shall be kept in my storehouse to
administer to the poor and the needy as shall be appointed
by the high council of the church and the bishop and his
council dacd&c 42544234

HCWC 1136515653 65
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THE REVEALED STATUS OF AGENCY AND THE
stewardship STRUCTURE OF AUTHORITY

being equal in earthly things
with the stewardship structure of authority before us now we can
indicate in specific terms how that structure gives concrete expres-
sion to the otherwise abstract doctrines pertaining to man s status as
an agent and prepares him to be one in power and purpose in
eternity consider again the scripture quoted at the beginning of
this study the lord is saying through the prophet joseph that the
time has come for establishing an organization of my people
which will be a permanent and everlasting establishment and order
unto m- churchmy then he goesooesboes on to say why he wants the saints
to organize themselves in a certain way

to advance the cause which ye have espoused to the salvation
of man and to the glory of your father who is in heaven

that you may be equal in the bonds of heavenly things yea
and earthly things also for the obtaining of heavenly things

for if ye are not equal in earthly things ye cannot be equal in
obtaining heavenly things

for if you will that I1 give unto you a place in the celestial
world you must prepare yourselves by doing the things which I1
have commanded you and required of you

and now verily thus saith the lord it is expedient that all
things be done unto my glory by you who are joined together
in this order dacd&c 7848784 8

notice first that the goals of organization are the salvation of
man and the glory of god which includes bringing about the sal-
vation of man attaining these goals should be the ultimate end
for all that is done through the organization by requiring that all
things be done for these reasons the lord is requiring members to
be one in purpose here as they will be one in purpose in eternity

it is important to mention at this point that every stewardship
order will have temporal as well as eternal goals this is true of a
business a university or an agricultural unit thus in another
scripture the lord commands that an everlasting order be estab-
lished not only for the salvation of men but also to provide for
my saints that the poor shall be exalted in that the rich are made
low dacd&c 1041 16

the lord also says that if the saints want to prepare themselves
for a place in the celestial kingdom they must be equal in earthly
things so that they may be equal in the bonds of heavenly things
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but what does it mean to be equal in earthly things and in heavenly
things to be equal in heavenly things is to be equal in those things
which pertain to salvation or the highest place in the celestial king-
dom and in the celestial glory there is a perfect equality in
which all the ransomedtransomedransomed are equal in authority in strength in op-
portunitiesportunities and in possessions 8 As we saw earlier to be equal in
heavenly things is to be equal with the lord in power and dominion
to be clothed upon as he is to be one with him in bringing about
the immortality and eternal life of man to be equal in this way
as we know is the promise of stewardship and it is in this sense
of equality in heavenly things that we may prepare ourselves for
efaeraa place in the celestial world our schooling in equality here is
preparatory for a place of equality hereafter

the type of equality that characterizes the stewardship mode of
organization can be conveniently discussed under what we may call
class status and power we shall be concerned mainly with the
aspect of power

consider first then the allocation of material opportunities and
rewards as indicators of class concerning material opportunities
the scriptures read

and you are to be equal or in other words you are to have equal
claims on the properties for the benefit of managing the concerns
of your stewardshipsstewardships every man according to his wants and needs
inasmuch as his wants are just dacd&c 8217

this is not to say that each steward is to claim an equal amount
for the man that takes charge of a great manufacturing establish-

ment would require more funds than he who has a small farm 9

claims can and should be treated equally though the amounts of
claims need not be equal

not only are members to have equal material opportunity for
managing their stewardshipsstewardships they are to have equal material bene-
fits from their cooperative efforts as well the scriptures read

nevertheless in your temporal things you shall be equal and this
not grudgingly otherwise the abundance of the manifestations of
the spirit shall be withheld dacd&c 7014

again we read but it is not given that one man should possess
that which is above another wherefore the world lieth in sin
dacd&c 4920

hyrumarumyrum af smith and janne M sjodahl the doctrine and covenants comment-
ary rev ed salt lake city deseret book 1965 ppap 480 468

orson pratt in JDID 1732
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the members are also to be equal in things of social status as

well as things of social class by social status we have in mind

the esteem deference or prestige connected with one s position in a

social order status in this sense should not be confused with man s

status as an agent discussed in this paper on the matter of esteem

and deference the lord says

and let every man esteem his brother as himself and practise

virtue and holiness before me
and again I1 say unto you let every man esteem his brother

as himself
for what man among you having twelve sons and is no re-

specter of them and they serve him obediently and he saith unto
the one be thou clothed in robes and sit thou here and to the

other be thou clothed in rags and sit thou there andaind looketh

upon his sons and saith I1 am just
behold this I1 have given unto you as a parable and it is even

as I1 am I1 say unto you be one and if ye are not one ye are
not mine dacd&c 3824273824 27

accordingly in the lord s social order as we would expect the
11 man who makes mortar is just as honorable as the man who
takes charge of a large establishment 10

being joint heirs equal in power

last of all consider power itself we have noted again and

again that those who attain eternal life shall be equal in power

dacd&c 7695 those who attain this glory are one with the

lord not only in purpose but also in power this is part of what
it means to be equal in the bonds of heavenly things dacd&c 785
does the stewardship mode of organization reflect this aspect of

equality too does its structure of authority make men equal in

temporal power in preparation for equality in eternal power the
answer is that the stewardship structure does equalize power in a

certain sense of equality and in a certain sense of power to see

this letietletsleiss take a closer look at the stewardship structure beginning
with the idea of power

many ideas of power exist but if we are to understand power

in a stewardship structure it may be profitable to begin with a

definition of priesthood priesthood is typically defined as the

power of god delegated to man on earth by which man can act in

all things for the salvation of the human family 11 this is a broader

ibid
john A widtsoeWidtsoe priesthood and chuichchurch government salt lake city deseret

news 1939 p 55
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notion of power or authority than one commonly finds in con-
temporary definitions of the term which typically denote the idea
of one or more persons having the right to determine the actions
of one or more other persons in intended ways the core idea of
priesthood power is not the right of someone to direct the actions
of somene else rather it is the divine right to act in accomplishing
the purposes of deity if we wanted to render the second sense of
power in terms of man s revealed status as an agent we could define
it as individual agency enlarged and authorized by god whereby he
accomplishes his purposes in man through faithfulness this
authorized ability is enlarged until man has all power and equal
power according to the oath of the priesthood dacd&c 8438 7822

with this lead let s examine the nature and distribution of
power with respect to earthly things in preparation for heavenly
things to do this it will be helpful to think of a stewardship unit
as a set of interrelated positions aimed at achieving certain goals
some temporal and some eternal but all divine having a steward-
ship involves having position and direction as an agent within such
a structure each position within a stewardship unit is designed to
give concrete expression to man s temporal status as an agent in
preparation for his eternal status as an agent

consider again several scriptures pertaining to this matter as far
as earthly things are concerned the lord says that each iiss to have
equal claim on the unit s resources for the benefit of managing

the concerns of your stewardship every man according to his wants
and his needs so long as his wants and needs are just dacd&c
8217 it is important to notice that the wants and needs men
tionedtinned here are those connected with managing a stewardship not
simply those wants and needs of the consumer notice also that
each steward makes a claim on the unit s resources according to
his wants and needs in other words according to his plans and

calculations for carrying out his stewardship it is on the basis of
his stewardship needs as he calculates them that each stewardsayssteward says
to the treasurer 1I have need of this to help me in my stewardship
and if he is faithful and wise in his stewardship this shall be his
token unto the treasurer that the treasurer shall not withhold
dacd&c 1047275104727510472 75 again the locus of decision and action is within
each steward himself and his token unto the treasurer carries with it
the authority of his position as a self directed being within the
stewardship unit there are important limits affecting each steward

as we shall see but each is to be an agent unto himself within
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those limits each is to act not be acted upon in fulfilling his
stewardship this state of self direction as we know represents
man s temporal status as an agent and is after the likeness of
heavenly things finally we should notice that a steward s claim
must be just it is not necessary in this paper to analyze the idea
of justice but in the quotation before us at least the following
idea is included in saying that the claim of every steward is just it
presumes that 1 all claims have been adjusted to available re-
sources and 2 no claim is treated as privileged

we saw above that power in the priesthood sense is man s right
to act for god in all things pertaining to the salvation of the human
family applying this meaning of power to the stewardship struc-
ture we can say that power is the authorized ability of each steward
to help accomplish the divine ends some temporal and some
eternal of the stewardship unit it is the right of action connected
to each position within the stewardship structure and it carries
with it the promise of joint heirship in the celestial world

in what sense is this form of power equal within a stewardship
unit it is obvious that power is not equal in the sense that each
person has the same kind of stewardship for some will be tanners
and others teachers and still others farmers it is also true though
slightly less obvious that the scope of each stewardship would dif-
fer from every other some will have large farms and some will
have small farms some small and some large businesses for god
gives to one one talent to another he gives two and to still another
five and then he commands them to make use of those talents
matthew 2414 even in heavenly things perhaps we cannot

expect joint heirs to be equal in the scope of stewardship A person
may have the management of only one world or of two or of three
or of as many as there are particles of dust that compose our
globe 12

in what sense is power equal in a stewardship unit in at least
two senses each steward is equal to every other steward in his
powers of individual stewardship and in the powers of joint steward-
ship we shall explain the former sense first

we have seen that each steward is the center of initiativeintiativeintiative and
decision reLregarding

C
yarding

1
his stewardship having this position as an

agent may be variously described as being an agent unto himself
having the power to act and not be acted upon being a self directed

orson pratt in JDID 2102
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agent and having the power of self governance if we will con-
sider what the prophet joseph called the balance or equilibrium of
powers in the stewardship order we will see how each steward is

equaltoequalitoequal to every other steward in power as far as individual steward
ships are concerned within the structure of balanced powers every
steward has identical rights and is subject to identical limitations
in the exercise of self direction to verify this let us examine the
relation of power between the membership and each steward and
between each steward and the presiding officer

the scriptures say that the unit s resources shall be subject to
the voice and the common consent of the membership dacd&c

10471 this should have a salutary effect on the enterprises of
each steward in that if he would submit his plans

to the candid decision of the order many an enterprising man
would be saved from foolish ventures and from ruin and the wise
and prudent would receive the necessary encouragement and finan-
cial aid to make their undertakings a success for the benefit of
the whole 13

but then the lord explains that the voice and common consent
of the order constitute power whereby the membership may balance
each steward s power over the common treasury

and there shall not any part of it be used or taken out of the
treasury only by the voice and common consent of the order

and this shall be the voice and common consent of the order
that any man among you say to the treasurer I1 have need of this
to help me in my stewardship

if it be five talents dollars or if it be ten talents dollars
or twenty or fifty or a hundred the treasurer shall give unto him
the sum which he requires to help him in his stewardship

until he be found a transgressor and it isis manifest before the
council of the order plainly that he isis an unfaithful and an unwise
steward

but so long as he is inin full fellowship and is faithful and wise
in his stewardship this shall be his token unto the treasurer that
the treasurer shall not withhold dacd&c 104717510471 75

however if any steward is found to be a transgressor if it is
manifest before the council of the order plainly that he is unwise

or unfaithful then the treasurer shall be subject unto the council
and voice of the order dacd&c 10476 and the treasurer may very
well be instructed by the order to reduce or withhold the resources

erastus snow in JD 1778
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requested by such a steward there are no privileges enjoyed by
any steward as far as any of these matters are concerned

if a steward is wise and faithful his just claims dacd&c 8217
cannot be turned down if this were not so the membership could
become the center of initiative and decision with respect to the indi-
vidual member s stewardship on the other hand if a steward is
unwise or unfaithful then the membership may instruct the treasurer
not to honor that steward s claim as it stands unless this were
possible an unwise or unfaithful steward could assume power to
direct the unit or could usurp another stewardstewardss power thus every
stewardship is protected from the membership as a whole and the
membership in turn is protected against unjust stewards

let us consider how this equilibrium of power is maintained
between the individual steward and the presiding officer let us
assume that a serious disagreement regarding a stewardship has
arisen between a presiding officer and the steward himself such
disagreements should occur very rarely in the everyday operations of
the unit if they occur often it may be that a steward or presiding
officer is being unwise or unfaithful and should be judged accord-
ingly it is instructive to recall what the prophet joseph said
about such disputes and to keep in mind the relationship between a
presiding officer and a member as indicated in figure 1

the prophet says that there must be an equilibrium of power
between the bishop and the people for if each steward were
11 obliged to comply with his the bishop s judgment the bishop
would have more power than a king has but if the bishop were
obliged to comply with each steward s judgment this would throw
zion into confusion and make a slave of the bishop having said
this the prophet outlines a procedure in case the two parties cannot
come to a mutual agreement he writes the bishop is to have
nothing to do with the matter and the case must be laid before a
council of twelve high priests 14 this last remark fits section
102 of the doctrine and covenants which sets down the primary
function of the high council to settle important difficulties which
might arise in the church which could not be settled by the church
or the bishop s council to the satisfaction of the parties dacd&c
1022 the council may assume jurisdiction when the parties or
either of them shall request it dacd&c 10224

again we see that the powers of stewardship are equalized by a

HC 1364651364 65
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system of mutual and equal limitations each steward is protected
from being as it were ruled over by a king yet the presiding
officer is likewise safeguarded from being a slave to any steward
and all members are preserved from the consequences of any mem-
ber having more power than is consistent with their union if their
views in a stewardship discussion become irreconcilable either may
appeal to the high council for a decision thus the stewardship and
the presiding officer are ultimately equal

more generally speaking a presiding officer is a steward much
like any other he is subject to the same laws of stewardship as are
all others equal with them in esteem and things of class required
to give an account of himself subject to being removed from his
stewardship if he is unwise or unfaithful and in general limited by
a balance of power between him the membership and each steward
the presiding officer is in no sense a king or ruler in fact it was
while giving instructions to a presiding officer over temporal affairs
bishop edward partridge to be specific that the lord warned let
no man think he is ruler dacd&c 5820 smith and sjodahl
comment as follows on this passage in the kingdom of god jesus
christ is ruler judges and counselors are but his servants there
is no hierarchy inthein the church 15

to repeat the first sense of equal power comes to this every
steward has the same rights and is subject to the same limitations
in the exercise of self direction

before passing to the next point notice the crucial role played
by the high council in maintaining the equilibrium of power by
settling serious disagreements or much more importantly simply by
being prepared to do so the council helps insure the successful
working of a stewardship unit enabling that unit to operate through
the exercise of equalized power without gravitating toward an
authoritarian system or declining into anarchy when faced with dif-
ficulties that cannot be settled otherwise and it takes wise men
as we say to perform this role in such a way that the stewardship
structure of authority is preserved and strengthened

what is the second sense in which power is equal in a steward-
ship order the second which is simpler to present is that every
steward has an equal voice in the membership s power of counsel
and a single vote in its power of consent this means that he is a

smith and sjodahl doctrine and covenants commentary p 339
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joint steward as well as an individual steward his stewardship is to
help determine the overall direction of the unit as well as to perform
individual tasks within it this joint aspect of stewardship is an
important aspect indeed in ways in which individual tasks do not
it prepares each steward for his eternal status in eternal life being

one with others and the lord is a joint as wewellweilwelill11 as an individual
stewardship As the scriptures read if we are faithful and wise we
shall become heirs of god and joint heirs with christ romans
817 in the kingdom of darkness there is no joint stewardship
for satan seeks to reign over 2 nephi 229 man not to make
him a joint heir preparation for this sort of kingdom would of
course be quite different A different structure of authority would
be required one that is hierarchic and authoritarian wherein some
rule over others in such a structure man s eternal status as agent
and the oneness based on it are frustrated
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the historians corner

edited by james B allenalienailen

whether right or wrong so far as facts are concerned the
feelings of the contemporary observer are an essential source of
history whenever we can view events through the eyes of those
who were there we come closer to experiencing the feelings that
went into the making of history this is why letters and other
personal accounts are so important to our understanding of the
broader picture feelings and attitudes lead to actions and there-
fore become important ingredients in the mixture of materials from
which we form our historical perspectives

in this issueofissue of the historians corner we present three personal
views of four different aspects of mormon history the first is
significant for it reveals a modern jewish scholar s initial intro-
duction to mormon society and his reaction to it the second piece
was prepared by a young mormon scholar engaged in a biographi-
cal study of president heber J grant impressed with the way
his call to the apostleship overwhelmed this young church leader
ronald walker has presented some of the intimate personal letters
that portray the feelings of both the new apostle and his closest
friends going back another step in history we also present a
document recently discovered by a BYU religion teacher it reveals
thomas L kane s first impression of the mormon people as he
found them camped on the plains of iowa this first contact was
highly important to both kane and the mormonscormonsMormons for it was the
beginning of a long and productive friendship between them
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ZION IN THE FAR WEST
A modern israeli view of the mormonscormonsMormons

ahoran ellern

editors note the following review of leonard J arringtonsArringtons great
basin kingdom appeared in amidinamudin no 366 a hebrew language monthly
publication of the religious kibbutz movement tel aviv nissan 5736
april 1976 242868724286 87 it was translated by the author and sent to dr

arrington at the suggestion of cyrus mckell the utah state university
professor mentioned in the review it struck our interest because of the
authors cogent comparison between mormon history and recent jewish
history as well as his comments on why the people of israel should take
some interest in the mormonscormonsMormons the review is reprinted here by permission
of the publisher and reviewer

when I1 arrived at salt lake city airport in the course of a
study visit and turned to the bank with a traveller s cheque I1 was
struck by the name of the bank zion s first national bank
two hours later I1 saw in the city center the high rising building
housing the administrative center of the mormon church the
church building the temple that a gentile such as myself must
not enter and the tabernacle which is the cultural center of
the mormon capital

when I1 reached the university town in the north of the state I1

was met by my host the professor he pointed out the handsome
ultramodern church building where he is active amongst the stud-
ents outside working hours

when he invited me for supper at his home I1 thanked him
but begged off and in consequence had to explain to him the
meaning of kosher I1 noticed that he did not seem at all dis-
pleased that his children should meet a gentile who is as par-
ticular as any mormon about what liehelleile may or may not eat mor
mons at any rate those with the standing of the professor and his
family abstain from tea coffee and liquor and they do not smoke

the history of the white man s settlement of the west is
closely intertwined with the history of the mormon church and
the book under review is part of the research thereon reading it
I1 found that the settlement of this church antecededanteceded zionist set-
tlement by thirty years if we count from the BILU russian pioneer
immigrants movement and the first jewish agricultural colonies
and very much more if we count from the onset of the organized
large scale settlement not only that but every stage and event in
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our settlement history has its parallel in that of the mormon church

at least two traits characterisecharacterismcharac terise the two settlement movements
theirs and ours

1 the inspiration both received from the holy writ to go up
and settle in a goodly land a land of brooks of water and
indeed utah has a jordan of its own running down to the salt
sea

2 the settlement movement was guided by a religious social
concept far above class struggle but firmly anchored in economic
reality

in both movements this concept was translated into action by
central bodies in both the work was supported by congregations
and branches in all parts of europe where shlihim emissaries
both collected contributions to the permanent emigration fund
tithetittithebe and organisedorganizedorgani sed groups of emigrants from supporters in the
diaspora these emigrated to their zion in utah by ships and

continued in wagons and even on foot with their cattle and all
their goods the railroad did not reach zion till 1869

in marked contrast with the many utopian attempts to found
a better society that nineteenth century north america witnessed
the mormon settlement or rather in their own parlance the lat
ter day saints like our own effort succeeded beyond all expecta-
tions but in both cases this success came after great suffering
failures and trouble

these included in the case of the saints actual pogroms
in one of which the prophet and founder of the church joseph
smith was murdered and their expulsion from the states of illinois
and missouri and finally also from their city of nauvoo on the
banks of the mississippi as well as a war of suppression which
caused the united states to send 5000 troopers to invade the utah
territory to this the saints reacted by raising a larger volunteer
army of their own and by implementing a scorched earth policy
all the while harassing the U S army this in the end brought
about a reconciliation with president buchanan and the acceptance
of a governor appointed by washington for the state of utah

space does not permit further details we have before us a
large volume yet a fascinating narrative in spite of the books
meticulous historical scholarship those who do not feel equal
to a work of this size may prefer the national geographic maga
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zine s account of utah illustrated in gorgeous color april 1975
ppap 44073440 73

and finally a moment of reflection the relatively unsuccess-
ful public relations and politico economic struggle of our state of
israel is all too well known how could it happen that none of us
thought of cementing relations with this church that has congrega-
tions in all the western world

when I1 warned the professor prior to his paying a return visit
to our country that on passover he would get only matza the
bread of affliction to eat he replied 1 I too am orthodox in

my beliefs and I1 should be happy to celebrate the important pass-
over festival amongst you

it seems to me that we in israel and especially our religious
settlements may have an attraction for people like the mormonscormonsMormons
and that in spite of our differences in the religious sphere they
could be friends of zionist endeavour

raraananaraapanaanana

according to a readers letter published this year in the jerusalem post hundreds
of mormonscormons danced the hora with the jews of salt lake city in its central square
when the united nations declared for a jewish state on november 29 1947

YOUNG HEBER J GRANT
AND HIS CALL TO THE apostleship

ronald W walker

A year following his call to become president of the tooelethoele
stake the twenty four year old heber J grant stopped by the
salt lake studio of charles savage the pioneer photographer the
conversation took an unexpected turn he told me elder grant
wrote in his journal to put it down that within one year I1 would
be a member of the twelve apostles 1

one year and a few days later young heber received his call
the assignment led the new apostle s two closest friends anthony
W ivins and richard W young to write letters of encouragement

ronald W walker is a senior historical associate with the church historical depart-
ment

journal of heber J grant 7 october 1881 library archives of the church of
jesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city utah
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their correspondence reveals that savage s prediction was by no
means unique 1 I have long felt that your destiny was sure ivins
wrote from his mission in mexico but hardly looked to see you go
into the quorum so soon the sooner in however the sooner you
become accustomed to the harness and to the life of usefulness
which is before you 2 likewise young s letter parts of which
appear below suggests that only the timing of grant s apostolic call
surprised his friends in addition it etches a revealing character
portrait of the future LDS president

despite his youth heber J grant had already displayed his
talents in a remarkable fashion at the age of fifteen he had been
employed as a policy clerk by the insurance firm of H R mann
& co after business hours he marketed fire insurance by nineteen
he had bought out his employers and organized his own successful
agency during his early twenties he broadened out into other
business activities and at twenty three he was called to preside
over the tooelethoele stake

but now this already successful and confident man was forced
to take personal stock whatever his friends vaunted opinions
he understood his own weaknesses and strengths would his talents
be equal to thetaskthe task at hand could his towering business ambitions
be properly channeled in what ways did his new assignment cause
him to reflect upon his mormonism the young apostle sought
to answer these questions as he replied to his friends letters

elder grant s star eclipsed those of young and ivins but each
later achieved prominence young was a grandson of brigham
and a graduate of both west point and the columbia law school
later he would distinguish himself in the american occupation
of the philippine islands and by his civic and church service in his
native salt lake city ivins in turn was grant s cousin and proved
to be his closest confidant in 1907 ivins himself was selected to
be an apostle fourteen years later heber grant now as the mor-
mon church president chose ivins to sit beside him in the first
presidency
1 excerpts of the letter of heber J grant to anthony W ivins
SLC 22 october 1882 3

well tony your predictions made last march as we were going to saint
george that I1 would be one of the apostles has been fulfilled you know
the true sentiments of my heart on this subject as well as many others

anthony W ivins to heber J grant 6 november 1882 in heber J grant jour-
nel 25 november 1882

hebereber J grant letterpress copybook 571057 10 church archives
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and that they were not in accord with your prediction not that I1 feel to
shrink from any duty but because I1 did not nor do I1 now feel that my
knowledge ability or testimony are of such a character as to entitle me to
the position of an apostle the lord knows what is for the best and I1 have
always trusted in him for aid and assistance in thepastthelastthe past and shall continue
to do so in the future As advised in my last letter on the 16thl6thlath george
teasdale and myself were ordained as apostles the ist1stast presidency and
twelve officiating bros rich carrington and thatcher were absent prest
taylor was mouth in bro teasdalesTeasdales ordination prest cannon in mine I1
shall return to salt lake in the morning when I1 expect to get a copy of the
revelation calling bro teasdale & myself as apostles 4 bro SB young
as prest of seventies etc also a copy of my ordination and I1 will forward
these documents with this letter

TI1L dontdon know how things will shape with me in 1thetjhie future from a
financial standpoint you will notice that prest cannon warned me particu-
larly about setting my mind on the things of this world while I1 have
devoted most all of my time to acquiring this worlds goods in the past
I1 can truthfully say that never in my life have I1 seen the time that I1 was
not willing to change my plan of action at the word of command from
gods servants I1 did not do so much good in tooelethoele as I1 might had I1 not
been engaged in business 5 I1 know this and several times expressed my
willingness to drop my business if thought best by the authorities while
I1 have worked hard for cash you know as do all of my friends that have
a full knowledge of the inmost sentiments of my heart that cash has not
been my god and that my heart has never been set on it only to do good
with what might come into my possession I1 most earnestly desire that I1 may
always feel this way bro erastus snow comes the nearest to my idea of
what an apostle should be of any member of the twelve when I1 recall
his life and labors and stop to think how little time and attention he has
for his family or his financial interests and how much time he has for the
people and their interests and how freely and without a word of complaint
he neglected his own comfort & worldly welfare for the benefit of others
I1 am fully convinced that should I1 follow his noble example and I1 shall try
to do so that my financial interests are comparatively speaking at an end
my heart is full of thankfulness to my heavenly father for his goodness
and mercy to me I1 have not language to express the feelings of gratitude in
my heart but I1 have made up my mind that from this time forth my life
shall be devoted to the work of god upon the earth if he gives me time to
do my duties in his kingdom and also make money all right if not all
right I1 feel in mynry heart to say father thy will not mine be done dear
cousin I1 feel with gods aid & the faith and prayers of my friends
especially those that know me as you do that I1 shall be able to accomplishing

foror a copy of the revelation calling elders grant and teasdale to the twelve see
james R clarkdarkoark ed messaqesmessages of the first presidency of the church of jesus christ of
latter day saints 6 vols salt lake city bookcraft 1965 2348492348 49

after his call to the tooelethoele stake presidency elder grant had moved his family
to the western utah village but had continued to conduct his salt lake business affairs
the result was that he spent as much time in salt lake as in tooelethoele and local church
affairs sometimes suffered
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some good without this assistance I1 shall fail in my calling as an apostle
I1 can hardly realize that I1 am an apostle suppose the fact will become
more real as I1 get down to work I1 will now stop talking of myself
2 letter of richard W young to heber J grant 7 november
1882 written from fort columbus on governors island new
york 6

my dear heber
I1 will pardon you for thinking my long silence strange my only

excuse to offer is that I1 have been moving and endeavoring to get settled
since receiving your brief note and the news of your appoinmentappointment so you
are one of the twelve well it isis sooner than I1 looked for it but certainly
not sooner than meets with my approval it has long been my impression
that all that stood between you and that excellent body was time and some
more experience

you have every reason to be thankful congratulated upon your success
so much the more from the fact that it isis merited As a young man the
youngest of the quorum and as a man without a very extensive experience
in matters of preaching I1 can imagine that you feel impressed with your
unworthiness for the position but let me give it you as my frank opinion
that the selection was one of the very best that could be made I1 have no
desire to flatter you but simply to assist you in feeling more confidence in
your newly acquired dignity when I1 say that I1 regard your judgment as
about the finest of any of my acquaintances and I1 consider your talent in
general business and your quickness to see a point and to unravel one up
to the like qualities of any one your conversation to me has always been
as free from vapor and as full of common sense boiled down as I1 have
always been told your fathers was

I1 consider that your generosity moral worth and fidelity are all that
could be asked now take a summing up of these qualities and manufacture
a young man of 26 and inin my estimation not as your friend but as a dis-
interested party you will have the best candidate for a vacancy inin the twelve
to be found inin the church and such I1 am certain is the opinion of every-
one I1 have not had an opportunity of conversing with many of our people
but those I1 have seen john henry smith wm groesbeck orson arnold
& jimmy clinton while questioning the superiority of bro teasdalesTeas dales
worth do not hesitate inin approving your selection I1 was told by bro john
henry that the selections were given inin so many words by revelation heber
you are truly a blessed man if I1 am not wrong but few of the appointments
in late years have been by direct revelation

fancy it our belief that god the good the almighty ruler of the
universe he at whose pleasure the worlds move & the stars give light he
whom so many generations have sought our belief isis that he is the fountain
of our church this is as firmly my belief as it isis my belief that he rules
and he has been so far pleased with your integrity and worth as to name
you personally as one of his representatives on earth

copied in heber J grant journal 17 november 1882 church archives the
explanations in parentheses and the end punctuation are apparently grants the
roughly educated churchman never seemed to master the use of the period
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I1 scarcely know how and what to write there is not language which
will do adequate justice to such an occasion I1 can only say my friend that
if joy is not yours that if resolve to sacrifice all to the gospel is not yours
it is because you fail in your conception of the infinitely priceless nature of
your selection

my wish is that you may devote yourself to study for no adornment of
the mind is unnecessary to this work that you may be blessed with the
fulnessfalness of testimony of god and his work and that this may be the case
and that you may be deeply impressed with the nature of your calling and
become eminently useful therein is my earnest prayer

nervie RW s wife wishes to congratulate you and we both desire
remembrances to your wife and toyourtogyourtozour mother do to ray & lucy7lucya
remember their so called uncle richard write soon for I1 shall look for
you to

your friend with more good luck to you RW
richard W young

3 excerpts of heber J grants reply to richard W young SLC
16 november 1882 8

with reference to my new calling and my abilities to magnify the same I1
must say that I1 consider my position much in advance of my knowledge I1
regret very much that I1 have not a better knowledge of grammar as I1 murder
the queens english most fearfully my orthography is perfectly egenseemense
to say the least I1 have not a good memory or if I1 have it has been so
badly neglected that I1 have not foundfound4tloutout that it is good my information on
subjects relating to the advancement of a community amtsabts to nothing I1 know
little or nothing of history and were it not that I1 have from 15 to 25 yrsars
in which to study to overtake such men as lyman jos F smith and others
and knowing that I1 have the right to call upon our heavenly father for
assistance I1 assure you that I1 should feel almost like backing out A knowl-
edge of grammer and orthography is necessary for a public speaker and one
that has more or less writing to do I1 naturally dislike both of these
studies and have not much faith in becoming proficient in either your
inventory of my abilities is way up I1 should like to have you get someone
to accept of your ideas but think it would be a difficult task I1 may have a
little common sense in fact I1 know that I1 have I1 also know that my first
ideas impressions or quickness to see a point which ever you see fit to call
it is not bad but this really amtsabts to but very little when you are looking
for a substantial leading man reasoning powers and depth of thought are
the qualities that count there is one thing that sustains me however &
that is the fact that all powers of mind or body come from god and that he
is perfectly able & willing to qualify me for his work provided I1 am faithful
in doing my part this I1 hope to be able to do faithfully I1 am also
pleased to know that I1 shall have the faith & confidence of the people

ray or rachel and lucy were the two eldest children of heber and lucy
stringham grant

grant letterpress copybook 56263562 63
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this is a great thing as I1 know from personal experience while laboring in
tooelethoele county the folks join in regards & best wishes for your con-
tinued health & prosperity also that of your wife time will not permit
my writing more again thanking you for your good wishes I1 remain

your friend & bro

HJ grant

THOMAS L KANE MEETS THE MORMONS

donald Q cannon

thomas leiper kane a wellbornwell born philadelphia lawyer diplomat
soldier first became acquainted with mormonism at a conference of
the church held in philadelphia on 13 may 1846 after listening
to a discourse by elder jesse C little a scotch irish convert from
maine who was presiding over the new england and middle
states missions kane requested an introduction within two days
of their conversation colonel kane told elder little that he had
decided to accompany the mormonscormons to california and asked for
a letter of introduction to brigham young he also offered to help
president little solicit aid from the national government and sub-
sequently joined his mormon friend in washington DC where
he personally called upon the secretary of state the secretary of war
and president polk in behalf of the mormonscormonsMormons he also furnished
jesse little a letter of introduction to his friend george bancroft
secretary of the navy and eminent american historian little and
bancroft discussed the requisition of a mormon military force to
participate in the war against mexico

after completing their negotiations kane and little traveled
together to st louis where they parted company kane proceeding
to fort leavenworth and little to nauvoo at fort leavenworth
kane delivered messages from washington to colonel kearney
concerning the call of a mormon battalion and then set out alone
for the mormon camp on the missouri river the journey from
leavenworth to council bluffs included a narrow escape from
drowning a continuing battle with mosquitoes and a thorough
soaking in a great plains thunderstorm As a result of the extreme
conditions of this trip kane became seriously ill soon after his

donald Q cannon is associate professor of church history and doctrine at brigham
young university
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arrival at the mormon camp yet meeting the mormonscormons made a
greater impression on him than his adventurous journey or his ill-
ness in fact the suffering of the mormonscormons affected him so much
that he gave up a political career to champion their cause much
of his life fromthatfrom that time on was spent in aiding the mormonscormonsMormons

speaking before the historical society of pennsylvania some
years later he recalled the impression the mormonscormons had made
on him

after a recent unavoidable association with the border inhabi-
tants of western missouri and iowa and vile scum which our own
society to apply the words of an admirable gentleman and eminent
divine like the great ocean washes upon its frontier shores I1
can scarcely describe the gratification I1 felt associating again with
persons who were almost all of eastern american origin persons
of refined and cleanly habits and decent language and observing
their peculiar and interesting mode of4 life while every day seemed
to bring with it its own especial incident fruitful in the illustra-
tion of habits and character 1

the following letter was written by colonel thomas L kane
to george bancroft secretary of the navy on the same day kane
arrived at council bluffs and met the mormonscormonsMormons I111I1 july 1846
in his letter kane described conditions in the mormon camp pre-
sented reasons why the mormonscormons would not be going on to cali-
fornia until the next year and expressed his desire to remain with
and assist them

mormon camp near council bluffs
july 11 1846

dear sir

by a steamer of the american fur company which is expected
hourly to descend the missouri to st louis from this point I1 have
the honour to return to you the despatchesdispatchesdespatches intrustedtrusteduntrustedin to my charge

on arriving upon this frontier I1 learned from good authority
that the mormonscormonsMormons although generally supposed to be in the indian
country somewhere between grand island and fort john had in
fact delayed their advance so long in order to receive those mem-
bers of their sect who had been left in illinois and whom a con-
tinuancetinuance of severe persecution drove after them as fugitives deprived
of almost all means of support that they had not yet crossed the

thomas L kane the mormonscormonsMor mons A discourse delivered before the historical
society of pennsylvania march 26 1850 philadelphia king and baird printers
1850 p 27
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missouri and consequently would scarcely be able to reach the
pacific during the present season upon this I1 made careful
inquiry concerning what means existed of proceeding directly on
to california and particularly as to the possibility of my being
able to overtake any of the emigrant parties already on their way
to that country I1 received answers of but one tenourbenour yet I1 have
preserved in writing the opinions of colonel kearney chief in
command of the army of the west now on the santa fe trace
and of mr william gilpin of oregon well known for his experi-
ence of western life which I1 shall have pleasure at any future time
in submitting to your inspection colonel kearney writes you
have expressed to me your great desire to overtake the california
emigrants and accompany them on their journey from the best
information I1 am possessed of I1 consider it impossible that you
could do so they have too much the start of you and major
gilpin you cannot reach them at anynearerany nearer point than bear R
where the trails diverge and those going to california turn to the
south it is impracticable for you to pursue them by the route of
the platte with a party of less than twelve experienced men and
then only at the hourly risk of being rubbed out by the indians

A party such as major gilpin alludes to whatever its chance
of success though composed of the best materials could scarcely
be organized without a chief to superintendent and encourage its
movements in times of responsibility the office of such circum-
stances render it improper that I1 should undertake since my
arrival in the mormon camp I1 find my presence with its inhabi-
tants imperatively called for nor can I1 expect with a just regard to
the main object of my journey to feel at liberty to leave them for
some time to come every day too renders it more vain for the
people to attempt proceeding to california this season and I1 have
been acquainted confidentially by those in authority that such has
ceased to be their intention

under view of these facts as it is unadvisable to organize a
party for the express purpose of bearing your despatchesdispatchesdespatches without
giving it my presence as it is improper that I1 should abandon my
present company for this purpose and finally as it is impossible
by continuing in the same that I1 will reach california in any time
within which the delivery of my despatchesdispatchesdespatches can be of service to the
united states I1 have the honour to return them to your depart-
ment

with great respect I1 am sir your most obedient servant

thomas L kane2kanea

hon george bancroft

thomas L kane to george bancroft 11 july 1846 bancroft papers massachu-
setts historical society
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BRIGHAM YOUNG university STUDIES is a voice for the community of
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BYU STUDIES is a serious venture into the study of the correlation of
revealed and discovered truth dedicated to the conviction that the spiritual
and the intellectual are complementary avenues of knowledge BYU STUDIES
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language of the field creative work poetry short fiction drama is
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